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INTRODUCTIONS 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS 
CONFERRING OF SPECIAL AWARDS 
Honorary Degrees 
Edward A. Wayne Medals 
Presidential Medallions 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
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Office of Academic Affairs 
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GRADUATE AND FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREES 
School of Graduate Studies 
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School of Medicine 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY CANDIDATES 
RECESSIONAL** 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
Commencement Band 
Terry L. Austin , Conducting 
VCU Police Honor Guard 
VCU Commencement Band 
Eugene P. Trani , President 
Ted Turner 
The President 
The President 
Stephen D. Gottfredson, Dean 
Cecil B. Drain , Dean 
Richard E. Toscan, Dean 
Howard P. Tuckman, Dean 
Lindsay M. Hunt, Dean 
John S. Oehler, Jr., Dean 
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* The audience may remain seated during the academic procession but will stand for the National Anthem. 
** Graduates will remain in place until the President's party leaves. 
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I Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters is Virginia Commonwealth University's highest , 
,,, 
form of recogrution. Awarded by the President at Commencement, it recognizes the 
Commencement speaker as wen as others who have made outstanding contributions to 
society through scholarship, humanitarianism, science, art, and public service. 
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HUMANE LETTERS 
1998 RECIPIENTS 
Ted Turner 
Robert W. Galvin 
Max F. Perutz 
HONORARY DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS 
Ted Turner 
Commencement Speaker 
Mr. Ted Turner is widely credited with revolutionizing television news and cable programming. 
Since 1996, Mr. Turner has served as Vice Chairman of Time Warner Inc. and as a member 
of the Time Warner Board of Directors. Time Warner is the world 's leading media and 
entertainment company. Mr. Turner oversees its cable networks division. 
Mr. Turner began his business career as an account executive for Turner Advertising 
Company (now Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.). In 1963, he became President and Chief 
Operating Officer, a position he held until the company's merger with Time Warner in 1966. 
Mr. Turner entered the television business in 1970 with the purchase of Channel 17, 
an Atlanta independent UHF television station. Six years later, he originated the "superstation" 
concept, transmitting the station's signal to cable systems nationwide via satellite. In 1980, 
Mr. Turner inaugurated CNN, the world 's first live, in-depth, round-the-clock news television 
network. CNN International , launched in 1985 as the company's global news service, is 
distributed to more than 21 O countries and territories around the world . 
Mr. Turner was born in Cincinnati , Ohio. When he was nine years old, he and his family 
moved to Savannah, Georgia. He is a graduate of Brown University . 
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I. Edward A. Wayne Medal was estabHshed in 1971 to honor individuals,w~.b!~~ve 
. '-' i:'. . . 
made outstanding contributions or provided exemplary service to Virginia C~ni~ ot1Wealtff 
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University. Awarded by the President at Commencement, the medal is na111'~d in honor: 
of Edward A. Wayne, Chairman of the commission that led to the establishment.of Virginla. 
Commonwealth University in 1968 by the Virginia General Assembly. Mr. Wayne serve1t 
as the University's first Vice Rector. 
A. WAYNE M E D A L 
1998 RECIPIENTS 
Robert C. Bobb 
French H. Moore, Jr. 
EDWARD A. WAYNE MEDAL 
Robert C. Bobb 
Mr. Robert C. Bobb's career spans two and one-half decades of management and leadership 
in the public and private sectors. 
Mr. Bobb serves as the City Manager of Oakland, California. Before coming to California, 
he was City Manager of Kalamazoo, Michigan; Santa Ana, California; and, most recently, 
Richmond, Virginia. For his achievement in the profession, he has been a four-time recipient 
of awards from the International City Management Association , among other numerous honors. 
While in Richmond, Mr. Bobb was appointed and reappointed to the Virginia State Crime 
Commission under three governors. He also was appointed to the Board of Visitors of Virginia 
Military Institute by Governor L. Douglas Wilder and reappointed by Governor George Allen. 
Under Governor Allen, he continued to serve in numerous capacities with state commissions 
and other committees. 
In 1993, Mr. Bobb was named by City and State, a newspaper for state and local government 
officials, as the Most Valuable Public Official among professional managers in local government 
in the nation. In 1997, Mr. Bobb received the Marks of Excellence Award from the National Forum 
for Black Public Administrators. It is the organization's highest honor. 
Mr. Bobb earned his undergraduate degree in political science from Grambling State 
University and his M.B.S. from Western Michigan State University. He also was a Joyce Foundation 
Fellow at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of Government and recently served as 
a member of the Executive Alumni Council for the Kennedy School. 
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EDWARD A. WAYNE MEDAL 
French H. Moore, Jr., D.D.S. 
Dr. French H. Moore, Jr. , has devoted more than three decades of public service to Abingdon, 
Virginia. He has been a member of the Abingdon Planning Commission for more than 32 years 
and currently serves as Chair. In 1972, he was elected Vice Mayor and in 1982 Mayor of 
Abingdon. Since 1988, he has been serving once again as Vice Mayor. 
Dr. Moore also has practiced general dentistry in Abingdon since 1960, when he graduated 
with his Doctor of Dental Science degree from the Medical College of Virginia where he also 
obtained his Bachelor of Science degree. 
Dr. Moore was appointed a member of the Board of Visitors of Virginia Commonwealth 
University in 1983, where he served for eight years. Between 1989 and 1992, he was the Board's 
Rector. In 1991 , he was honored by the School of Dentistry with its Outstanding Alumnus Award; 
in 1992 he received the MCV Campus's Outstanding Alumnus Award. He is a past president of 
the Virginia Dental Association and has held numerous other professional appointments throughout 
his career. 
Dr. Moore is currently a member of the Board of Visitors of Emory and Henry College and 
the Board of Directors of the Medical College of Virginia Foundation. He also is serving as Vice 
President of the Virginia Board of Dentistry and continues to serve as a member of the Am~rican 
Association of Dental Examiners . 
• 
he Presidential Medamon was established in 1984 by the Board of Visitors of Virginia 
Commonwealth University to honor the outstanding contributions of the members of the 
University community; The award recognizes these individuals for extraordinary achievement 
in learning and commitment to the mission of VCU. The President awards the medallion 
at Commencement. 
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PRESIDENTIAL M EOALLIDN 
Edmund F. Aukell, D.M.D., M.D. 
Dr. Edmund F. Ackell, whose career spans more than three decades, skillfully combined his 
knowledge and abilities as a doctor, researcher, teacher, and administrator to successfully head 
Virginia Commonwealth University as President from 1978 to 1990, when he retired and became 
President Emeritus. 
Dr. Ackell earned his Doctor of Dental Medicine in 1953 from Tufts University. He completed 
graduate work at the University of Pennsylvania and went on to earn his M.D. in 1962 from Case 
Western Reserve University. 
As an administrator, Dr. Ackell brought a wide range of experience and ideas to VCU. His 
executive career began in 1966 when he became Dean of the College of Dentistry and Professor 
of Surgery in the School of Medicine at the University of Florida. Within three years he was 
named Provost of that university's health center and soon after as Vice President of Health 
Affairs. He was recruited by the University of Southern California in 197 4 where he served as 
Vice President of Health Affairs, the post he held prior to his appointment at VCU. 
Dr. Ackell has integrated his medical background with his interest in health planning. He 
has crisscrossed America and the world working as a consultant. Internationally, he served as 
consultant on health planning to the governments of Yugoslavia and Saudi Arabia. He also has _-
served as a consultant on education to the Israeli Universities Study Group for Middle Eastern 
Affairs and to the Hariri Foundation's Consortium for International Cooperation in Higher Education 
for the Middle East. 
By integrating his skills as health professional, administrator, and consultant, Dr. Ackell 
effectively guided the growth of VCU during an important era of transition and growth . 
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PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION 
Carolyn Moore McCue, M.D. 
Dr. Carolyn Moore Mccue began her career at the Medical College of Virginia in 1948 and retired 
as Professor of Pediatrics in 1989. From 1975 to 1981, she was Chair of Virginia Commonwealth 
University's Division of Pediatric Cardiology. Before coming to VCU, Dr. McCue practiced 
pediatrics and pediatric cardiology in Marianna, Florida; Spartanburg, South Carolina; and 
Richmond. 
A student at Wellesley College and a graduate of Stanford University, Dr. McCue earned 
her M.D. from MCV in 1941. Between 1941 and 1947, she completed an internship, postdoctoral 
training, and a pediatric residency at Wisconsin General Hospital in Madison, Wisconsin; 
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia; and MCV. 
In addition to teaching, research, and patient care, Dr. McCue was active in public service 
in the community. She served the Richmond Chamber of Commerce, was the first female 
President of the Richmond Academy of Medicine, and was active with the Richmond Area Heart 
Association. She also is a fellow of the American Academy of Pediatrics and Cardiology, the 
American College of Physicians, and the American College of Cardiology, among several other 
professional appointments nationwide and in Virginia . 
• 
Grand Marshals 
Frederick B. Wayne 
Robert L. Clifton 
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1998 UNIVERSITY FACULTY MARSHALS 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Charlene D. Crawley 
C. Williams Griffin 
Laura J. Moriarty 
Albert T. Sneden Ill 
School of Allied Health Professions 
Robert L. Lamb 
Barbara J. Lindsey 
School of the Arts 
Sandra L. Guerard 
Audrey M. H. Jung 
Bruce M. Koplin 
School of Business 
Randolph T. Barker 
Ruth W. Epps 
Walter S. Griggs 
School of Dentistry 
Marshall P. Brownstein 
Michael V. Dishman 
School of Education 
Samuel M. Craver 
Susan D. Leone 
Veronica H. Long 
School of Engineering 
Martin L. Lenhardt 
School of Medicine 
Jan F. Chlebowski 
James M. Messmer 
Dean X. Parmelee 
School of Nursing 
W. Richard Cowling Ill 
JoAnne K. Henry 
Janet B. Younger 
School of Pharmacy 
Carol B. Pugh 
Ralph E. Small 
School of Social Work 
Humberto E. Fabela 
Mary K. Rodwell 
Doctor of Philosophy Candidates 
Dolores G. Clement 
Sherry T. Sandkam 
Office of Academic Affairs 
Division of University Outreach 
Ronald X. Peterson 
University Library Services 
Chengren Hu 
Emeriti Faculty 
J. Doyle Smith 
A CADE MIC C 0 S T U M E 
Academic costume worn today at American college exercises derives from the Middle Ages. 
The oldest universities of northern Europe, such as Paris and Oxford, grew out of church 
schools, and both faculty and students were regarded in the Middle Ages as a part of the clergy. 
They wore clerical costumes, largely borrowed from the monastic dress of that day, not just 
on special occasions but. as their regular costume. 
The head covering of the academic costume developed from the skull cap worn by 
the clergy in cold weather to protect their tonsured heads. In the universities, the skull cap 
Arts, Letters and Humanities 
Business · 
Dentistry 
Economics 
Education 
Engineering 
Fine Arts, Architecture 
Laws 
Library Science 
Medicine 
Music 
Nursing 
Pharmacy 
Philosophy 
Physical Education 
Public A_dministration 
Public Health 
Science 
Social Service 
· ··Theology 
White 
Drab 
Lilac 
Copper 
Light Blue 
Orange 
Brown 
Purple 
Lemon 
Green 
Pink 
Apricot 
Olive Green 
· Dark Blue 
Sage Green 
Peacock Blue 
Salmon 
Golden Yellow 
Citron 
Scarlet 
acquired a point on top, which evolved into a tassel. The 
bonnet with tassel is still worn by degree holders of European 
universities. In America, it has been replaced by the familiar 
mortar board, which still retains the medieval tassel. 
The hood (the medieval caputium) was originally a 
covering worn over the head in bad weather, otherwise 
dropped on the shoulders as the monk's cowl. At first it was 
worn by faculty and students alike, but in the early sixteenth 
century it was restricted to graduates, thus becoming the 
mark of a degree holder. Today, each college has its 
distinctive hood lining by which its graduates may be 
recognized in academic processions. Anyone with a degree 
from Virginia Commonwealth University may wear a hood 
showing a black chevron on gold background. 
The gown worn today is the medieval robe and seems 
to have been borrowed from the habit of the Benedictine 
monks. In the Middle Ages, undergraduates, bachelors, and 
masters could be distinguished by the simplicity or intricacy 
of their gowns. The doctor's gown was often furred , which 
survives today in the ornamentation found on the doctoral gown. Usually the gown is black, but 
some colleges have colored gowns. 
The wide velvet borders extending down the front of the doctoral gown, the velvet bars on 
the sleeves, and the borders of most hoods are colored according to the scholarly field of the 
wearer. Some of these are listed above. 
UNIVERSITY MEDALLION 
Serving as a perpetual symbol of Virginia Commonwealth University, the University Medallion 
is worn by the President at ceremonial occasions. The Egyptian Building, a historic and architectural 
landmark on the Medical College of Virginia Campus and the oldest medical education building 
in the South, is the centerpiece of the medallion. Egyptian hieroglyphics and images surrounding 
the building stand for medicine, the arts, the home, the community, writing and wisdom, measures 
and numbers, time, knowledge, and the sciences. These images represent VCU's mission of 
teaching, research , public service, and patient care. 
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C P I E N T S D F DEGREES 
Due to rigid time requirements, this program must be printed before 
the final list of degree candidates and final graduation honors status 
for undergraduate students can be determined. The exclusion of the 
name of a student is not to be taken as indication of official status 
as a non-graduate, nor is the inclusion of the name of a student to 
be taken as certification of official status as a graduate. 
Only undergraduate students are eligible for honors designations. 
These designations do not apply to the degrees received by graduate 
students. 
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COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Stephen D. Gottfredson 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Adams, Robert Neil + English Richmond Carney, Emmet H. Philosophy Arlington 
Agamirzoev, Elnur llkham Ogli Political Richmond Carpenter, Michael Eastburn Psychology Rockville 
Science Carr, Daniel Foster History Richmond 
Ager, Robert Christian Religious Studies Mechanicsville Carreras, James Scott + Political Science Midlothian 
Albert, Desiree Michelle Sociology and Richmond Cassidy, Tara Elizabeth English and Richmond 
Anthropology Foreign Language/French 
Allen, Jennifer Louise English Chesterfield Cavan, Angela Mia Psychology Kenbridge 
Allen, Timothy John English Goochland Chalmers, Darryl Edward + History Richmond 
Anderson, Shawna Janine + Political Richmond Chambers, Katina Nicole English Bronx, NY 
Science Clark, Meghan Jeanne + History and Richmond 
Athill, Mary Elizabeth Foreign Language/ Alexandria Religious Studies 
Spanish Clark, Thomas Edward+ History Newport News 
Austin, Angela Leigh + Political Science Mechanicsville Clarke, Walter Wright, Jr. English Richmond 
Ayubi, Senzel Psychology Richmond Cohn, Stefan Michael History Richmond 
Banholzer, Thomas Jason * Political Glen Allen Coleman, Leigh-Anne + English Fredericksburg 
Science Conlon, Daniel Woodrow English Richmond 
Barton, Kate Weber ** Psychology Fairfax Conyers, Charles Cornelius Political Richmond 
Batten, Vincent Lynn ** Political Science Richmond Science 
Beloate, Michelle Arlevia + English Sutherland Cooper, William Travis ** English Mechanicsville 
Belton, Andrea Benita + English Richmond Coppedge, Anne Chester History Mechanicsville 
Bendall, Dawn Elizabeth ** English Richmond Couch, Lori Sue Kinzer *** English Amelia 
Berenshteyn, llya Political Science Richmond Covert, Stephen Stockwell + English Richmond 
Berg, Judy Ann English and Psychology New Kent Crabtree, Joanna Lynn + English Richmond 
Bishop, Susannah Michelle History Richmond Cruse, Latisha Marie + Psychology Glen Allen 
Boggs, Belle McQuade *** • English Richmond Cunningham, Michael Troy + Foreign Richmond 
Booth, Alexander M. * English Richmond Language/Spanish 
Bowden, Matilda Cachet ** + Foreign Richmond Dancy, Jennifer Lynn History Dolphin 
Language/French Davis, Ivy West English Richmond 
Branch, Krista St. John + Psychology Richmond Davis, Jennifer Drew Religious Studies Glen Allen 
Brink, James Michael * + History Burke Davis, Sarah Elizabeth * + English Richmond 
Broadwater, Kristene Emily English Richmond De Sa, Emily Estelle Foreign Language/ Mathews 
Brown, Dannetter Lynn English Jackson, MS Spanish 
Brown, Theodore Tyrone + Religious Studies Richmond Delzell, Frances Esther + English Reston 
Buckley, Jeffrey Ware + History and Powhatan DeTrana, Paul * + History Richmond 
Religious Studies Devish, Mark Eugene * + English Richmond 
Burden, Amy Michelle * + Political Science Richmond Diehl, Mary Victoria Foreign Language/ Winchester 
Burnette, Wendy Jane English Richmond Spanish 
Burton, Amy Marie Sociology and Colonial Heights Duck, Natalie Ann ** History Richmond 
Anthropology Dunn, Troy Wallace Religious Studies Richmond 
Butler, Carin Cristin ** • History Midlothian Durgin, Sybil Anne History Richmond 
Cadora Ill, Albert Stevens English Roanoke Ekstein, Daniel Joseph * + Political Science Richmond 
Elliott, Lesley Lea + Psychology Richmond 
Epperson, Thomas Davies *** • + English Richmond 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES ANO SCIENCES 3 
Ernstes, Margaret Baugh ** History Richmond Howell, Kimberly A. English Mechanicsville 
Fanucci, Jennifer Lynn English Richmond Howell, Margaret Virginia English Richmond 
Farrell, Michael Bruce + English Richmond Hubbard, Alisa Lorraine + English Richmond 
Fauls, Jennifer Lynn English Richmond Huff, Jennifer Lynn + History Richmond 
Fisher, Georgia A. Political Science Richmond Humphrey, Elizabeth Eleanor + Political Richmond 
Flott, Monica Inez History Rockville, MD Science 
Foster, Crystal Marie Stephens * Political Richmond Hunroe, M. Bruce * History Richmond 
Science ldleman, Jedina Chandell * English Chester 
Foughner, Margaret Rose * English Hampton lkley, Vincent ** + History Richmond 
Frank, Kelly Ballengee Religious Studies Richmond Issa, Qateralnada Mahmoud + Psychology Richmond 
Free, Niklaus Marlow Religious Studies Colonial Heights James, Vijay-Kumar N. + English Harrisonburg 
Friedman, Ben Frank + History Williamsburg Jarratt, Jennifer Leigh Political Science Sussex 
Gallegos, Jennifer Miranda + Foreign Midlothian Jefferson, Amy Danielle * English Newport News 
Language/Spanish Jennings, Kimberly Ferrell + Psychology Halifax 
Garner, Patricia Dare Psychology Midlothian Jiggetts, Damon Sherman History Danville 
Gartenmann, Curtis Matthew * + Political Falls Church Johnson, Ryan Winfield Political Science Richmond 
Science and History Johnson, Sean Patrick * Political Science Richmond 
Garthright, Katherine Brown English Midlothian Jones, Erin Page + Political Science Richmond 
Gibson, David J. * History Chesterfield Jones, Kimberly D. English Alexandria 
Gilbert, Dean K. * + History Richmond Jordan, Elizabeth Clarissa * English Woodbridge 
Gouldthorpe, Joanne Cousins Foreign Richmond Keffer, Amy B. English Louisa 
Language/Spanish Ketron, Ashley Lynn ** Foreign Richmond 
Gouldthorpe, Jonathan David ** Foreign Richmond Language/Spanish 
Language/Spanish Keysor, Leslie Elise * + English Res ton 
Greenfield, Shannon Dawn Psychology Dallas, TX Kimbrough, Kathryn Mary Psychology Richmond 
Grimes, Kari A. + Political Science Newport News Klinger, Jennifer Cochran ** Political Richmond 
Hale, Andrea Winn + Psychology Powhatan Science 
Hall, Myra Lee English Richmond Krishnaswamy, Brindha ** • Political Richmond 
Hamlette, Cynthia M. + English Yorktown Science 
Hammond, Marcos Hubert Gonzalez Richmond Kulesza, Amy E. + Religious Studies Richmond 
Foreign Language/Spanish Lamarre, Cassandre + English Rockville Center, NY 
Hannan, Robert Patrick, Jr. + History Richmond Lancaster, Katina Marchelle Political Science Richmond 
Hanner, Theresa Ann *** • + Political Mechanicsville Lance, Stephanie Ellen + Psychology Richmond 
Science Lane, Robert Bartell, Jr. + Political Science Vallejo, CA 
Harris, Angela M. + Political Science Richmond Lawrence, Donna Lynne + English Richmond 
Harrison, Agatha Pansy + English Lawrenceville Lawrence, Monica S. + Foreign Language/ Richmond 
Hart, Catherine Reese *** • English Richmond French 
Hartman, Kimberly Ann ** English Richmond Layton, Jennifer Anne + Religious Studies Richmond 
Harvey, Allison Reynolds + Foreign Chesapeake Lefas, Claudia + Political Science Richmond 
Language/French and English Litrel, Melissa Leigh + History Richmond 
Harvey, James Alton, Jr. History Richmond Lovejoy, Amy Leigh History Richmond 
Harwood, Ashley Tara + English Lanexa Lyne, Candace Dianne History Richmond 
Haymes, Allison Rae + Psychology Richmond Mack, Karen Andrea English Stephens City 
Helferich, Christina Anne * History and Clayton, OH Mahone, Jeffrey Neil * History Richmond 
Political Science Mann, Jason Paul Political Science Virginia Beach 
Hennage, Robin Amburn English Montross Maraghy, Shannon * English Richmond 
Hines, Tazewell Harrison History Richmond Marichak, Laurie *+ History Richmond 
Hodges, Jennifer Page ** Political Science Glen Allen Marr, Jeffrey Brown + English Richmond 
Hopkins, Melany Ann Psychology Mechanicsville McDermott, Kelly Alanna Religious Studies Res ton 
Horton, David Seth ** • Philosophy and Richmond McDonald, Timothy E. + History Richmond 
Religious Studies McGinnis, Anne Stairs English Richmond 
Houlihan, Patrick J. + History Richmond McGrath, Susan Marie + English Richmond 
4 COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
McIntyre, Michael David *** English 
McKay-Smith, Laurie B. * + English 
McKinney, Shana Gayle + Foreign 
Language/Spanish 
McKinney, Veronica Renee + Political 
Science 
McNally, Kevin Robert ** History 
McRae Carolyn M. + English 
Mickell, Pamela Aarslev * Foreign 
Language/Spanish 
Milling, Rebecca Brice English 
Mills, Dale L. English 
Mills, Stephanie Michelle Psychology 
Miska, John P. + Political Science 
Mohan, Peter Charles + History 
Montealegre, Stacia Renee + English 
Moore, Annalisa English 
Moore, Lisa Dancy + History 
Morin, Dorothy Stovall * • English 
Morris, Christopher Lee English 
Morris, Jonathan * + History 
Moses, Howard L., Jr. Political Science 
Mosman, Kathleen Theresa ** + History 
Murray, Alyssa Michelle + English 
Musselwhite, Brian Parker+ History 
Mutia, Donnel Gordon L. Religious Studies 
Natividad, Noel Ruano History 
Naumann, Carri Lynne + Foreign 
Language/German 
Nguyen, Quynh-Trang Due-Thuy Mary 
English 
Nguyen, Thuan C. Political Science 
Nichols, Frances Garrett English 
Nicklas, Grace Lynn + Psychology 
Nobles, Hillary Bowen + Political Science 
Northen, Brooke Wiley + Psychology 
O'Brien, Donovan Lawrence*+ History 
Odiorne, Andrea Lynn History 
Palko, Rebekah Ann ** History 
Parker, Sarah Chatman + Foreign 
Language/French 
Parkes, Christina Elisa History 
Parrish, Daphne Adrienne * English 
Pasternak, Benjamin Todd History 
Patterson, Jennifer Marian + Political 
Science 
Pearson, Susan Renee + History 
Persinger, Silver * + English 
Power, John Mark Beresford Religious 
Studies 
Richmond 
Goochland 
Mechanicsville 
Norfolk 
Chester 
Hampton 
Midlothian 
McLean 
Chester 
Beaverdam 
Barboursville 
Reston 
Appomattox 
Richmond 
Emporia 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Colonial Heights 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Williamsburg 
Petersburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Sands ton 
Richmond 
Lovettsville 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Pryor, Dawn Shinell Foreign Language/ 
German 
Przygocki, Peter Gillian History and Religious 
Studies 
Rauscher, Jerel Christopher English 
Redd, Rodrick Bernard English 
Reid, Deborah Lynn Political Science 
Reid, Jennifer Leigh * Foreign Language/ 
German 
Reyes, Richard Anibal Cabellos + Political 
Science 
Reynolds, Kimberly Lee + English 
Rice, Paul Anthony History 
Rieger, Christian Andre + English 
Roane, Lucy Jourdan + Psychology 
Robertson, Eric Shaine + Religious Studies 
Robinson, Anthony Todd + History 
Robinson, Sharon Anita Langhorne + 
English 
Rockwell, Kent Lee + Psychology 
Rooke, Jason Christopher Religious Studies 
Samuel, Karyn Rene English 
Samuel, Susan J. ** • Religious Studies 
Sandy, Debra F. ** + English 
Schley, Elizabeth Grayson Psychology 
Schnettler, Robert Kenneth Religious Studies 
Schuller, Marion Kathrine * + History and 
Psychology 
Segar, Anne Elizabeth Rigel ** English 
Shaw, Nakia Gian English 
Sheats, Jennifer L. + English 
Shultz, Kelley Serena Metheny * English 
Simpson, Helen Christine * Psychology 
Slonaker, Susannah Fox + History 
Smith, David L. ** • English and History 
Smith, Irene Castrellon Foreign Language/ 
Spanish 
Smith, Kume L. * English 
Smith, Michael Bernard * History 
Snedeker, Albert B., Ill + History 
Snodgrass, James Robert, Jr. English 
Speichert, Eric Edward + Foreign Language/ 
German 
Speidel, Cary Rebecca Sociology and 
Anthropology 
Stanley, Alison Lucas Psychology 
Staub, Toni Lynn + Psychology 
Stebner, Jannella Colleen * + Religious 
Studies 
Steenburgh, Millicent Stockdon * Sociology 
and Anthropology 
Stone, John A. + History 
Sylvia, Anthony L. History 
Tatterson, Meaghan Garrett + English 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Martinsville 
Williamsburg 
Charlottesville 
Vienna 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Cypress, CA 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Petersburg 
Burke 
Mechanicsville 
North Babylon, NY 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chester 
Richmond 
Chester 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Chester 
Richmond 
Highland Springs 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Glen Allen 
Hanover 
Springfield 
Richmond 
Arlington 
Richmond 
Richmond 
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Taylor, Stephen Louis + English Midlothian Welch, Robin Berberich * Engl ish Mechanicsville 
Teitelbaum, Robert K. Political Science Glen Allen Wendelken-Ries, Susanne * + English Midlothian 
Terry, Sandi Denise * English Richmond Wert, Angela Christine English Richmond 
Tobin, Matthew Alan + History Richmond Wilhelm, Bradford Allen Political Science Richmond 
Tolson, Todd Michael + Political Science Chester Willcox, Thomas Andrew + History Suffolk 
Trent, Pamela Jean History Richmond Williams, April Cherie** History Richmond 
Turf, Megan E. Religious Studies Maidens Williams, Joshua James Post + History Richmond 
Tyndall, Christy Elizabeth History Richmond Wilson, Jeffery Lamont History Danville 
Vazquez, Julie Ellen + Psychology Colonial Heights Winslow, Christine Elizabeth * English Sterling 
Vess, Christine Oakley English and History Hopewell Wisniewski, Suzanne History Ashland 
Vestal, Keith Stuart ** History Richmond Wong, Brandi Leigh * • + Foreign Yale 
von Elten, Kellie J.M.*+ History Richmond Language/Spanish 
Vu, Mary Suzanne + Political Science Kingstowne Wood, Kay Douglass ** Political Science Richmond 
Wakeland, Laurie Ann *** + Foreign Richmond Woodson, Rebecca Leigh English Richmond 
Language/Spanish Worcester, George * + English Richmond 
Walker, Marian Elizabeth + English Williamsburg Worrell, Ashley Elizabeth + Religious Studies Richmond 
Walls, Gerald Grayson, Jr. + Psychology Richmond Worrell, Lynsey Ann + Religious Studies Richmond 
and Sociology and Anthropology Wright, Melina Noel + Sociology and Richmond 
Walton, Nancy Ross + Psychology Mineral Anthropology 
Warth-Warner, Amy Lynn ** English Glen Allen Wright, Stephanie Paige English Sands ton 
Washington, Dana Marie + English Richmond Yonce, Lori Page English Mechanicsville 
Wease, Amy Elizabeth English Richmond York, Heather Kendall English Richmond 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Abdullah, Sahla Nureen * Biology Richmond Arceneaux, Kara Diane + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Aberra, Sabrina A. Biology and Chemistry Alexandria Ashcraft, Jay Marshall + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Acevedo, Felicia Ramona Psychology Long Island, NY Auger, Patrick Clement Biology Fairfax 
Adelaar, Kimberly Anne + Psychology Richmond Ayers, Hope Anita Psychology Suffolk 
Adkins, Matthew Chippawa + Computer New Kent Ayoub, John Claude ** Psychology Richmond 
Science Baker, Amy Elizabeth + Mass Communica- Richmond 
AI-Ragam, Ouhoud Mohammad Yousef Richmond tions 
Biology Baker, Bryan Christopher Mathematical Richmond 
AI-Ragam, Sharifa Mohammad * + Richmond Sciences 
Psychology Baker, Francita Yvette Criminal Justice Centreville 
AI-Shateri, Ahmed Omar Hassan Biology Richmond Baker, Latisha Jeanette Criminal Justice Newport News 
Alexander, Brian Scott + Mass Communica- Richmond Bale, Jessica F. + Criminal Justice Richmond 
tions Bales, Marna Louise + Mass Communications Richmond 
Allen, Shane Lamont Mass Communications Alexandria Bansal, Ankush Kumar ** • Biology Fairfax Station 
Allen, Sidney Mason, Ill + Science Toms Brook Barnes, Steven Neal ** + Psychology Richmond 
Amiri, Lily A. Psychology Richmond Baskfield, Cassandra Yvette ** + • Richmond 
Amori, Gregory Robert+ Criminal Justice Richmond Psychology 
Amrhein, Lindsay Pauline + Psychology Glen Allen Batkins, William Wayne ** + Biology Quinton 
Anderson, Joslyn Bingley * Mathematical Fredericksburg Baugh, Tharonica Debrasha + Computer Petersburg 
Sciences Science 
Anderson, Scott Wayne Mass Communica- Ashburn Bavuso, Katherine Carter *** • Chemistry Richmond 
tions Baybutt, Amy Michelle Martin Psychology Richmond 
Andrews, Jason Hilary + Mass Communica- Mechanicsville Beadell, Ashley Tarves Mass Communications Midlothian 
tions Beck, Joan Stump Chemistry Richmond 
Anonick, Jennifer Lynn Price ** + Psychol- Richmond Behne, Ann Katherine * Chemistry Chester 
ogy and Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
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Beirne, Shana Margaret Mass Communica-
tions 
Berlin, Suzanne Rich + Biology 
Bjerregaard, Shannon Rebekah ** Psychol-
ogy 
Bjorkholm, Robert M. + Urban Studies 
Black, Stephanie Kathleen + Psychology 
Black-Bruce, Lori A. + Sociology and 
Anthropology 
Blake, Anita Bush * + Psychology 
Bland, Chrystal Lynnette + Biology 
Blue, Robert Daniel * + Psychology 
Blum, Aaron Isaac + Mass Communications 
Boger, William James + Mass Communica-
tions 
Boggs, Lisa A. + Criminal Justice 
Boggs, Timothy R. ** Mass Communications 
Boggs, Wendy Gaynelle *** • Psychology 
Booth, Robert W., Jr. + Psychology 
Borden, Kimberly Ann Psychology 
Bergerson, Trigg L. ** + Computer Science 
Bowen, Tonya Montez Sociology and 
Anthropology 
Bracey, Tarsha Charise Mass Communica-
tions 
Bradford, Sharon Rachel + Psychology 
Brewer, Kimberly A. Mass Communications 
Bridgforth, Baskerville Pennington + Biology 
Brigola, A. Chalmer Diaz Science 
Brower, Kimberly Beth Biology 
Brown, Alice M. Biology 
Brown, Chuckia Nicole ** • Biology 
Brown, Clifford Wayne, Jr. + Economics 
Brown, Heidi Annette Chemistry 
Brown, Kendall Anne Criminal Justice 
Brown, Mary Ann * + Psychology 
Brown, Maureen Page ** • Criminal Justice 
Browning, Shannon Eugene + Physics and 
Engineering 
Bryan, Charles W. ** Urban Studies 
Bryant, Rodney Lane + Mass Communica-
tions 
Bryant, Stephen Corey + Criminal Justice 
Buckeridge, Stephanie Anne Mass Commu-
nications 
Buckler, Jennifer Lynn * Mass Communica-
tions 
Buckles, William Douglas Economics 
Bui, Thai-Hang T. Chemi~try 
Roanoke 
Charlottesville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Beaverdam 
Aylett 
Petersburg 
Manakin-Sabot 
Richmond 
Uniontown, PA 
Fredericksburg 
King George 
Mechanicsville 
Callao 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Fairfax 
Warrenton 
Richmond 
Hampton 
Midlothian 
Coolville, OH 
Highland Springs 
Martinsville 
Glen Allen 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
Bundick, Natasha Nicole + Biology 
Burgett, Nancy Elizabeth + Mathematical 
Sciences 
Burns, Thomas James Psychology 
Burroughs, Ronald Maurice, Jr. + Criminal 
Justice 
Burton, Michelle Dawn Criminal Justice 
Butler, Tamara Yvette Criminal Justice 
Cabrera, Henry A. + Criminal Justice 
Cagni, Angela Pearce Chemistry 
Cain, Christina M. Psychology 
Caldwell, Crystal Ann + Criminal Justice 
Campagne-lbarcq, Natalie Marie Criminal 
Justice 
Cannady, Katalin A. Psychology 
Cannon, Margaret Heather Psychology 
Capati, Maria Fe Salvador + Psychology 
Capper, Michelle Marie + Mass Communica-
tions 
Carneal, Stephen Ernest Psychology 
Carnevale, Peter Landers Mass Communi-
cations 
Carrillo, Jill Gammon Biology 
Carter, Margaret Rose + Sociology and 
Anthropology 
Carter, Rhonda Treanan Psychology 
Carwile, Heather Marie + Psychology 
Chambers, Robert Eaton Criminal Justice 
Chance, Melissa Benenhaley + Science 
Chandler, Detra Michelle * Criminal Justice 
Chaplin, Robert Rogers, Ill + Psychology 
Chapman, Jaime Patricia * Biology 
Charity, Simone Andrea Biology 
Cheely, Claudia Deane * Urban Studies 
Chew, Hoover B. + Chemistry 
Chin, Wei-Yuan William ** + Computer 
Science 
Chiou, Alice M. ** • Biology 
Chism, Billy Dell * Biology 
Christerson, Lindsay Dee Psychology 
Clark, Kenneth Charles + Criminal Justice 
Coker, Heather Anne * + Psychology 
Coleman, Ruth Marie *** • Chemistry 
Collie, Amy M. + Psychology 
Collier, Kirk Wilson ·l· Mass Communica-
tions 
Collier, Theresa Lynn + Biology 
Collins, Christina Mass Communications 
Colyer, Andrea Hollins Psychology 
Combs, Michelle Love Mass Communica-
tions 
Connaway, Shinobu + Psychology 
Conner, Stephanie B. + Criminal Justice 
Connors, William Henry, Ill + Biology 
Newport News 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Herndon 
Springfield 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Richmond 
McLean 
Newport News 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Ruther Glen 
Richmond 
Danville 
Richmond 
Cobbs Creek 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Matoaca 
Accomack 
Richmond 
Gloucester 
Queens, NY 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Yorktown 
Springfield 
Richmond 
Hopewell 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
Fredericksburg 
Petersburg 
Res ton 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Prince George 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
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Cook, Bonnie Carole + Psychology Richmond Dukes, Stephen Francis + Psychology Richmond 
Cook, Christina Louise+ Criminal Justice Quinton Dunton, Genethia Rotina Science Eastville 
Cook, Mary Kathryn + Psychology Richmond Duong, Victoria ** • Biology Richmond 
Corletto-Ashton, Daphne Vincent Richmond Durohom, Luisa Velandria Psychology Burke 
Psychology Dyer, Katina Nicole Sociology and Glen Allen 
Cornwell, Jared Brandon Chemistry Mechanicsville Anthropology 
Cottrell, Ann Selden Chemistry Richmond Eaves, Hugh Lindon + Computer Science Richmond 
Cravath, John Shelton Criminal Justice Dinwiddie Eaves, Jennifer Cambell Sociology and Richmond 
Crawley, Shelby Catrell + Criminal Justice Chesterfield Anthropology 
Crews, April Dionne+ Mass Communica- Alexandria Edler, Keshia L. + Urban Studies Richmond 
tions Eibl, Jonathan Michael ** Biology Richmond 
Cribbs, Megan Lynn + Psychology Richmond Eid, Nabil E. Chemistry Richmond 
Crocker, Kimberly Renee + Psychology Richmond Elacate, Maryann Jose *** • + Biology Roanoke 
Cullop, Heather N. Psychology Richmond Etienne, Zalika Hadiya Psychology New York, NY 
Cumbo, Angel Denise Psychology Richmond Evans, Jacob James + Chemistry Chesapeake 
Cummings-John, Patience U. * Psychology Res ton Evans, Tammy Ann + Criminal Justice Montpelier 
Curlee, Sharon Ellen * Sociology and Richmond Fahnestock, Evelyn Lucretia + Psychology Richmond 
Anthropology Farrington, Christine Lynn + Psychology King George 
Dabney, Ronald Maurice, II + Psychology Virginia Beach Faust, Allison Beth Criminal Justice Richmond 
Darley, Fantastic Joe + Computer Science Woodbridge Felt, Elizabeth Anne Psychology Stafford 
David, Matthew J. + Biology Midlothian Fentress, Matthew W. + Chemistry Hudgins 
Davieds, Jody Elizabeth Psychology Newport News Fenyes, Christina Suggs + Psychology Richmond 
Davis, Stephanie Carol Psychology Richmond Ferraro, Ashley Elisabeth Biology Virginia Beach 
de Bondt, Jeffrey Neil + Economics Richmond Ferrell, Pamela Morefield + Psychology Richmond 
de Guzman, Sharon Lyn Maniego + Virginia Beach Field, Jon G. Mass Communications Richmond 
Chemistry Fields, Carl Nicholas * Psychology Richmond 
Deckert, Jennifer C. + Psychology Chester Fischer, Daniel Robert ** Biology Springfield 
Dele-Michael, Olukemi Mass Communica- Richmond Fisher, Joyce Ann + Mass Communications Powhatan 
tions Fisher, Sarah May+ Mass Communications Manassas 
DeMaioribus, Christine Annette + Biology Richmond Flowers, Amy Elizabeth * Chemistry Winchester 
DeYoung, Jessica Erin + Psychology Richmond Foltz, Shannon Marie * Mass Communica- Vienna 
Diallo, Amadou Habib Mathematical Richmond tions 
Sciences Forbush, Nikki Juliette + Sociology and Richmond 
Diallo, Mamadou B. Computer Science Richmond Anthropology 
Dierauer, Jessica Eden Mass Communica- Richmond Ford, Erik M. + Psychology Richmond 
tions Forde, Kimberly Nichole+ Mass Communi- Newport News 
Dilick, Mark Andrew + Computer Science King George cations 
DiPaola, Jennifer Lynne Psychology Richmond Fore, Karen Sue Science Sands ton 
Dobson, Teresa L. + Criminal Justice New Kent Francis, Julie Ann Biology Res ton 
Dodson, Michelle Ann McKay Biology Richmond Francis, Theresa E. ** + Psychology Ashland 
Dolan, Renee Richards Mass Communica- Glen Allen Franklin, Sandra Wright ** + Mathematical Richmond 
tions Sciences 
Donaldson, Tara Slate+ Mass Communica- White Stone Fried, Andrea Lynn * Psychology Midlothian 
tions Friedman, Amy Bissette Sociology and Richmond 
Dopp, James Jeffrey Urban Studies Richmond Anthropology 
Douthit, Mary Caroline + Criminal Justice Richmond Frontiero, Natalie Ruth Mitchell * + Urban Richmond 
Dovel, Chrystal Lynn + Criminal Justice Richmond Studies 
Dovi, Christopher+ Mass Communications Richmond Gaitan, Jennifer Martin-Marie Psychology Richmond 
Downer, Stephanie Ryland Biology Richmond and Sociology and Anthropology 
Dressler, Frank C., Jr. + Criminal Justice Mechanicsville Galloway, Greta Karen * Psychology Arlington 
Drewes, Brittany Catron Mass Communica- Williamsburg Galloway, Karen Lynn Psychology Mechanicsville 
tions Gannon, Patricia L. * Criminal Justice Hanover 
Dubansky, Benjamin David Leon Science Richmond Gardner, Karin Elaina ** Psychology Richmond 
Dudley, Karen Darlene + Science and Richmond Garrity, Erin L. ·,· Psychology Res ton 
Biology Garry, Christopher Collin + Psychology Richmond 
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Gentry, Elizabeth Browning Science Palmyra 
George, Christopher Lee + Psychology Richmond 
George, Geo James Biology Springfield 
Gerheart, Anthony L. Criminal Justice Colonial Heights 
Geriak, Karen Ann * Mass Communications Herndon 
Germeroth, Christie June * + Criminal Mechanicsville 
Justice 
Getz, Kelly T. + Psychology Aylett 
Gibbs, Christine Marie ** + Biology Rockville 
Giles, Sharon Lee Psychology Mechanicsville 
Gill, Christina Virginia Psychology Richmond 
Gill, Marie Suzanne Mass Communications South Hill 
Girling, Jennifer Dawn * + Mass Communi- Midlothian 
cations 
Glenn, Jay Austin + Psychology Mechanicsville 
Gooch, Stacy Lynn * Psychology Chesterfield 
Goodman, James Vance + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Goodwyn, James Bradley + Biology Stony Creek 
Gordon, Margaret J. Criminal Justice Richmond 
Grafenstein, Gene George, Jr. * Criminal Dale City 
Justice 
Graham, Tanya Dionne Mass Communica- Newport News 
tions 
Gravgaard, Jim + Biology Richmond 
Green, Matthew J. + Mass Communications Richmond 
Green, Yoshiko R. + Criminal Justice Ettrick 
Greenidge, Andrew David + Psychology Richmond 
Griffin, Amy Kyle + Criminal Justice Midlothian 
Griffin, Lewis Montrouse, Ill Computer Sterling 
Science 
Griffin, Susan Vera * + Economics Mechanicsville 
Grissom, Sandra Kaye + Criminal Justice Ashland 
Grubb, Christopher + Biology Portland, OR 
Gutierrez, Tony F. + Criminal Justice Spotsylvania 
Guzman, Giovanni + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Hafer, Laura Lynn + Mass Communications Richmond 
Hairston, Cassandra + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Hale, Courtney M. + Mass Communications Hanover 
Hall, Jennifer Hudgins * Sociology and Richmond 
Anthropology 
Halquist, Matthew Sean Science Fredericksburg 
Hamilton, Christen Elizabeth + Biology Richmond 
Han, Kathy Kyong Hee + Biology Richmond 
Hanks, Bradley M. Mass Communications Crewe 
Hanz, Kelly Marie * + Sociology and Herndon 
Anthropology 
Hardy, Constance + Criminal Justice Midlothian 
Hare, Robert Preston, Jr. + Chemistry Hopewell 
Harlan, David Kendall + Psychology Rockville 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
Harris, Julie A. + Psychology 
Harris, Marlene Alice + Criminal Justice 
Harris, Orlanda Fleada Mass Communica-
tions 
Harver, Andrew Blake + Mass Communica-
tions 
Harvey, John Norfleet, Ill + Mass Communi-
cations 
Hashime, Homa Biology 
Hatzigiannidis, Magdalini Mass Communica-
tions 
Hearn, Amy Brandon Psychology 
Hearn, Michael Shane Criminal Justice 
Hebbe, Christopher David + Psychology 
Heise, Jennifer J. ** + Psychology 
Henderson, Wendy Carroll Chemistry 
Hendrick, Regina Matcia + Psychology 
Henshaw, Irving Heath, Jr. Urban Studies 
Herman, Robert Edward * Chemistry 
Hernandez, Valarie L. *** + Biology 
Herndon, Kathryn Elizabeth + Mass 
Communications 
Hester, Stephanie Jo *** • Criminal Justice 
Hibler, Robdisha Anniese * + Criminal 
Justice 
Hicks, Melissa M. + Mass Communications 
Hill, Ashley Katherine Psychology 
Hill, Damon Mathew ** + Computer Science 
Hill, Kenneth W. + Criminal Justice 
Hill-Cherry, Tia D. Biology 
Hinckley, Douglas Valiant + Psychology 
Hirsch, Ari Ben + Biology 
Hogge, Amy Jean Psychology and Sociology 
and Anthropology 
Holbrook, Melanie Elizabeth Biology 
Holcombe, Katherine Anne Belair + Mass 
Communications 
Holland, Marsha Lorraine Criminal Justice 
Holleman, Amy Noel *** Psychology 
Holmes, Palmira Alicia + Criminal Justice 
Holmes, Sheilandice Monique Biology 
Holmes, Shelby Anne + Psychology 
Hooley, Derrick Quentin Psychology 
Horton, Jennifer Ann + Mass Communica-
tions 
Horwath, Pamela F. * + Psychology 
Howell, Robert Tucker + Computer Science 
Hudson, Kevin A. + Criminal Justice 
Hughes, John Edward Biology 
Hughes, Virginia Nicolle Mathematical 
Sciences 
Hullett, Jonathan Bradley ** • Chemistry 
Midlothian 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Springfield 
Midlothian 
Colonial Heights 
Beaverdam 
Fairfax Station 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Fairfax 
Mechanicsville 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Prince George 
Richmond 
Manakin-Sabot 
Lynchburg 
Hanover 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Colonial Heights 
South Hill 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Collinsville 
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Hunter, Beverly Jewel + Sociology and Chester Kirwan, Robert Edwin * Criminal Justice Richmond 
Anthropology Klosenberg, Jennifer Gwen Psychology Richmond 
Huynh, Vu Ngoc ** Biology Richmond Kniceley, Michelle Bergeron Criminal Justice Glen Allen 
lmmig, Robert Edward, Jr. Science Richmond Knight, Jennifer Lynn Parker Psychology Richmond 
In, Nam Hi * Biology Annandale Knight, La Toya Denishia Biology Hampton 
Iser, Brandi S. + Mass Communications Beaverdam Koch, Brandon Fielding Mass Communica- Richmond 
Ivey, Daniel Burton + Sociology and Richmond tions 
Anthropology Komthirath, Laith Urban Studies Richmond 
Jackson, La Toya Michelle + Criminal Richmond Kovacs, Angela Nicole Sociology and Richmond 
Justice Anthropology 
Jackson, Marva Uvette + Psychology Gretna Krier, Nikki Michelle Mass Communications Richmond 
Jahn, Jennifer A. + Biology Richmond Kukorlo, Sara Marie Mass Communications Alexandria 
James, Lenel Felicia Psychology Herndon Kuneho, Sophia Uerituara Biology Richmond 
Jenkins, Angela Renee ** + Psychology Mechanicsville Kusterer, Misti Lee Mass Communications Quinton 
Jenkins, Drenda Michelle Psychology Glen Allen Kwatra, Sameer + Biology Dale City 
Jenkins, Patricia Lee + Mass Communica- Richmond La, Caly Chemistry Richmond 
tions Lane, Diane Hobson + Psychology Richmond 
Jenson, David Lee Chemistry Chesapeake Lanier, Whitney Kay + Psychology Manassas 
Johns, Heidi Michelle + Psychology Richmond Lawrence, Amy Lynne Mathematical Richmond 
Johns, Terry G. ** Psychology Richmond Sciences 
Johnson, Andrea Chandler ** • + Criminal Richmond Lawrence, Robert Steven Psychology Augusta, GA 
Justice Lawson, Tonya Lee Sociology and Richmond 
Johnson, D. Lamont + Mass Communica- Richmond Anthropology 
tions Layman, Laura Jane *** • + Biology Chester 
Johnson, Jewel Justina * Psychology Richmond Le, Bao-Tram H. Chemistry Richmond 
Johnson, Nicole Denise + Biology Richmond Le, Lucia Thi Mass Communications Woodbridge 
Jones, Keith Michael Physics and Math- Richmond Le, Trung a. + Biology Arlington 
ematical Sciences Lee, Kyung Hye Biology Richmond 
Jones, Lolita LaTrice Criminal Justice Richmond Lefon, Stephen C. + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Jones, Michael Anthony + Criminal Justice Richmond Leftwich, Nancy Marie Psychology Midlothian 
Jones, Tonya Jenetta Chemistry Petersburg Lemieux, Shawn Brian Psychology Richmond 
Jones, Winfred Anthony + Sociology and Richmond Lemos, Andres Mancini + Mass Falls Church 
Anthropology Communications 
Jones, Wondiful Aubrayai * Biology Petersburg Lewis, Nanina Elsie + Biology Richmond 
Jordan, Sheryl Lynn + Mass Communica- Fredericksburg Lim, Catherine Nina *** Biology Richmond 
tions Lippincott, Pamela Cho Mass Communica- McLean 
Kaplan, Andrew Reed + Mass Communica- Richmond tions 
tions Lipscomb, Delanie Ann Chemistry Richmond 
Karluk, Jeffrey Carl + Mass Communications Richmond Lipscomb, Dione Julia + Psychology Richmond 
Kasper, Andrew James * + Urban Studies Montvale, NJ Liverman, William Todd + Mass Communica- Richmond 
Kazanoglu, Ebru + Psychology Richmond tions 
Kearse, LaJuan J. + Psychology Newport News Lloyd, Kathryn Rhea Criminal Justice Ashland 
Kelly, James B. * Chemistry Fredericksburg Loan, Kristy Racquel + Psychology Richmond 
Kenosi, Christina Seganeleng Biology Richmond Logan, Torik Jibri Chemistry Richmond 
Kettenacker, Nicole Lee Mass Communica- Mechanicsville Logan, Tracee Denetra Burgess Mass Mechanicsville 
tions Communications 
Kgologolo, Malebo Biology Richmond Lohr, Greg Anthony + Mass Communications Grafton 
Khan, Dawood A. Economics Roanoke Looney, Lydia Psychology Richmond 
Khanzadeh, Arezoo Biology Sterling Lowe, Jonathan Matthew Criminal Justice Cedar Bluff 
Kidd, Sylvia Annette + Criminal Justice Richmond Lowery, Kevin Moore * • Biology Newport News 
Kilpatrick, Craig Thomas Urban Studies Sandston Lubben, Nathaniel Seth + Biology Glen Allen 
King, J. Kyle Mass Communications Richmond Lynch, Joy Kornegay *** Criminal Justice Richmond 
King, Terrence Lamont Biology Hampton Mackey, Angela Marie + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Kirby, Suzanne Elizabeth ** + Psychology Lynchburg Macomber, Shawn Andrew + Mass Communi- Richmond 
cations 
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Magee, Kathleen M .. ,. Psychology Richmond 
Magrini, William Anthony ·i- Mass Communi- Richmond 
cations 
Mai, Daniel Khac Haon + Criminal Justice Hayes 
Mai, Hieu Thanh ~· Chemlstry Roanoke 
Major, Yvette Idella Biology Glen Allen 
Malone, Krista Lee '* * Chemistry Richmond 
Mancuso, Patrick Edwin ·!- Criminai Justice Richmond 
Mandeville, John K. + Science Annandale 
Mansman, Robert William, II *,.. • Biology Midlothian 
Manuel, Brent Thomas ·i· Urban Studies Richmond 
Mapp, Doran Eric + Psychology Petersburg 
Marshall, Melissa Ann + Biology Ruckersvilf e 
Martin, Marco Lance Criminal Justice Richmond 
Martin, Steven Craig ·1• Ps~'chology Richmond 
Martin-Lowry, BUlie Dawn ** + Criminal Midlothian 
Justice 
Mason, Jennifer Laverne Mass Communica- Emporia 
tions 
Massengill, William Kevin * Urban Studies Sutherland 
Mattox, John David Criminal Justice Richmond 
May, Lauren Elizabeth O Psychology Seaford 
McCarthy, Michelle Jane Sociology and Mechanicsville 
Anthropology 
McCoy, Bonny J. Biology Richmond 
Mccready, Tammy Ann ·~ Urban Studies Richmond 
Mccready, Timothy Daniel *"* Psychology Richmond 
McGratty, Virginia Bland + Mass Communi· Richmond 
cations 
McHugh, Laura Ann + Chemistry and Williamsburg 
Foreign Lanuage/Spanish 
McKay-Sm~th, Laurie B. * + Mass Comrnuni· Goochland 
cations 
McKinney, Donald Edward, Jr Mass Richmond 
Communications 
Meadows, Buffie Marie + Psychology Med· McKenney 
ley, Yvette Danielle Mathematical Sciences Richmond 
Meineke, Katherine Elizabeth "' Psychology Midlothian 
Mendirntta, Prateek ** • Biology Westlake. OH 
Meyer, Ann Scheller * • Psychology Midlothian 
Mezey, Joseph Wade Criminal Justice San Clemente, CA 
Milholen, Catherine Louise * + Biology Richmond 
Miller, Dawn Clarrissa Criminal Justice Long Island 
Miller, Marcia Lynn * + Criminal Justice Hopewell 
Mills! Lara Jean + Psychology Richmond 
Millsaps1 Tammy Michelle Mass Communi- Statesville, NC 
cations 
Miner, Benjamin Forrest * + Psychology Richmond 
Mines, Markus Frederick Urbain Studies Hopewell 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
·u Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
Moffett, William Adger, IV ·j- Psychology 
Molnar, Thomas Joseph Crim~nal Justice 
Moore, Diane C. Psychology 
Moore, Patricia Diane Turner *** • 
Psychology 
Moorefield, Hilary Ann Criminal Justice 
Morecock, Mary Kathryn Mass Communica-
tions 
Morris, Jonathan David + Criminal Justice 
Morris, L. Paul Mathematical Sciences 
Morris, LaSonia S. + Psychology 
Morrow, Stephanie Ann * Psychology 
Moss, Jennifer Leigh Psychology 
Murphy, Sherie Lynn Biology 
Murray, Martina Marcia + Mass Communica-
tions 
Muse, Dav-id + Biology 
Myers, Jennifer Rae + Mass Commu1nications 
Nar:nbiar, Abhilash Prabhakaran ** • Biology 
Navis, Jennifer Penny ** Psychology 
Neff, Pamela Mitra ** Biology 
Nelson, Traci Monet Psychology 
Nemeth, Michael C. -i· Psychology 
NeSmi1th, Paul J. + Psychology 
Newman, Blair Felton Crimi1nal Justice 
Newman, Jennifer Lynne* Psychology 
Nguyen, An Quoc ** Mathematical Sciences 
Nguy-en1 Anhthu T. + Biology and Economics 
Nguyen, Annie Trang-Thi + Biology 
Nguyen, Duyen Thi-Phuong Biology 
Nguyen, Hanh Hong * Chemistry and 
Mathematical Sciences 
Nguyen, Kathy + Biology 
Nguyen, Minh Hoang * + Chemistry 
Nguyen, No Thi * Biology 
Nguyen, Ouynh-Trang Due-Thuy Mary 
Biology 
Nguyen, Serena Thao-Trang* Biology 
Nguyen, Thao Thanh * Chemistry 
Nguyen, Trinh Quang .,. Biology 
Nichols, KelU Michel~e -i· Psychology 
O'Connell, Bridget Elizabeth Chemistry 
Odum, Tabitha Ann Psychology 
Otey, Chrystal E. * Biology 
Omohundro, Sarah Alexa Psychology 
Omojokun, Morayo Olufunso ** • Biology 
Orms1 Jessica Leah * ** • + Biology 
Otto, Mika Ann Chemistry 
Overman, Mary Katherine Psychology 
Painter, Victoria Dawn ·t- Mathematical 
Sciences 
Palladino, Joanne L. + Sociology and 
Anthropology 
Alexandria 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Glen Affen 
Gloucester 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Franklin 
Newport News 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Staunton 
Norfolk 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Chester 
Abingdon 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Annandale 
Richmond 
Alexandria 
Herndon 
Alexandria 
Richmond 
Fairfax 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Chesterfield 
Midlothian 
Mechanicsvf fie 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Aylett 
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Panicker, Saveen Elizabeth Biology Richmond Rosenbloom, Lynn Marie Sociology and Glen Allen 
Parch, Shane Conrad Mass Communications Midlothian Anthropology 
Parker, Amy Jane + Psychology Jarratt Ross, Michael Kenneth Sociology and Richmond 
Patel, Neema Chandrakant ** • Biology Richmond Anthropology 
Patel, Punita Psychology Clarksville Rossignol, Karen Lee * Biology Lynchburg 
Patel, Sima Balu + Chemistry Richmond Rudd, Melissa Chenoa + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Payne, John Franklin, Jr. Mass Communica- Spotsylvania Ryan, Nicole Anesta Mass Communications New York, NY 
tions Saady, Lyndsi Layne * Sociology and Highland Springs 
Peabody, Ben E. + Criminal Justice Richmond Anthropology 
Pegram, Willnette Deatrice Criminal Justice Richmond Sadek, Hannah Mamdouh * + Biology Richmond 
Pennell, Jennifer Renee ** • Mass Com mu- Sands ton Salem, Elham Taiseer + Criminal Justice Richmond 
nications and Marketing Samuel, Rachelle Nicole + Criminal Justice West Point 
Peterson, Monique Amelia + Psychology Mechanicsville Sanford, Jennifer Ellen * Psychology Midlothian 
Petty, Robert Douglas + Criminal Justice Midlothian Sanford, Tysha Lynette Biology Newport News 
Phan, Quynh-Dao Minh Chemistry Fairfax Santi, Kevin Michael Mathematical Sciences Richmond 
Pinckney, Lorna Lorraine Mass Communica- Brooklyn, NY Sarcinella, Amy Lynn + Psychology Richmond 
tions Schicklin, Suzanne Marie + Psychology Richmond 
Plotz, Alan Andrew Criminal Justice Lanexa Schuller, Marion Kathrine * + Psychology Richmond 
Porterfield-Biedrycki, Georgeena Sherrette Anchorage, AK Scott, Stephanie Dawn Sociology and Richmond 
Criminal Justice Anthropology 
Poston, Melissa Clay + Mass Communica- Richmond Sears, Angela Beth Psychology Richmond 
tions Seay, Jennifer Michele + Psychology Mechanicsville 
Powell, April Heather Psychology Chesterfield Sedgwick, Tiffany Scarlett * Biology Richmond 
Preston, Michelle Wingfield + Sociology and Glen Allen Sharma, Nalini Kumari ** • Biology Richmond 
Anthropology Shaw, Lisa Yvette Psychology Surry 
Price, Mary Paige Psychology Martinsville Shealy, Karen Dianne * + Sociology and Goochland 
Pride, Roderick Rondell + Psychology Stony Creek Anthropology 
Primus, Vernetha Elaine + Psychology Richmond Shelton, Laura Anne + Biology Sutherland 
Proper, Matthew Freeman + Chemistry Chester Sherwin, Brian Patrick Criminal Justice Suffolk 
Quesenberry, Diane Davis * Psychology Williamsburg Shields, Laura Leigh ** Psychology Yorktown 
Ramirez, Jose Maurice Sociology and Arlington Shurm, John Sidney, Jr. Chemistry Richmond 
Anthropology Siddique, Ahsan 8. + Biology Richmond 
Rana, Aniruddha * + Biology Chesterfield Simmons, Quentin Jermaine *** Mathemati- Richmond 
Rana, Pradyumna + Biology Chesterfield cal Sciences 
Rasnick, Michelle Renee Mass Communica- Mechanicsville Sinsabaugh, Nicole Therese Biology Virginia Beach 
tions Sitter, Julie Lafoon * + Psychology Mechanicsville 
Reed, Marcus M. + Criminal Justice Richmond Smith, Alicia Nicole Criminal Justice Charlottesville 
Reiber, Lisa Marie Mass Communications Chesterfield Smith, Cory Stephen Mass Communications Richmond 
Renner, David Winfred + Psychology Ashland Smith, Jacquelyn Che Criminal Justice Richmond 
Reyes, Jennifer Samson Biology Herndon Smith, Juanita Lynn * • Biology Norfolk 
Rhodes, Jennifer Pilar Psychology Richmond Smith, Lane McNeil *** • Biology and Richmond 
Richardson, Dexter Monte Criminal Justice Newport News Chemistry 
Richardson, Nichole Ona Mass Communica- Richmond Smith, Matthew Tyler Biology Richmond 
tions Smith, Polly A. Psychology Richmond 
Ricks, Kamiel Cheron + Psychology Richmond Smith, Rebecca Jane ** Psychology Richmond 
Rivera, Amy Margaret Psychology Midlothian Smith, Vivian Sylvest Criminal Justice Richmond 
Roberts, Lakeisha Andranai Criminal Justice Richmond Snively, Christine Lynn + Psychology Richmond 
Robinson, Kim Lanair Criminal Justice Powhatan Solaimani, Coveh John + Mass Communica- Richmond 
Rodgers, Erica + Computer Science Richmond tions 
Rogers, Brandon Lea Psychology Midlothian Southworth, James Clinton Mass Communi- Richmond 
Rogers, Lawanda Jeanetta * + Psychology Franklin cations 
Romano, Terence A. Criminal Justice Richmond Spencer, Elisha + Mass Communications New York, NY 
Roscoe, Daniel Garland + Sociology and Fredericksburg Spicer, Paul Matthew Psychology Charlottesville 
Anthropology Sprague, Amanda Rene *** + Criminal Hopewell 
Rose, Gerald Wayne * Chemistry Richmond Justice 
Rose, Timothy Taylor ** Chemistry Richmond Staley, Amy Lynn + Psychology Richmond 
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Stapleton, Jamie Alan + Computer Science Chesterfield Tripathi, Anubha ** • Biology 
Starchild, Celeste Sulamith Psychology Richmond Trisdorfer, Jocelyn * Psychology 
Stevens, Joseph Patrick Mass Communica- Falls Church Trotter, Susanna Morris, Jr. Psychology 
tions Troupe, Shannon Michelle * + Psychology 
Stitcher, G. Phillip, II + Biology Vinton Trudeau, Nicolle Beth * Sociology and 
Stocks, Jason Glen * Criminal Justice Ruther Glen Anthropology 
Stokes, Susan Patrice Pegeas * Computer R,ichmond Tucker, Chad Jeremy * Urban Studies 
Science Turner, Charles Gregory + Psychology 
Stone, Carolyn G. * Psychology Richmond Turner, Janelle Winburae * Sociology and 
Stovall, Michelle Victoria Sociology and Richmond Anthropology 
Anthropology Turner, Kelli Sopher Mass Communications 
Strawbridge, Lori Rene+ Psychology Charlotte C.H. Turner, Michael Scott**+ Physics 
Swiger, Jennifer Catherine + Mass Richmond Turner, Tina Dale Criminal Justice 
Communications Tweedy, Danny Abrigo Computer Science 
Tai, Joe T. * + Chemistry Richmond Uecker, Susan Michelle + Biology 
Taylor, Cara Ellen Psychology Montpelier Upshur, Conway Littleton ** + Biology 
Taylor, Crystal M. * + Criminal Justice Richmond Utton, Louis Jason ** Criminal Justice 
Taylor, Heather Fait,h + Psychology Richmond Vanhoozer, Carianne Elizabeth Biology 
Taylor, Laura Michelle Psychology Richmond Vaughan, Matthew Denton + Criminal Justice 
Taylor, La Vonda Rochelle Sociology and Hampton ~· .· Verchick, Allison Elizabeth + Psychology 
Anthropology · :, · . Verderosa, Kristen Marie * Psychology 
Taylor, Vernon Robio, Ill Chemistry Chesterfield · · ·r Wagoner, Kimberly Michelle + Psychology 
Tedla, Ruth A. Psychology · Richmond · • Wakeland, Julie Lyn + Psychology 
Templeton, Ryan Thomas *** • Biology Roanoke Wallace, Melisa Joellan + Biology 
Terrell, Rebecca Elizabeth *** Mass Mechanicsville · Waller, Stephanie Nicole + Biology 
Communications Walsh, Carol Susan ** + Mathematical 
Thalhimer, Stanton L. Mass Communica- '.~ Richmond .. Sciences 
tions Walston, Craig Ives + Psychology 
Thomas, Eric Robert + Criminal Justice Fredericksburg . Walters, Kyle D. *•Biology 
Thomas, John Franklin, Jr. + Economics Richmond · Walton, Jennifer Jean Mass Communications 
Thompson, Cynthia Diar.ie Hayes Sociology Mechanicsville ' · · Ward, Tanya Michelle + Psychology 
and Anthropology ,_ ... ·- ·,. . "' -~. Wargo, Shirley A.+ Psychology 
Thompson, Jason Michael Mass Communi~·f· ,· BurR.e · i_'. '1 • • '· • i;..;· Warren, Kenya Latisha* Psychology 
cations ·· · ·,,;-•. · A:- .-1o<,,,,~ • '." • ,,. -:t .. Washington, Erica Renee+ Criminal Justice 
Thompson, Lorraine Bernadette Criminal . Richmond ·:-·~,~ . ~~-· Washington, Kysha La'Tanye Psychology 
Justice r • • · • • ~·' ·wease, Amy Elizabeth Mass Communica-
Thompson, Tammie Urania * Biology Richmond · ' . tions 
Thorpe, Dawn Sherrie * Criminal Justice Richmond '" Webb, Karen Jackson * Psychology 
Tiernan-Hotek, Tara Erin Mass Communica- Germantown, MD · Webster, Ryan Preston * Criminal Justice 
tions Weddle, Nicole Renee * Psychology 
Todd, Monte Gragg Psychology Mechanicsville Wells, Jefferson Lanier, Ill + Urban Studies 
Tompkins, Amy Stevens Economics ' · '' Richmond Wheeler, Heather M. Psychology 
'.rabosh, Jennifer Lynn Mass Communica- Richmond Wheeley, Nicholas B. + Mass Communica-
tions tions 
Tran, Nhuly Tien + Psychology Richmond · Whelan, Kathleen K. Criminal Justice 
Tr~n, Tri~ia Thien-Huon~ ** • Biology Springfield · White, Crystal Michelle Psychology 
Tr~ce, Ar.i1sha Devonne .,. Psy~hology ~. Louisa ~ White, Monique Sharaye * • Biology 
Trieu, Cuong Hy Computer Science Richmond White, Rodney Eugene + Biology 
·'"' . . White, Tamara Shantell Psychology 
* Cum Laude 
,, - . 
' . 
1\ ,. 
-. ,'. ,,.-
• University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude .,. Degr-ee confer.red prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude · 
Whitley, Andrea Lynn + Psychology 
Whitlock, Miyoshi Gail Mass Communica-
tiions 
Whitnum, Christopher Charles + Biology 
Richmond 
Fairfax 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Prince George 
Sandston 
Petersburg 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Little Rock, AR 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Hopewell 
Richmond 
Clifton 
Clifton 
Charles City 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Delta ville 
Richmond 
Hampton 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Gum Springs 
Newport News 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Prince George 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chester 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
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Wieder, Victoria Anne * Mass Communi- Richmond Wolverton, Amie Elizabeth Psychology and Midlothian 
cations Criminal Justice 
Williams, Angel LaTasha + Mass Richmond Wood, Kirsten Kelly + Psychology Richmond 
Communications Wood, Scott Ford + Mass Communications Richmond 
Williams, Charles, Jr. Psychology Richmond Woolard, Elizabeth Anne Tolley Criminal Mechanicsville 
Williams, Jason Lee Biology Richmond Justice 
Willoughby, Charlotte Ann * Biology Oakton Wright, Michelle L. + Psychology Spotsylvania 
Wilson, Jennifer Elizabeth + Psychology Richmond Yi, Hyo Myung + Chemistry Richmond 
Winston, Natasha Beatrice + Psychology Richmond Yoon, Dong H. + Computer Science Richmond 
Wisniewski, Keith+ Mass Communica- Richmond Young, Dawn Mangum + Mass Communica- Richmond 
tions tions 
Woelfl, Tammy (Thayme) Ann Criminal Midlothian Zaffram, Linda Lynn + Psychology Chesterfield 
Justice Zhoa, Ruddy + Chemistry Richmond 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES CERTIFICATE IN COMPUTER SCIENCES 
Foore, Robert Neil, Jr. + 
Hollen,D.Shannon 
Richmond 
Mount Crawford 
Hudson, Thomas Randolph + 
Marx, Robert Charles + 
POST - BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE 
Archer, Francine Beatrice Green Midolothian Perdue, Travis L. + Criminal Justice Adminis-
Public Management tration 
Cain, William C. + Public Management Richmond Quarterman-Ochoa, Dianne T. Public 
Clancey, Michael J. + Criminal Justice Manassas Management 
Administration Ramsey, Robert Jason Public Management 
Dalton, Laura L. + Public Management Richmond Sager, Robert Gregory + Public Management 
Futrell, Eric Ross + Criminal Justice Fredericksburg Sexton, James W., Ill + Criminal Justice 
Administration Administration 
Graham, Ronald Lee + Public Management Chesterfield Soldano, Mary Ann + Public Management 
Jackson, Cheryl Lynn + Public Management Arlington Wagner, Kenneth Eugene + Criminal Justice 
Jackson, Robert Monroe + Criminal Justice Dumfries Administration 
Administration Williamson, Carolyn Ann Criminal Justice 
Leonard, Karl S. + Criminal Justice Adminis- Midlothian Administration 
tration Winecoff, Debra Painter + Public Manage-
McGeachy, Alfred Clinton + Criminal Justice Centreville ment 
Administration 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Woodford 
Chesterfield 
Chesterfield 
Mechanicsville 
Williamsburg 
Richmond 
Sandston 
Sands ton 
Richmond 
13 
14 
Barthurst, Lynwood Clair + History 
Brame, Mary Frances + History 
Brasher, Glenn David + History 
Burgess, M. Dwight, Jr. History 
Carey, Deborah L. English 
Carle, Anne S. English 
Coats, Lisa R. English 
Dance, Daryl Lynn English 
Decker, Francis Walker English 
Fosnaught, Beth Ann English 
Garell, Kristin Carpenter + English 
Grant, Venecia Leigh + English 
Hansen, Beverley Dodds English 
Harrahy, Thomas Francis, Jr. History 
Hernandez, Ana Cristina English 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Montpelier 
Richmond 
Birmingham, AL 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Hobi, Elizabeth Ayleene History 
Jensen, Joanne Elizabeth English 
McMillion, Kevin Michael + Engish 
Minor, Herman Randolph, Jr. + English 
Nuessle, James A. + History 
Odom, Mary Lou English 
Oliver, Carla Peters + History 
Pare-lkley, Cheryl Lynn + History 
Parks, Debra G. English 
Ramos, Maria Christina English 
Setliff, Jonathan Stuart+ History 
Shelburne, Suzanne Peyton History 
Vaden, Tameshia Senica + English 
Washington, Clary Betts English 
Wilson, Jamelle Smith English 
Zeria, Elizabeth Youngs English 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN CREATIVE WRITING 
Barrett, John E. 
Boyes, Mary C. 
Fugate, William Edmund + 
Kopczynski, Christopher Andrew 
Lamaga, Melanie Hepler 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Morris, Darren E. 
Ruziak, Catherine Anne 
Stott, David Jonathan 
Walsh, Cheryl Marie 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Ahmad, Faizoull Bin + 
Baisden, Monica Smith + 
Baker, Diann Gayle 
Bottoms, Sandra Carol + 
Bowles, Paul Clayman 
Caputo, Nicholas J. 
Collins, Matthew Lloyd 
Correia, Wayne John 
Damico, Joseph Frank + 
Dorji, Rinzin 
Ezell, Brian E. + 
Giles, Darlene Black 
Harris, Thomas Scott 
Harrison, Shandra Cachet + 
Hayden, D. Susan+ 
Richmond 
Tuskegee, AL 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Prince George 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Hampton 
Providence Forge 
Hanover 
Williamsburg 
Richmond 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Heitman, Howard Alan 
Higgins, Matthew Claude + 
Hill, Debra M. + 
Jackson, Cheryl Lynn + 
Maloney, Diane Halish 
Mao, Yu-Jen 
McClinton, Lynell Holland 
Meadowcroft, Judith Dugdale 
Mweemba, Florence Habasune 
Perry, Kimberly Watson 
Stephenson, Todd Grier + 
Taylor, John Dwinell, II 
Terlep, Barbara Joanne 
Turner, Natalie Foranda 
Watson, John Ashley 
Williamsburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Bedford 
Richmond 
Worton 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Quinton 
Richmond 
Davison, Ml 
Midlothian 
Mechanicsville 
Chicago, IL 
Arlington 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Prince George 
West Point 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Mechanicsville 
Waverly 
Chester 
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MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Adams-Buchanan, Julie Shelton + Richmond Deluca, Tracy Lynn Mass Communications Strongsville, OH 
Sociology Dietrich, William Robert Biology Elizabeth, CO 
Andrews, William D., Jr. Criminal Justice Richmond Dombrowski, Daniel Steven + Biology Providence Forge 
Ashman, Christopher Ramsey + Physics/ Sandston Dooley, Paul Norman, Jr. + Criminal Justice Mone ta 
Applied Physics Duerson, Andrew Farrell Mass Communica- Richmond 
Austin, David Andrew Mass Communica- Highland Springs tions 
tions Earle, Jennifer Gates Criminal Justice Richmond 
Bahr, Mary Carole Mass Communications Ellicott City, MD Edwards, Alicia Rene Mass Communica- Charlottesville 
Bamford, Stephen Fuller + Criminal Justice Manassas tions 
Barber, Melissa Christine Mass Communi- Chesterfield Eisele, Constance Lindholm Mass Richmond 
cations Communications 
Barimo, John Francis Biology Richmond Elliott, Michael T. Biology Ashland 
Barnes, Jason L. Mass Communications Sikeston, MO Erwin, Emma Kristin Mass Communications Alexandria 
Barrenger-Gibson, Lisa Ann Sociology Virginia Beach Farrar, Felicia Lynette Mass Communica- Richmond 
Bartlett, Henry Horace, Jr. Sociology Richmond tions 
Bekesz, Elizabeth Mass Communications Oceanside, NY Figueiredo, Melissa Inez + Psychology - Richmond 
Bell, Charles Andrew Computer Science Montross Counseling 
Blanchard, Amanda + Criminal Justice Richmond Fisher, Robyn Anne + Criminal Justice Rappahannock Academy 
Blaylock, William McGehee, Jr. Mass Richmond Floyd, Candace Lorraine Psychology - Newport News 
Communications General 
Boltz, Kendall Lauren + Criminal Justice Mechanicsville Frimpon, Michael Forson Mathematical Kumasi, Ghana 
Bowman, Edward L. Criminal Justice Charlottesville Sciences 
Brooks, Karen Jackson + Mathematical Glen Allen Gao, Junling + Chemistry Highland Park, NJ 
Sciences Graves, Elliot H. + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Buck, Deanna Lynn Psychology-General Richmond Gray, Wendy Michelle + Criminal Justice Hayes 
Burmeister, Jeffrey Randolph Mathematical Midlothian Green, Scott Loren + Psychology - Richmond 
Sciences Counseling 
Carswell, Gretchen Renee Mass Communi- Alexandria Greenlee, Robert Scott Biology Mechanicsville 
cations Gunnell, Tamee Denise Mass Communica- Richmond 
Carter, Linnie Smith Mass Communications Richmond tions 
Casares, Cynthia Elizabeth Mass Communi- Brownsville, TX Hainley, William Chad + Criminal Justice Richmond 
cations Hammond, Geofrey William + Mass Richmond 
Cerve, Colette Julie Mathematical Sciences Richmond Communications 
Chan, Christina S. Mass Communications Richmond Harrison, Jessica Renee Criminal Justice Glen Allen 
Chemakura, Raman Kumar Venkat + Ashburn Hart, Linda Andrea Psychology- Richmond 
Computer Science Counseling 
Christie, Kevin Patrick Mass Communica- Richmond Haug, Ashley Elizabeth Mass Communica- Richmond 
tions tions 
Chu, Grace S. Mass Communications Woodside, NY Henderson, James Brian Criminal Justice Fredericksburg 
Clark, Jay Allen + Criminal Justice Richmond Henry, Shawn + Criminal Justice Woodbridge 
Clarke, Christopher Wyatt Biology Richmond Hight, Terry Lee + Psychology - Counseling Richmond 
Cleveland, David Lindsay Mass Communi- Richmond Hill, Frederick Lee Mass Communications Richmond 
cations Hilton, Adrian LaVelle Mass Communica- Richmond 
Collins, Kevin Don Mathematical Sciences Midlothian tions 
Conner, Jerry S. + Criminal Justice Midlothian Hirsch, Jonathan Elliott + Biology Richmond 
Cooney, Scott Terrence Mass Communica- Fairfax Station Hopkins, Jon Benson Mass Communica- Richmond 
tions tions 
Cress, Clinton Howard + Sociology Providence Forge Huether, Rebecca Jean Mass Communica- Greer, SC 
Cusack, Treneeka Criminal Justice Buffalo, NY tions 
Davis, Anne Meredith Mass Communica- Richmond Hughes, Wendy Sides + Criminal Justice Midlothian 
tions Hunt, Rebecca Susan Criminal Justice Richmond 
Delano, Gwendolyn FitzPatrick + Warsaw lndugula, Vishnu S. + Computer Science Richmond 
Mathematical Sciences Ingram, Anthony J. + Criminal Justice Richmond 
Delcarmen, John Dionicio Psychology - Richmond Johnson, Mary Kimberly + Biology Richmond 
General 
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Jones, Dawn Renee + Psychology -
Counseling 
Jorgensen, Fredrick T. Mass Communications 
Kaylor-Bowman, Maryann Criminal Justice 
Kung,Eva Marie Psychology - Clinical 
Kunisawa, Eric Mass Communications 
Lahlou, Omar Laaribi + Computer Science 
Lambert, Tina Denice + Mass Communica-
tions 
Lanham, Edward Jay Criminal Justice 
Lee, Yoon-Hee Jasmine Mass Communica-
tions 
Leslie, Marc Edward Sociology 
Lester, Laureen Schreck Criminal Justice 
Liu, Hui Mathematical Sciences 
Lorenti, John Raymond Computer Science 
Lowery, Robyn Lynn + Criminal Justice 
MacBay, Michelle Monique + Criminal 
Justice 
Maciver, Kimberly Darden Criminal Justice 
Mackey, Michele Renee + Criminal Justice 
Maier, Anthony Charles, Ill + Psychology -
Clinical 
Maines, Kimberly Kay Mass Communications 
Markus, Michael Joseph Anthony 
Psychology - General 
Marques, Dalila M. Biology 
Mccullen, Michael Arthur + Biology 
McIntosh, Benjamin Douglas, Jr. Criminal 
Justice 
Milrany, Stacy Jo Mass Communications 
Minor, Melanie Gail Mass Communications 
Nicholson, Robert Allen + Psychology -
Clinical 
Ong, Hui Kheng Mass Communications 
Oscar, Kristin Ann Psychology - Clinical 
Pan, Ling + Physics/Applied Physics 
Petersen, Marnie Kay Mass Communications 
Pflueger, Barbara Blair Psychology-General 
Pinksaw, Ricky Allen + Criminal Justice 
Plybon, Laura Elizabeth Psychology-General 
Porter, James Robert, Jr. Criminal Justice 
Privott, Cindi Collie Mass Communications 
Proudfoot, Kevin Sellhow Mass Communica-
tions 
Quigley, Michelle Upshaw + Criminal Justice 
Ramirez, Rene Estuardo Mass Communica-
tions 
Rasnick, Samuel Creed Criminal Justice 
Ren, Zhong Computer Science 
Ory Fork 
Richmond 
Pittsburgh, PA 
Palos Park, IL 
Kula Maui, HI 
Arlington 
Lebanon 
Rixeyville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Spartanburg, SC 
Virginia Beach 
Sun Prairie, WI 
Richmond 
Oakton 
Brook Park, OH 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Portland, OR 
Chester 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Philadelphia, PA 
Kearney, NE 
Midlothian 
Culpeper 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Los Angeles, CA 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Robinson, Willard L., Jr. Computer Science 
Robison, Jennifer Renee + Criminal Justice 
Sands, Robyn E. Mass Communications 
Scharpf, Thomas Joseph Mass Communica-
tions 
Schermer, David Adam Mass Communica-
tions 
Serumgard, Jenni Lynn + Criminal Justice 
Sheldon, John Christopher Ward Mass 
Communications 
Sherwood, Timothy Scott+ Physics/Applied 
Physics 
Siekierka, Greta Beth Criminal Justice 
Simpson, Robert Lee, Ill Mass Communica-
tions 
Sims, William Leslie Mass Communications 
Smialek, Jacob Andrew Mass Communica-
tions 
Sonawane, Shaila Shailendra Computer 
Science 
Stein, Matthew William Mass Communica-
tions 
Tapscott, Anndelynn Criminal Justice 
Taylor, Amanda Sumer Criminal Justice 
Thompson, Michelle Lynn Criminal Justice 
Tilley, Erin Kathleen Mass Communications 
Tolliver, Kathryn S. + Biology 
Townley, Amy Jo + Criminal Justice 
Trivedi, Vinayak Kumar + Computer Science 
Van Gumster, Wouter H. Computer Science 
Varney, Linda-Leah Sociology 
Varvel, Stephen Andrew Psychology -
General 
Wan, Qing Mathematical Sciences 
Ward, James Harper, Jr. Computer Science 
Webb, John Bradley Howard + Criminal 
Justice 
Wei, Xiangming Mathematical Sciences 
White, Joseph Dale Psychology - Clinical 
White, Konstantinos Lawrence Mass 
Communications 
Wijnholds, Annamarie E. + Biology 
Wilkinson, Lee Kenneth + Psychology -
General 
Williams, Davett "Spud" Mass Communica-
tions 
Williams, David M. Mass Communications 
Wilson, James Thomas Mass Communica-
tions 
Wright, Michael Kevin Mass Communications 
Wu, Min Computer Science 
Yeatman, Amy Lynn + Criminal Justice 
Zeng, Boming Computer Science 
Zengin, HOseyin + Chemistry 
Zhu, Ji Computer Science 
Chester 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Louisville, KY 
Richmond 
Baltimore, MD 
Richmond 
Arnold, MD 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Wyomissing, PA 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Burgess 
Richmond 
Richmond 
North Plainfield, NJ 
Gaithersburg, MD 
Petersburg 
Colonial Heights 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Warsaw 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Tulsa, OK 
Marion, MD 
Richmond 
Alexandria 
Lynchburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
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MASTER OF URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Anderson, Courtney Elizabeth 
Appel, Elizabeth Knack 
Asay, Gregory Hunter 
Brown, Ida Davane + 
Chaudhari, Lalitau Arun 
Craver, Gerald Anthony 
OeBruhl, Jennifer Bowden 
France, Tawana Bryant 
Giffen, Anne Louise + 
Golden, Kimberly Michelle 
Richmond 
Lancaster, PA 
Richmond 
San Antonio, TX 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Chesterfield 
Christiansburg 
Richmond 
Johns, Jody Denise 
Kendall, Travis Edward 
Parsons, Chester Andrew 
Rhodes, William Taylor 
Sedlock, Stephen J. + 
Sykes, Elizabeth Cornell 
Tate, Rae Anne 
Trahos, Elizabeth Carr + 
Weatherford, Cary Alan 
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Cecil B. Drain 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agee, Michele Lyne Clinical Laboratory Mechanicsville Daniels, Hayley * + Occupational Therapy 
Sciences Dewell, Jacqueline Cheryl Clinical Laboratory 
Albor, Kathleen Virginia Clinical Laboratory Chesapeake Sciences 
Sciences Dockery, Charles E. + Rehabilitation Services 
Allison, Janet Margaret + Occupational Richmond Eanes, Jennie Marie Clinical Radiation 
Therapy Sciences 
Ammons, Richard B.* + Occupational Glen Allen Galliani, Wendy D. + Occupational Therapy 
Therapy Gonano, Mary McGowan ** + Occupational 
Baker, Eric William Clinical Radiation Richmond Therapy 
Sciences Greggs, Pamela Ann *** + Occupational 
Baker, Roderick A. Rehabilitation Services Richmond Therapy 
Balanga, Ruthann Gwen Clinical Laboratory Woodbridge Grove, Jenny Leigh Clinical Radiation 
Sciences Sciences 
Beadle, Ann Marie V. Clinical Laboratory Richmond Hevier, Christine Ann Clinical Laboratory 
Sciences Sciences 
Booker, Stephanie Michelle + Occupational Church Road Huynh, Lien Thi Clinical Laboratory Sciences 
Therapy Irwin, Sabine Josephine + Occupational 
Bowers, Amy Susan *** + Occupational Richmond Therapy 
Therapy Johnson, Francesca Clinical Laboratory 
Brown, Christine Marie Clinical Radiation Virginia Beach Sciences 
Sciences Johnson, Karen Elizabeth Clinical Laboratory 
Burns, Bethany Lynn Coltvet ** + Occupa- Valley Lee, MD Sciences 
tional Therapy Keene, Amanda Murray Clinical Radiation 
Byard, Lisa Devere Miller Occupational Chester Sciences 
Therapy Kessler, Carrie Jane *** + Occupational 
Cannady, Maria Binns * + Occupational Richmond Therapy 
Therapy Kim, Kathy Kyungmin Clinical Laboratory 
Chahal, Jasver Clinical Laboratory Sciences Richmond Sciences 
Church, Kathy Lynn ** Occupational Richmond Kim, Steven Hanjoon Clinical Laboratory 
Therapy Sciences 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Snow Hill, MD 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Alexandria 
Richmond 
Manassas 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
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Cinnaminson, NJ 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Norfolk 
Glen Allen 
North Tazewell 
Mechanicsville 
Annandale 
Richmond 
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King, Kimberly Ann *** + Occupational Richmond Sorrell, Elizabeth Sue * + Occupational Arlington 
Therapy Therapy 
Knabe, Krystal Dawn Clinical Laboratory Powhatan Stalley, Andre Wesley Clinical Laboratory Richmond 
Sciences Sciences 
Lloyd, Dineille Nicole Clinical Radiation Richmond Steele, Anita Gayle ** + Occupational Spotsylvania 
Sciences Therapy 
Love, Jennifer Kettler Clinical Radiation Glen Allen Steinbrecher-Crayton, Terese Anne *** + Richmond 
Sciences Occupational Therapy 
Marks, Angela Lynn Clinical Laboratory Montross Strand, Laura J. Clinical Laboratory Sciences Chesterfield 
Sciences Tarangelo, Diane M. Clinical Laboratory Midlothian 
McCoy, Shelia Jean + Occupational Therapy Richmond Sciences 
McNeal, Cyndee Ann Clinical Laboratory The Dalles, OR Tran, David Kyle Clinical Laboratory Sciences Springfield 
Sciences Tucker, Emily Elizabeth **+ Occupational Marietta, GA 
Monroe, Patricia Malone + Rehabilitation Richmond Therapy 
Services Walker, Sandra Louise Rehabilitation Richmond 
Monzon, Brian Torrices Clinical Radiation Virginia Beach Services 
Sciences Weinhold, Emily Findlay * + Occupational Richmond 
Musick, Boyd Douglas + Occupational Williamsburg Therapy 
Therapy Weniger, Julie Ann ** + Occupational Richmond 
Rathbone, Catherine Jeanne Criddle ***+ Mechanicsville Therapy 
Occupational Therapy Werts, Kimberly High * + Occupational Waterloo, SC 
Ronnau, Victoria Anne Clinical Radiation Richmond Therapy 
Sciences Whiting, Tracy Marie *** + Occupational Mechanicsville 
Rush, Elizabeth Hollingsworth Clinical Mechanicsville Therapy 
Radiation Sciences Williamson, Tammy Dawn Clinical Radiation Roanoke 
Sheridan, Joyce Marie Clinical Labortory Richmond Sciences 
Sciences Wilson, Catherine Paige Clinical Laboratory Fredericksburg 
Short, April Jenell Clinical Labortory Sciences Colonial Heights Sciences 
Smith, Laura Ellen Clinical Laboratory Richmond Woods, Wendi Michelle ** + Occupational Salem 
Sciences Therapy 
Solari, Kevin Joseph Occupational Therapy Powhatan Yurcak, Julie Lynn + Occupational Therapy Roanoke 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
CERTIFICATE IN AGING STUDIES 
Gaultney, Leslie Carol + 
Gonzalez-Chapman, Wendy + 
Mannolini, Carol Ann 
Moore, Nora Nicole 
Pater, Melissa Campbell 
Columbus, GA 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Lexington, NC 
Chester 
Rickabaugh, Linda Ranck 
Turner, Donna Marie 
Vinson, William H. 
Woods, S. Christopher 
ADVANCED CERTIFICATE IN PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING 
Downing, Patricia Rogers + Danville 
MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
Becker, Eric Lee 
Campbell, William Wesley, Ill 
Caulfield, Carolyn Marie 
Esposito, Dominic Michael 
Evans, Kimberly Jermaine 
Gawlik, Yolanda Eva 
Hardage, Morgan Harrelson 
Hardy, Richard Neil 
Holt, Yuille, IV 
Horne, Roger Giovanni 
Lange, Tiffany Peacock 
Lim, Siow Keng 
Christiansburg 
Richmond 
Westport, CT 
Clemmons, NC 
Richmond 
McLean 
Richmond 
Maryville, TN 
Richmond 
Brooklyn, NY 
Augusta, GA 
Chesterfield 
Mackey, C. Elise Beamon 
Matton, Jeffery Andrew 
Merchent, Martha Elizabeth 
Perdue, Corey Blake 
Pitt, Wendy Ruth 
Scott, Katherine Gatewood 
Shepard, Barclay Moye 
Sydnor, Julie Barrett 
Terry, Richard Neil + 
Wake, Karen Kay 
Weger, Stuart Yves 
Wilson, Karen Jean 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Allen, Michelle Lynne + Rehabilitation Sands ton Burnett, Kenneth Todd Physical Therapy 
Counseling Butler, Tina Marie Rehabilitation Counseling 
Arthur, Alice Montague Physical Therapy Lynchburg Campbell, Kasey Adaire Physical Therapy 
Barber, Hunter Robert Physical Therapy Knoxville, TN Carver, Nichele Johnson Rehabilitation 
Barfield, Kimberly Carol Gerontology Richmond Counseling 
Bennett, Kerrie Anne Physical Therapy Augusta, KS Cash, Jane Baldwin Physical Therapy 
Benton, Diana Theresia Physical Therapy Midlothian Chambliss, Edith Brown Gerontology 
Berbes, Carlos Manuel Martinez-Malo + Chesterfield Cintron, Katina Elizabeth + Rehabilitation 
Clinical Laboratory Sciences Counseling 
Bevan, Ann Folk Rehabilitation Counseling Richmond Cirmo, Julie Marie Gerontology 
Blanton, Patricia Aileen Physical Therapy Marion Corcoran, Maureen Ellen Gerontology 
Branch, Margaret Denise Brown Rehabilita- Richmond Crews, Tamala Ushica + Rehabilitation 
tion Counseling Counseling 
Brill, Kimberly Taylor + Gerontology Manakin-Sabot Daniel, Kimberly Michelle Rehabilitation 
Brinson, Roxanne White + Gerontology Richmond Counseling 
Brisendine, Leonard Anthony + Rehabilita- Petersburg Duke, Lisa D. + Rehabilitation Counseling 
tion Counseling Farrow, Heather Lynn Physical Therapy 
Brown, Tracey Renee Rehabilitation Richmond Febo, Manuel Alberto Clinical Laboratory 
Counseling Sciences 
Vinton 
Roanoke 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Annapolis, MD 
Richmond 
Winchester 
Richmond 
Roanoke 
Newport News 
Richmond 
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Glen Allen 
Leavenworth, KS 
Richmond 
Burke 
Roanoke 
Richmond 
Waynesboro 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Jarratt 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Stuart, FL 
Springfield 
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Fitzgerald, Michael Joseph Physical Lexington, SC Moses, Jennifer Ross Physical Therapy Richmond 
Therapy Murtagh, Kelly Keim Physical Therapy Choctaw, OK 
Fry, Natasha Leigh + Rehabilitation Counsel- Richmond Orcutt, Hall J. Physical Therapy Richmond 
ing Orwoll, Katherine Sonja + Rehabilitation Richmond 
Funkhouser, Kelli Van Physical Therapy Richmond Counseling 
Gamelier, Jill Kristin + Rehabilitation Richmond Parson, Michelle Lee Physical Therapy Richmond 
Counseling Peyton, Adrian Leigh Gerontology Richmond 
Graves, Margaret Dianne + Rehabilitation Richmond Philippon, Julie Ann Physical Therapy Newington, CT 
Counseling Plummer, Elizabeth Marie Physical Therapy Herndon 
Green, Diane Joy + Rehabilitation Counsel- Williamsburg Poole, Michael Andrew Physical Therapy Stuarts Draft 
ing Rathgeb, Aaron T. Physical Therapy Richmond 
Greer, Heather Tumlin Physical Therapy Richmond Ricasa, Florence Emily Physical Therapy Pittsburgh, PA 
Hamp, Lora Flattum + Gerontology Waynesboro Richardson, Michael Powell Physical Therapy Lynchburg 
Holland, Kathleen Ann Physical Therapy Columbus, OH Routh, Andrew James Rehabilitation Chester 
Honaker, Jennifer Elizabeth Physical Fairmont, WV Counseling 
Therapy Shaia, Laura Riley Physical Therapy Richmond 
Kinkead, Valinda Joy + Rehabilitation Richmond Shea, Karen Little + Rehabilitation Counseling Richmond 
Counseling Sims, Euronda Vernet + Rehabilitation Richmond 
Klein, Kathy Nicole Physical Therapy Beavercreek, OH Counseling 
Kramolowsky, Kathi Kay Farrand Rehabili- Richmond St. Clair, Ronald + Rehabilitation Counseling Richmond 
tation Counseling Sutorius, Rebecca Ann Physical Therapy Cincinnati, OH 
Krebs, Martha Irene Vojtko + Gerontology Richmond Tavolacci, Phillip Joseph Physical Therapy Richmond 
Lai, Chun-Hsiang + Clinical Laboratory Richmond Thomas, Karima Lashawn Gerontology Baltimore, MD 
Sciences Todd, Amanda Gerontology Richmond 
Lewis, Ashley Carroll Physical Therapy Richmond Tran, Quyen T. Rehabilitation Counseling Richmond 
Mardigian, Barbara Roberson + Rehabilita- Midlothian Walker, Sheryl Yvette Rehabilitation Counsel- South Hill 
tion Counseling ing 
Martin, Dana Leann Physical Therapy Richmond Walton, Monica Michelle Rehabilitation Richmond 
McCormack, Melissa Anne Physical Woodbridge Counseling 
Therapy Weil, Jeffrey S. Physical Therapy Richmond 
McNee Deborah Caryn + Rehabilitation Midlothian Wesdock, Kimberly Ann + Physical Therapy Midlothian 
Counseling Williams, Kimberly Marie Physical Therapy Vienna 
Mefford, Teresa M. + Rehabilitation Counsel- Richmond Wilson, Jon Eric Physical Therapy Richmond 
ing Winter, Arlene Marie Physical Therapy Beverly, MA 
Milner, Margie Morgan Physical Therapy Tarboro, NC Woodward, Barbara Mitchell Physical Therapy Harrisonburg 
Moore, Mary Catherine Physical Therapy Richmond Zoerink-Baker, Michelle Ann Physical Therapy Richmond 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
Beasley, Kim Schrage + 
Bromm, Marie Rucker + 
Brown, David Brightberry + 
Burslem, William Ashworth, Jr. + 
Butts, Ursula Natalie + 
Chinnis, Ann S. + 
Clark, Kimberly Ryan + 
Cole, Charlene L. + 
Ewald, Elaine M. + 
Hebert, Karen L. + 
Hunsinger, David Andrew + 
Jarrett, W. Patrick + 
Kramolowsky, Eugene Vincent, II + 
Mccaffree, Donald Robert+ 
McGinnis, Carol J. + 
Manakin-Sabot 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Winchester 
South Hill 
Virginia Beach 
Saltville 
Roanoke 
West Union, OH 
Richmond 
Homer, NY 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Oklahoma City, OK 
Chillicothe, OH 
Mixon, William Carter + 
Monroe-Posey, Carla Ann + 
Marana, John H., Jr. + 
Nocks, James Jay + 
O'Toole, Robin Sinclair + 
Perlin, Jonathan Brian + 
Piskie, Lauren Ann + 
Porter, Stephen Drury + 
Schoolwerth, Anton Cornelis + 
Swartzel, Todd Farley + 
Viol, Geoffrey W. + 
Whitehurst, Robert M. + 
Wigginton, George P., IV + 
Winter, Curtis Andrew + 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSE ANESTHESIA 
Aguto, Lila Minerva + Richmond King, Elizabeth Lambert + 
Cravens, Thomas Lancaster + Richmond Langlais, David James + 
Daugherty, Bronwyn Elizabeth + King George Larsen, Kim Michelle + 
Davis, Thomas Corey + Glen Allen O'Hanley, Mary Therese + 
Dean, Carolyn Frances + Richmond Provau, Rachel Bearden + 
Farina, Meredith Lynn + Richmond Robson, Christine Noel + 
Foore, Cynthia Jean + Richmond Stein, Kathleen Ann+ 
Garvin, Earlyne Lynnette Funk + Richmond Sweet, Kelly Kristen + 
Goold, Betty J. + Richmond Wang, Jian + 
Houser, Susan Jeanne Mineral Wittenbraker, William Edward + 
Kilpatrick, Sara Ellen + Richmond Ziegler, Lisa Broaddus + 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
Bean, Michelle Ann + 
Caretto, Vanessa Margaret + 
Dougherty, Jeanne Theresa + 
Doyle, Richard G. 
Ernouf, Holly Suzzane + 
Fawcett, Paul Clifford + 
Grebinger, Ellen R.M. + 
Gross, Shannon Michelle + 
Halizak Eddy, Kristin Marie + 
Hundley, Becky S. + 
Jerina, Julianne Marie + 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Bethesda, MD 
Lewicki, Erin Lee + 
McKinney, Catherine Connally + 
Powers, Kathleen E. + 
Smith, Susan Lea + 
Strong, Julie A. + 
Susong, Jennifer Lynn + 
Topolski, Krista Francois + 
Weise, Carol Jean + 
Westbrook, Bridget Elizabeth + 
Willems, Erica Sue + 
Mechanicsville 
O'Fallon, IL 
Roanoke 
Perryville, MO 
Galveston, TX 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Culpeper 
Manakin-Sabot 
Roanoke 
Richmond 
Winchester 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Newport News 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
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Charlottesville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Jonesborough, TN 
Res ton 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Montpelier 
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SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Richard Toscan 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Appelrouth, Ivan Lawrence * + Art History Richmond Lengyel, Brigitta**+ Fashion 
Baker, Candice Y. Art History Richmond Mann, Shannon Melisa Daisy Fashion 
Buehler, Kimberley Ann * Art History Richmond McEntire, David Glenn Music 
Bullock, Erica Renee Fashion Norfolk McGann, Erin Krysta * + Fashion 
Carver, Craig Furgason Music Hampton Nester, Lauri M. Art History 
Clarke, Heather Leigh+ Fashion Yorktown Pollock, Ann Elizabeth ** + Art History 
Coon, Sarah Marie Art History Portsmouth Purvis, Amy Modlin + Art History 
Crisp, Gillian Audry Art History Chester Ramey, Stephanie Nicole+ Fashion 
Daniels, Kelly Ann + Art History Hopewell Sampang, Maria Lourdes Rivera ** 
DeRusha, Angela Christine+ Fashion Qi/ville Art History 
Eck, Martha Lynn+ Fashion Beaverdam Schellenger, Margaret Lynn + Music 
Feinberg, Susan Marie + Fashion Richmond Shepherd, Mary Catherine + Music 
Fox, Elana Daphna Music Richmond Smothers, Khari DeShon Art History 
Guillard, Marcus John + Fashion Vienna Sterling, Heather Lynn Fashion 
Horner, Susan Gergen ** + Art History Richmond Sweitzer, George Kristopher+ Fashion 
Hoyer, Inge + Art History Richmond Varner, William Travis Music 
Jackson, Willie Calvin Fashion Richmond Wright, Melanie Lynn + Art History 
Johnson, Misty V. + Art History Richmond Zinski, Dee A. + Fashion 
Ladnier, Penny E. Dunlap+ Fashion Richmond 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Adams, Eric J. Communication Arts and 
Design 
Adams, John Martin * + Art Education 
Agee, Terri Nicole * Art Education 
Alexander, John Christopher + Communica-
tion Arts and Design 
Alford, Thurmond, Jr. + Interior Design 
Anderson, Dawn Marie * Dance/Choreogra-
phy 
Antkowiak, Patrick Joseph Communication 
Arts and Design 
Appelrouth, Ivan Lawrence * + Painting and 
Printmaking 
Apple, Geoffrey L. Communication Arts and 
Design 
Bahmer, L. Susan ** Interior Design 
Bair, Adam Hart Theatre 
Baker, Steven Douglas + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Glen Allen 
Gloucester 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Highland Springs 
Sutherland 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mt. Sydney 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Baldwin, Sherry Lynn Fashion 
Banks, Kendra Rochambeall + Fashion 
Banks, Paul A., II Communication Arts and 
Design 
Bard, Katherine Ann Art Education 
Barker, Tracey Michelle * Dance/Choreogra-
phy 
Bautista, Eric Alfonso + Theatre 
Beavers, Darin Communication Arts and 
Design 
Beeler, David Arthur Communication Arts 
and Design 
Behne, Elizabeth Marie * Fashion 
Belbin, Barry L. Communication Arts and 
Design 
Bemis, Benjamin Allen + Painting and 
Printmaking 
Benson, Richard Charles ** + 
Communication Arts and Design 
Berdoz, Christopher + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Berry, Alexis Marie+ Communication Arts and 
Design 
Richmond 
Clarksville 
Highland Springs 
McLean 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Franklin 
Oakton 
McLean 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Gloucester 
Smithsburg, MD 
Barboursville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Manassas 
Midlothian 
Chatham 
Stafford 
Clifton 
Palmyra 
Chester 
Hampton 
Gordonsville 
Richmond 
Williamsburg 
Herndon 
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Bird, Billie Jean Fashion Richmond Cromwell, Linda Tompkins ** + Painting and Rockville 
Black, Kimberly R. ** + Sculpture Hampton Printmaking 
Blake, Stephen Trevor * Communication Arts Springfield Davis, Jocelyn Rochelle Dance/Choreography Richmond 
and Design Davis, Nugent * Painting and Printmaking Williamsburg 
Bland, S. Whitney + Painting and Printmaking Arlington de Soria, Jessica Garcia * Communication Richmond 
Bloom, Lisa Marie * Crafts Richmond Arts and Design 
Bommarito, James Martin Painting and Roanoke Decamp, John D. Theatre Vienna 
Printmaking Deseyn, Susan + Sculpture Richmond 
Boone, Michael Patrick * Sculpture and Portsmouth Diaz, Brian Richard Communication Arts and Midland 
Crafts Design 
Boone, Rafiel Painting and Printmaking Hampton DiCicco, Jeffrey + Art Education Midlothian 
Bradley, Rachel Lynn Interior Design Mechanicsville Drew, Aiesha H. + Communication Arts and Richmond 
Breeding, Marlene H. Painting and Brookeville, MD Design 
Printmaking Dunham, Christopher D. * Communication Richmond 
Breyfogle, Kristen Lee * + Theatre Newport News Arts and Design 
Brooks, Nicole Iman Painting and Printmaking Richmond Dunnaville, Shantell * Theatre Richmond 
Brown, Matthew Charles + Art Education Richmond Dutton, Jessica Lynn * Fashion Glen Allen 
Bryant, Shannon Monique Painting and Hampton Duty, Katherine Lynn * Art Education Richmond 
Printmaking Earley, J. Chris Painting and Printmaking Richmond 
Cabell, Elizabeth Rick * + Interior Design Williamsburg Eaves, Robert L. + Communication Arts and Mechanicsville 
Campagna, Michael T. + Communication Arts Alexandria Design 
and Design Edds, Amanda Carter * + Dance/Choreogra- Glen Allen 
Caspar, Loretta K. Theatre Alexandria phy 
Caywood, Stephen Warren Theatre Sterling Edmonds, Robert Richard Communication Prince George 
Chan, Shan Y. * + Communication Arts and Mechanicsville Arts and Design 
Design Edquest, David Murray Communication Arts Richmond 
Chandler, Scott Lee + Communication Arts Newport News and Design 
and Design Egan, Elizabeth Maureen + Crafts Petersburg 
Chang, Hee ** Communication Arts and Fairfax Emde, Christina M. Interior Design Richmond 
Design Enoch, Oneita Carlson * + Interior Design Richmond 
Chanthyasak, Khampakone + Communica- Richmond Ertel, Ashley Erin Theatre McLean 
tion Arts and Design Evans, Peter Christian ** Communication Richmond 
Chhina, Navjeet Singh Painting and Colonial Beach Arts and Design 
Printmaking Fallah-Zenouz, Aylene ** Sculpture Richmond 
Cho, Ginger C. ** Communication Arts and Richmond Farrall, Tammy Li * + Interior Design Richmond 
Design Farrar, Russell Maclean + Dance/Choreogra- Richmond 
Choe, Ji H. Communication Arts and Design Res ton phy 
Chung, Naomi Ina ** Painting and McLean Feinblum, Ruth Naomi * + Dance/Choreogra- Richmond 
Printmaking phy 
Clair-Roussillon, Kerrin + Interior Design Fredericksburg Fields, Catherine E. Communication Arts and Waynesboro 
Clark, Jamie Raquel + Painting and Richmond Design 
Printmaking Fife, Steven D. + Communication Arts and Virginia Beach 
Clarke, Lewis Douglas, Ill ** Communication Virginia Beach Design 
Arts and Design Finley, Anne Wilson Fashion Richmond 
Clay, Julia Ruth ** + Theatre Chester Foley, Patricia Ann * Communication Arts and Williamsburg 
Clouse, Kindle Kamille + Painting and Richmond Design 
Printmaking Follis, Elizabeth Andersen Crafts Seattle, WA 
Copeland, Michael Kenneth + Communica- Virginia Beach Fontana, Jack + Painting and Printmaking Richmond 
tion Arts and Design Forbes, Laurie Sheets Communication Arts Richmond 
Corker, George R., Ill Communication Arts Richmond and Design 
and Design Fortenberry, Erin K. + Sculpture Yorktown 
Cornett, Susan Michelle Theatre Springfield Francis, Denille Marion ** • Painting and Williamsburg 
Cox, Bryan Douglas ** + Communication Chesterfield Printmaking 
Arts and Design Frey, Treasure Lee * + Communication Arts Dale City 
Cox, Pearl Obelia + Fashion Richmond and Design 
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Gardner, Susan Marie ** Theatre 
Garza, Suzanne Sawyer Art Education 
Gendron, Jennifer Anne Theatre 
Gianni, Nancy Ann Fashion 
Gidlund, Jeffrey S. ** Communication Arts 
and Design 
Gill, Ryan W. Communication Arts and 
Design 
Gore, Caroline Elizabeth * Crafts 
Graves, Anne Kirby Painting and Printmaking 
Greenway, Richard D. + Communication 
Arts and Design 
Grieco, Adam J. + Art Education 
Grimes, Jerry Lee, Jr. Communication Arts 
and Design 
Gualdoni, Paul Carl, Jr. + Communication 
Arts and Design 
Gunnels, Jon-Gwynn Communication Arts 
and Design 
Guthrie, Jennifer Ann + Fashion 
Gyepi-Garbrah, Kobena + Communication 
Arts and Design 
Hager, Jason Andrew Sculpture 
Hall, Cynthia L. Communication Arts and 
Design 
Hall, Karen Anne Interior Design 
Hall-Gonzalez, Mary Ann + Theatre 
Harkleroad, B. Jeannine Sculpture 
Harrell, Bentley R. Communication Arts and 
Design 
Harrell, Kimberly Susan Communication 
Arts and Design 
Harrell, Susan Hampton * Communication 
Arts and Design 
Hedly, Henry Christopher ** Communica-
tion Arts and Design 
Heglund, Jonathan William Communication 
Arts and Design 
Heitzler, Carter Paul, Ill Interior Design 
Herczyk, Edward Jason + Painting and 
Printmaking 
Hess, Hamilton R. Communication Arts and 
Design 
Heywood, Seth, IV Communication Arts and 
Design 
Higgason, Robin L. Communication Arts 
and Design 
Higham, Krysta Liane * Communication 
Arts and Design 
Hill, Joy Lorraine Art History 
Fairmont, WV 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Richmond 
Edgewater, MD 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Falls Church 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Alexandria 
Colonial Heights 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Louisa 
Richmond 
Portsmouth 
Richmond 
Manakin-Sabot 
Williamsburg 
Sterling 
Richmond 
Leesburg 
Chester 
Woodbridge 
Aylett 
Springfield 
Richmond 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Hlavach, Jennifer Dianne Painting and 
Printmaking 
Hogg, Elizabeth W. Fashion 
Hogge, Jeffrey W. Communication Arts and 
Design 
Honican, Russell F. ** Communication Arts 
and Design 
Horsley, Anthony Ray + Crafts 
Horwitz, Ross M. Painting and Printmaking 
Hughes, Margaret C. * Communication Arts 
and Design 
Hurd, John R. Communication Arts and 
Design 
Huynh, Nini P. Communication Arts and 
Design 
Jackson, Crystal Demetria * Interior Design 
Johnson, Andre M. Communication Arts and 
Design 
Johnson, Jason Bradley Communication Arts 
and Design 
Johnson, John Edward + Communication 
Arts and Design 
Johnson, Shannon Lynn Fashion 
Johnston, Dixon S. * Sculpture 
Johnstone, Dana Stuart * Communication 
Arts and Design 
Jones, Bernadine Belinda + Communication 
Arts and Design 
Jones, Lucretia Nicole Sculpture 
Judd, Sarah Rachel + Art Education 
Jussen, Krista Lynn Theatre-Education 
Justice, Peter Churchill Painting and 
Printmaking 
Kaiser, Angela Erin Interior Design 
Kasonik, Abby C. ** Sculpture 
King, Sheri Arlene Communication Arts and 
Design 
Kolar, Vicki Lynn ** + Art Education 
Kovalcik, Matthew Paul + Painting and 
Printmaking 
Kramer, Anna L. Fashion 
Kresge, Matthew Robert + Painting and 
Printmaking 
Kropp, Torin David + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Krueger, Amy Rebecca * Communication 
Arts and Design 
Kuhlbars, Richard A. Sculpture 
Kull, Kathryn Mariyah + Art Education 
Kundu, Prosenjit Guy Dance/Choreography 
Lalonde, Tami Lynn * • + Communication 
Arts and Design 
Lam, Vanna * Crafts 
Lang, Jeffrey Robert + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Leesburg 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chester 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Martinsville 
Richmond 
Great Falls 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Charlottesville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Portsmouth 
Prince George 
Annandale 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Falls Church 
Richmond 
Springfield 
Chester 
Richmond 
Richmond 
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Larson, Sara L. * + Interior Design Res ton Miller, Kaia Fashion Matoaca 
Lasseter, Robert Lynn, IV + Sculpture Richmond Miller, Sonya L. Communication Arts and Smithfield 
Lawrence, Tarik 0. Communication Arts and New York, NY Design 
Design Minor, Sophia Latoya + Fashion Roanoke 
Ledford, Veronica J. * + Communication Lynchburg Molique, Richard Scott + Art History Pearisburg 
Arts and Design Moore, Helen Elizabeth Crafts Richmond 
Leschke, Susan Patricia * Crafts Palmyra Morris, Katherine Michele Fashion Richmond 
Lewis, Kevin C., Jr. Communication Arts and Richmond Morton, Russell Wayne Painting and Ashland 
Design Printmaking 
Liverman, Elizabeth Ann Communication Chester Moseley, Christy Michelle + Painting and Moseley 
Arts and Design Printmaking 
Loffredo, Tara Marie Art Education Toms River, NJ Murphy, Marie Kathryn Communication Arts Trumbull,CT 
Lorenzo, Suguna Teresa ** Sculpture N. Myrtle Beach, SC and Design 
Loving, Susan Noelle Interior Design Mechanicsville Nguyen, Bic Thi Ngoc Fashion Richmond 
Lucas, Katherine M. Communication Arts Richmond Nguyen, Eden Chieu * Communication Arts Springfield 
and Design and Design 
Lyda, Sidney Ellen *** Communication Arts Richmond Nguyen, Hoang Vu + Communication Arts and Richmond 
and Design Design 
Lyddane, Jennifer Lee Fashion Locust Dale Nguyen, Van H.T ** Communication Arts and Richmond 
Mace, Benjamin Joseph + Communication Virginia Beach Design 
Arts and Design Nowak, Erik Anthony + Communication Arts Woodbridge 
Maher, Cathy Ann ** Crafts Moseley and Design 
MaKay, Maureen D. Art Education Richmond O'Malley, Colin Robert Interior Design Cockeysville, MD 
Malone, Heather Dawn + Communication Glen Allen Odell, Louise P. Interior Design Richmond 
Arts and Design Odom, Natalie Chandler * Crafts Richmond 
Marcellus, Julianne Foster Hudgins + Crafts Richmond Oliver, Kyra M. + Communication Arts and Richmond 
Marchal, Andrew Paul * Communication Roanoke Design 
Arts and Design Overstreet, Jack C., Ill Communication Arts Richmond 
Martin, Angela Nicole Interior Design Glen Allen and Design 
Massey, Carly L. *** Sculpture Colonial Heights Parks, Jennifer Anne Art Education Richmond 
Mastaler, Julie Germain + Communication Richmond Payne, Matthew L. Sculpture Danville 
Arts and Design Payne, Nancy Lynn *** + Dance/Choreogra- Manassas 
Maxwell, Sarah Hotz * Crafts Chester phy 
May, Lisa Kelly Warren + Art Education Richmond Peddy, Tracie Lynne Theatre Baltimore, MO 
Mayo, Kimberly Ann ** + Painting and Richmond Penn, Kenneth Maurice, Jr. + Communication Richmond 
Printmaking Arts and Design 
McBurney, Nancy M. ** Art History Richmond Perkins, Kelly ** Communication Arts and Hampton 
McElhatton, Suzanne Kathleen Painting Vienna Design 
and Printmaking Perry, Laura Elizabeth Fashion Midlothian 
Mcinerney, Richard Allen + Communication Res ton Phillips, Kimberly Carlyn * Dance/Choreogra- Richmond 
Arts and Design phy 
Mcinerney, Sarah Anne Interior Design Glen Allen Phipps, Montoya Fashion Fredericksburg 
McKinster, Spencer R. Communication Arts Richmond Pitzer, Joseph Mark Theatre Alexandria 
and Design Pond, Erin Jessica + Art Education Richmond 
Mclean, Nancy Bowling * Art Education Glasgow Popp, Mary Victoria* + Interior Design Richmond 
McMahon, Sara Cecilia Moreno * + Williamsburg Presson, Jonathan T. Sculpture and Crafts Richmond 
Communication Arts and Design Pritchard, Grayson Keirn Crafts Richmond 
McMahon, Tracy Suzanne Fashion Richmond Rama, Priya ** Communication Arts and Newport News 
Meadows, Jason Tyler Communication Arts Emerald Isle, NC Design 
and Design Ramsey, Keith Marlow Painting and Williamsburg 
Melshenker, Scott Adam + Communication Richmond Printmaking 
Arts and Design Raymo, Richard J. + Communication Arts Lorton 
Melton, Michael Ray + Communication Arts Mechanicsville and Design 
and Design Reamy, Martin Neal + Communication Arts Montross 
Miller, Brock W. Communication Arts and Midlothian and Design 
Design 
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Reese, Taylor Savas + Sculpture 
Reyes, David Guzman + Fashion 
Rizzo, Jennifer Lynn Fashion 
Roberts, Brian + Communication Arts and 
Design 
Robertson, Suzanne Louise Interior Design 
Rodriguez, Enrique + Painting and 
Printmaking 
Rojas, Roberto E. Communication Arts and 
Design 
Sabatino, Rosemary Communication Arts 
and Design 
Sachtleben, John Albert Sculpture 
Sadjadi, Shirin Elizabeth Theatre 
Saito, Mariko ** Crafts 
Sandage, Joshua J. Communication Arts 
and Design 
Savage, Nicholas Charles Painting and 
Printmaking 
Scavone, Michelle Ann Communication 
Arts and Design 
Schottleutner, Gina Ann Theatre 
Schuh, Elizabeth Vreeland ** Painting and 
Printmaking 
Shoon, Aaron David Crafts 
Shortridge, Joshua Tyler Crafts 
Simon, Patrick John + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Simpson, Korry Lynne Fashion 
Sineath, Emily Ann + Fashion 
Singh, Rachana Vijay * Theatre 
Skillman, Aaron Robert ** Communication 
Arts and Design 
Smelik, Robert Anthony * + Communica-
tion Arts and Design 
Smiler, Wesley Bovee, II + Sculpture 
Smith, Calvin D. Communication Arts and 
Design 
Smith, Canyon Winstead + Communication 
Arts and Design 
Smith, Heather Nichole Fashion 
Solorzano, Gerardo Andres Painting and 
Printmaking 
Spain, Alan Richard * Communication Arts 
and Design 
Spencer, Kim L. + Crafts 
Stanners, Gabrielle E. + Painting and 
Printmaking 
Stathis, Joanna Communication Arts and 
Design 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
McLean 
Culpeper 
Falls Church 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Roanoke 
Richmond 
Lexington 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mount Pleasant, SC 
Burke 
Richmond 
Yorktown 
Poquoson 
Lilburn, GA 
Williamsburg 
Portsmouth 
Fairfax Station 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Buchanan 
Vienna 
Woodbridge 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Stevens, Jennifer Rudolf * Painting and 
Printmaking 
Stevens, Matthew Philip Theatre 
Stokes, Jennifer Lynn ** Painting and 
Printmaking 
Stone, Suzanna Crafts 
Strawn, Rachel Mayes Art Education 
Stuard, Patrick J. ** Communication Arts and 
Design 
Sweet, Lisa Marie * Crafts 
Ta, Minh H. *** Communication Arts and 
Design and Crafts 
Tate, Alletta Laird Interior Design 
Tchourachev, Boris V. *** Communication 
Arts and Design 
Thomas, Rebecca C. * Communication Arts 
and Design 
Thomasson, Anthony A. Art Education 
Thomson, Neil M. Painting and Printmaking 
Toland, Beth A. * Communication Arts and 
Design 
Towslee, Jennifer Lynn ** Art Education and 
Painting and Printmaking 
Trogdon, Tara Nicole Fashion 
Trussell, Susan Rebecca Theatre 
Uhorchuk, Daniel R. + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Van, San ** Communication Arts and Design 
Vandover, Nikki Joy Crafts 
Vargas, Cecilia Leonora* Painting and 
Printmaking 
Vayvada, Christopher Communication Arts 
and Design 
Veranga, Regimarie Duenas * Communica-
tion Arts and Design 
Washington, Glenn D. Communication Arts 
and Design 
Weatherly, Nancy Elaine Crafts 
Wells, Christopher David + Communication 
Arts and Design 
Westerhoff, Kristin Elizabeth Communication 
Arts and Design 
White, Brien Christopher Painting and 
Printmaking 
White, Elizabeth Ann * Crafts 
Whitlock, Lawrence Broaddus, Ill + Commu-
nication Arts and Design 
Whitlock, Pamela Lynn Painting and 
Printmaking 
Wickenheiser, Eric Leon Art Education 
Wilhelm, Sara Marie + Art Education 
Wilkerson, Jason Roman + Communication 
Arts and Design 
Williams, Madhu (Zenna) + Theatre 
Roanoke 
Woodbridge 
Richmond 
Stafford 
Gloucester 
Richmond 
Bent Mountain 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Woodbridge 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Charlottesville 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Danville 
Alexandria 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chesapeake 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Wilson, Robert Raymond * + Art Education 
Wiltshire, Jamie Lynn + Communication Arts 
and Design 
Wingfield, Christine Yvonne, * Fashion 
Woodard, Buck * + Crafts 
Beltz, Amy Renee * Music-Composition 
Basher, William Cleveland, Ill Music-
Performance 
Campbell, John Mark + Music-Education 
Cassada, Angie Michelle * Music-Perfor-
mance 
Ceruti, Jaime A. Music-Education 
Coston, Philip Duane Music-Education 
Cox, Kristen Ellen Music-Performance 
Dingess, David Adam Music-Education 
Dobbins, Brian Keith Music-Education 
Gugino, Jamison Ross, Jr. Music-Perfor-
mance 
Hernandez, Rafael Antonio, Ill ** Music-
Composition 
Humerickhouse, Charlotte Music-Education 
Leonard, Donald Jeffrey Music-Education 
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Charlottesville 
Spring Grove 
Wyman, Demian Michael + Communication 
Arts and Design 
Vi, Kevin H. Interior Design 
Vost, Betsy Jane ** + Art Education 
Young, Uraikeaw * Interior Design 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
Midlothian Liverman, Sean Tyler Music-Performance 
Mechanicsville Majer, John Rawls + Music-Performance 
McCarty, Matthew Reynolds Music-
Lovingston Composition 
Colonial Heights Pruitt, Stephen Ray Music-Performance 
Queen, Karen Haywood * Music-Education 
Walpole, MA Robinson, David William ** Music-
Virginia Beach Composition 
Richmond Rosser, William Music-Performance 
Hartwood Shelton, Adriane Murray Music-Perfor-
Prince George mance 
Richmond Stockman, Stephanie Gale * + Music-
Education 
Gordonsville Whitfield, Evan Blair * Music Foundation 
Wilson, Daniel L. Music-Education 
Richmond Voungbluth, Timothy Otto * Music-
Richmond Performance 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
Brennan, Kathryn Merchant 
Gotschalk, Kelly Jeanne + 
Mann, Alexandra Katherine 
Murphy, Michael Lawrence 
Naula, Maria Isabel + 
Al•Najdi, Khaled Abdullah 
Benner, Allison Leigh 
Dorf, Cheryl Sue 
MASTER OF ARTS IN ART HISTORY 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Aiken, SC 
Richmond 
Patterson, Vanessa Joy 
Ramirez, Jennifer Otto 
Rorrer, Kimberly Leigh + 
Sandford, Larisa Lenore + 
White, Joseph Senter, Ill + 
White, Julie Michelle 
MASTER OF ART EDUCATION 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Norfolk 
Guthrie, Kimberly Langen 
Lumsden-Cook, Anne F. 
Pierce, Siddartha Beth + 
Hamilton 
Seoul, Korea 
Suffolk 
Midlothian 
Mechanicsville 
Chesapeake 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Williamsburg 
Hartwood 
Newport News 
Norfolk 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Yorktown 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Petersburg 
Severna, MD 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Alford, Holly Price + Theatre-Costume Richmond Lisnyk, Amy Susan Crafts 
Design Merry, Theodora Anne Sculpture 
Berger, Jakob William Theatre-Education Richmond Murphy, Kellie Jane Sculpture 
Bracy, Jennifer K. + Design-Visual Communi- Richmond Oh, Jeong H. + Design-Visual Communications 
cations Paschall, Rachel Catherine Painting and 
Burrell, Christopher Scott + Theatre- Greenville, SC Printmaking 
Directing Rittenhouse, Steven James + Theatre-
Clinton, Debra G. + Theatre-Acting Richmond Directing 
Frani;oise, Brian Anthony Theatre-Education Alexandria Russo, Janine Theatre-Acting 
Garza, Amorette Venita Sculpture Richmond Spears, Mary Dunnavant Theatre-Education 
Geer, Jane Elizabeth Theatre-Acting Richmond Speas, Bruce Orburn + Theatre-Directing 
Hermann, Bruce Theatre-Directing Richmond Spies, Barbara Anne Design-Visual Communi-
Homes, Alan Matthew Design-Photography/ Arlington cations 
Film St. Peter, Richard Ernest, Jr. Theatre-
Keller, Elizabeth A. Painting and Printmaking Richmond Directing 
Kendall, Catherine Lee Design-Interior Midlothian Tan, Pei + Design-Interior Environments 
Environments Thune, Lucie Noel Sculpture 
Lee, Yachin + Design-Visual Communications Taipei, Taiwan Waters, Todd Ashley Theatre-Education 
Wolins, Tiffiny Ann Theatre-Directing 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
Andueza, Marina Music-Education 
Battle, Katrina Coleman Music-Education 
Berenshteyn, Natan Music-Performance 
Chon, Soyoung Music-Performance 
Crawford, Lisa Hoenie + Music-Education 
Daniel, Mary Allison Staggers Music-
Performance 
Davis, Susan Maria Music-Performance 
Gabrysh, Jennifer Ann Music-Performance 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Norfolk 
Midlothian 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Royal Oak, Ml 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Henry, Dawn M. Music-Performance 
Jones, Suzanne Jeanette Roberts Music-
Education 
Kinney, Daryl Wayne Music-Education 
Lardear, Vincent Louis Music-Performance 
Larrabee, Adam Jensen Music-Composition 
Moran, Gary James Music-Education 
Mullen, Frank, Ill + Music-Composition 
Rottier, Lesa Anne Music-Education 
Alexandria 
Richmond 
New York, NY 
Great Falls 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Cumberland 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Arlington 
Richmond 
Hague 
Orchard, NY 
Quarryville, PA 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Wilmington, DE 
Windsor, CT 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Howard P. Tuckman 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Ahladas, Deborah H. Management Powhatan Brewer, Tamika Lynette Management Gasburg 
Ahmed, Aftabuddin Palash + Finance Alexandria Brock, Jamie Lynn + Marketing Richmond 
Ahn, Casey Kyung + Finance Fairfax Brock, Lisa L. + Accounting Richmond 
Akins, James Jeffrey+ Information Systems Chester Brooker, Todd Andrew + Management Orlean 
Ali Bocas, Feroza Business Administration Richmond Brown, Angela H. + Business Administration Richmond 
Alston, Takina Marcia Business Administra- Richmond Brown, Bennett Reginald Management Richmond 
tion Brown, Wayne Thomas Marketing Richmond 
Alwood, William Bradford, V Accounting Midlothian Bryan, Curtis Eugene, Jr. ** Finance Midlothian 
Andargue, Fitsum Kebede * Business Richmond Buckingham, Beth + Accounting Richmond 
Administration and Information Systems Burroughs, David A. Information Systems Richmond 
Anderson, Karen Glenice + Accounting Mechanicsville Butler, Robert Kevin ** + Information Systems Palmyra 
Angel, Jason Marshall + Management Glen Allen Cadmus, Richard Randall, Jr. + Information Richmond 
Arrington, Sonya Shea Pence + Marketing Mineral Systems 
Arshad, Aisha Ali ** + Information Systems Glen Allen Caine, Patrick Oliver + Finance Richmond 
Ayoub, Nadine + Accounting Richmond Campbell, Linda Gail ** + Economics Richmond 
Banton, Mitchell Scott + Business Administra- Richmond Carlton, Joshua E. + Management Richmond 
tion and Management Cartwright, Jodie Nicole + Management Midlothian 
Barkley, Michele Rosemary Verdetta + Real Richmond Casey, William Patrick Brennan + Accounting Annandale 
Estate and Urban Land Development Chapman, Joshua Colin Business Administra- Richmond 
Barlow, Frederick Wayne, Jr. + Business Richmond tion 
Administration Clair, Elizabeth Ann Business Administration Richmond 
Barnes, James Jerome + Business Adminis- Richmond Clark, Kenneth Russell ** + Accounting Richmond 
tration Coleman, Andrea P. + Business Administration Richmond 
Barnes, Sunny Alison Accounting Richmond Collins, Carla Jo Cravens + Accounting King George 
Barnette, Crystal Wyatt ** Accounting Manquin Cook, Catherine Elaine Information Systems Richmond 
Baar, Haward Allen, Jr. Business Administra- Mechanicsville Cook, Robert Gary + Management Midlothian 
tion Corddry, Peter Graham + Production/ Hume 
Baseman, Sean Justin + Information Systems Richmond Operations Management 
Bauz, Michael Andrew * + Business Adminis- Richmond Coughlin, Kimberly Ann + Finance Richmond 
tration Coulter, Matthew Clyde + Accounting Richmond 
Beardslee, Bruce Geoffrey + Business Colonial Heights Cousins, Daniel Lee Information Systems Mechanicsville 
Administration Crockett, Debi E. Marketing Urbanna 
Beck, Daniel James * + Accounting Richmond Curtis, Tony Marcellus + Business Richmond 
Bedich, Heather Love + Marketing Ashland Administration 
Bickford, Michael P. + Business Administra- Glen Allen Davenport, Kimberley Lee + Real Estate Chester 
tion and Urban Land Development 
Blackmon, W. Scott + Accounting Hopewell Davis, Julie R. + Business Administration Richmond 
Blevins, Michael R. + Real Estate and Urban Richmond Davis, Marianne + Business Administration Richmond 
Land Development deFur, Patrick + Accounting Richmond 
Blood, Kamir 0. * Finance Richmond Denny, Jeremy Paul + Accounting Midlothian 
Blount, Michael Andrew+ Information Richmond Denton, David Dabney + Information Systems Hampton 
Systems Dewhurst, Lisa Marie + Marketing Richmond 
Blyakhman, George + Finance Richmond Diaz, Angela Rebecca Finance Studly 
Bolen, Tanya Lynn Business Administration Craigsville, WV Dickerson, Keri Macdonald + Accounting Midlothian 
Booth, Charles Thomas + Accounting Midlothian Disse, Edward Louis, Ill + Marketing Glen Allen 
Bott, Patrick John Accounting Arlington Doan, Thien-Trang Thi Finance Fairfax 
Boyd, Kenneth Carson, Jr. + Business Richmond Dodge, Carlton Brian + Management Glen Allen 
Administration 
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Dogan, Patrick Shawn ** + Finance 
Donohue, Richard Francis + Human 
Resources Mgmt/Industrial Relations 
Dougherty, William M., Jr. * Finance 
Douglas, Erin Renee + Information Systems 
Duncan, Melissa Jo ** Human Resources 
Mgmt/Industrial Relations 
Dvorak, Jacqueline Paulette Marketing 
Eckenrode, Coley Brian + Management 
Ellis, Dwight Drew, II + Accounting 
Epley, Brian Joseph + Information Systems 
Estes, Jacqueline Anne + Information 
Systems 
Evans, Susan R. Accounting 
Eves, Jonathan Chandler + Business 
Administration 
Fagan, Shannon Cochran Business Adminis-
tration 
Farmer, Nadine Atkins Information Systems 
Felgenhauer, Manfred Karl* Information 
Systems 
Ferguson, Kenneth Edwin, Jr. Business 
Administration 
Fiden, James Philip + Marketing 
Fields, Lanny Scott + Human Resources 
Mgmt/Industrial Relations 
Fleming, Brian Patrick Economics 
Fletcher, Leslie Annette Management 
Fleury, Yohann * + Business Administration 
Fowlkes, Casie Renee Management 
Francoise, Christopher William + Real 
Estate and Urban Land Development 
Gab-Allah, Belal Kamel + Accounting 
Gadiwalla, Ali Asgar * + Accounting 
Garcia, Jeanne Reid Accounting 
Garcia, Victor Garett Information Systems 
Gattuso, Carl Anthony Economics 
Gibbs, J. Christopher Finance and Economics 
Gomes, Alexandre da Silva Finance 
Goodnight, Christopher James + Finance 
Gordon, Kelley M. + Information Systems 
Grant, Latanya C. Human Resources Mgmt/ 
Industrial Relations 
Gravitt, Benjamin Thomas Business 
Administration 
Greenberg, Carol L. + Accounting 
Greene, Charles Parker + Information Systems 
Gregory, Deltroy Economics 
Hall, Tanya Lynn Marketing 
Halvorson, Jill Elaine Finance and Human 
Resources Mgmt/Industrial Relations 
Powhatan 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Rockville 
Richmond 
Gum Spring 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
New Church 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Rio de Yaneiro, Brazil 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Chester 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Hampton, Tonia Information Systems 
Hanson, Michelle Lea Boyd * Information 
Systems 
Harding, Kimberly Denise + Marketing 
Hardwick, R. Dean * + Information Systems 
Harris,Glenice M. + Accounting 
Hartman, Robert John + Marketing and 
Business Administration 
Hassan, Omar Sherif Information Systems 
Hay, Jean-Marie Dugan + Business Adminis-
tration 
Henderson, Douglas J. Marketing 
Henderson, Yvonne D. Management 
Heng, Sopheak C. * Information Systems 
Hicaro, Raphaela Buendia + Marketing 
High, Lucinda Kay * Accounting 
Highsmith, Susan Ann + Information Systems 
Hill, Alvin Lee, Ill + Business Administration 
Holmes, James Martin * Accounting 
Holmes, Katrina Aine Business Administration 
Hope, Deborah Ann + Information Systems 
Hopkins, Julie Elizabeth + Business Adminis-
tration 
Hopson, Kevin Michael Finance 
Howard, Donald Layne, Jr. Information 
Systems 
Howe, Jay Watson + Finance 
Hoy, Phannetta Lynn Marketing 
Huebsch, Kenneth W., Ill *+ Accounting 
Huyard, Jonathan Isaac + Finance 
Jackson, Samuel Alex, Ill + Human Resources 
Mgmt/Industrial Relations 
Jarratt, Bollie Lee, Jr. + Accounting 
Jefferson, Latricia Denise + Human 
Resources Mgmt/Industrial Relations 
Johnston, Eric Ashley * + Accounting 
Jordan, Bernie Leon, Jr. Business 
Administration 
Kamin, Christine J. Management 
Kedy, Sean Arnold+ Information Systems 
Keffer, Christopher Michael + Marketing 
Kelly, Susan Balderson ** + Business 
Administration 
Kendrick, Jennifer Lynn + Human Resources 
Mgmt/Industrial Relations 
Kimball, Laurie A. * Human Resources Mgmt/ 
Industrial Relations 
King, Cheryl Marie + Marketing 
King, Sarah Caroline + Marketing 
King, Tony Business Administration 
Kingman, Carolyn S. *** Management 
Knight, Mandi V. Marketing 
Kunze, John Kevin Finance 
La, Ca-Bich Information Systems 
Richmond 
Charlottesville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Alexandria 
McLean 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Aylett 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Manquin 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Altavista 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chester 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Center Cross 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
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Lavender, Christopher Wayne Marketing Chesterfield Murthy, Vivek Gangadhara + Accounting Richmond 
Lee, Chong Kil + Business Administration Richmond Nelson, Eunice G. Business Administration Richmond 
Lee, Chun P. + Management Glen Allen Neuman, Ehud + Finance Richmond 
Lester, Ian Paul Business Administration Richmond Newcombe, Joy Amanda Business Adminis- Richmond 
Lewis, H. Bryan, Ill Information Systems Glen Allen tration 
Libertucci, Audra Jean Business Administra- Sterling Nguyen, Beth N. Information Systems Richmond 
tion Nguyen, Tri Thuc + Finance Richmond 
Light, Antoinette Elizabeth Business Richmond Nguyen, Viet-Bae Phan Finance Richmond 
Administration Nix, Bryant Gartrell, Ill + Marketing Richmond 
Lim, See-Piau Finance and Information Richmond Nock, Shaneya Scherrica Accounting Richmond 
Systems O'Connell, Sara Katherine + Business Richmond 
Losi, Ryan Louis + Accounting Richmond Administration 
Lowry, Irene Scotten Business Administration Quinton Ohore, Victoria 0. Human Resources Mgmt/ Bronx, NY 
Luu, Joe L. Information Systems Dunn Loring Industrial Relations 
Luu, Tran Accounting Richmond Oliver, Kristin Jeanette ** Accounting Virginia Beach 
Ly, Vu Nguyen * + Finance Newport News Outlaw, Niketa Shanean Human Resources Franklin 
Mallory, Sharon Hughes ** Accounting Mechanicsville Mgmt/Industrial Relations 
Malone, Olyminia Denoris + Accounting Richmond Papazoglou, John Polydor * Management Lynchburg 
Mann, Patrick Keith + Economics Gretna Parker, Garland Tahj Business Administration Portsmouth 
Mann, Sonya Renee + Accounting Richmond Parrish, Lakisha Denise Marketing Windsor 
Manuel, Norman Wayne, Jr. + Management Chesterfield Patel, Brijeshkumar Ashok + Accounting Richmond 
Marsh, Anna Rose + Accounting Glen Allen Peace, Barbara Bonner Human Resources Richmond 
Mason, Tasha Denise Accounting Dendron Mgmt/Industrial Relations 
Mauclair, Veronique + Business Administra- Richmond Pelter, Mandilyn Paige Management Bowling Green 
tion Pennell, Jennifer Renee ** Marketing Sands ton 
Maughan, Kevin Ryall Management Glen Allen Perkins, DeMarion Lynn Real Estate and Chester 
Mccants, Matthew Robert + Management Glen Allen Urban Land Development and Economics 
McCullough, Timothy S. Information Systems Fairfax Petrov, Lela + Information Systems Chester 
McGhee, Threeatt I. Information Systems Danville Phung, Lynda M. Information Systems Richmond 
McIntire, Christopher Thomas Management Alexandria Pintavalle, Robert Frederick, Ill Finance Midlothian 
McIntyre, Leland Rhea Finance Richmond Porter, Kristin Renee + Business Administra- Richmond 
McKnight, Gerard + Accounting Richmond tion 
Melnick, Dmitry Michailovitch ** Finance Richmond Powers, Bryan Christopher + Business Richmond 
Menefee, Melissa Lee + Business Richmond Administration 
Administration Pratt, Robert Anthony Accounting Richmond 
Meredith, Marquita Business Administration Richmond Rafferty, Jonathan Carter + Accounting Mechanicsville 
Miller, James Stuart * Finance Colonial Heights Raymond, James Nelson, Jr. Information Richmond 
Miller, Susan Faye + Management Richmond Systems 
Mills, Cameron Robert * + Information Bumpass Redfern, Warren Crump, Jr. Economics Midlothian 
Systems Reibsamen, Michael Alan + Business Richmond 
Mills, Charla Siqueiros + Accounting Prince George Administration 
Minestrella, Paul A. + Marketing Richmond Reid, James Howe, Ill * + Business Adminis- Chesterfield 
Montrose, Scott Arthur * + Safety and Risk Midlothian tration 
Administration Reid, Warren Information Systems Woodbridge 
Moore, Christine Ann ** + Accounting Richmond Rettman, Brian James + Real Estate and Richmond 
Moorefield, John William + Management Richmond Urban Land Development 
Morris, Tara Branch + Business Administra- Richmond Revere, Tammy Jo + Accounting Gloucester 
tion Rhoades, Melissa Denise + Accounting Richmond 
Morrison, Curtis Dale + Marketing Richmond Richardson, Janquetta Alvada + Accounting Richmond 
Morrissette, Andrew Glenn* + Accounting Midlothian Richardson, John Arthur Marketing Midlothian 
Morrows, Patricia I. + Accounting Richmond Ricketts, Nikolaus Martin + Business Richmond 
Morton, Holly Marie Management Glen Allen Administration 
Mattier, Marie-Sophie + Business Administra- Richmond Rider, Brian D. + Marketing Alexandria 
tion Robbins, Hubert Frank, Ill Management Richmond 
Mullins, Rebecca May Human Resources Richmond Robbins, Kimela LaToysha + Business Woodbridge 
Mgmt/Industrial Relations Administration 
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Robertson, Jonathan Brooks Information 
Systems 
Rodda, Stuart Paul ** Accounting 
Rodites, Melissa Information Systems 
Rogers, Nora Green + Accounting 
Rogers, Tracey Lynn + Information Systems 
Rollston, Patricia Fisher * Management 
Rosso, Jon Burke + Real Estate and Urban 
Land Development 
Rowley, Melissa Lynn * + Information 
Systems 
Russell, Renelle I. * Marketing 
Russell, William Justin Finance 
Salley, Trace D. + Accounting 
Sammons, Damian L. Management 
Satterfield, Brian Christopher Business 
Administration 
Satterfield, Todd C. + Finance 
Scavullo, John Blaise + Information Systems 
Schaefer, William Linwood, Jr. + Marketing 
Scott, Jacqueline Ann Information Systems 
Scott, Kiascha Monee Information Systems 
Scott, Richard Thomas * + Information 
Systems 
Seah, Ian Kwang Hwee ** Information 
Systems 
Selahi, Navid Mark Management 
Seleznev, Andrei Nikolaevich Business 
Administration 
Setaro, Michael Gerard Production/Opera-
tions Management 
Shahidi, Sepaass * + Finance 
Sherry, Carol Gardner ** Finance 
Shewmake, Stephen Lewis + Management 
Short, Karen Lynn + Marketing 
Silver, Leanne Hardesty* + Information 
Systems 
Simon, Denise Ann Finance 
Simmons, Bridgette A. * + Human Resources 
Mgmt/Industrial Relations 
Simpkins, Virginia Ann Accounting 
Sinnock, Chris L. + Economics 
Sisson, Meredith M. Management 
Slaven, Sandy B. + Marketing 
Smith, Benjamin Kyle Information Systems 
Snyder, James Michael + Business Adminis-
tration 
Speichert, Eric Edward + Marketing 
Spokes, Peter Edward Finance 
Steiner, Mary Ann ** Business Administration 
and Information Systems 
Herndon 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Bumpass 
Richmond 
Petersburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Danville 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Petersburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chester 
Chester 
San Diego, CA 
Myrtle Beach, SC 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Marshall 
Midlothian 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Still, Tonya Denise Human Resources Mgmt/ 
Industrial Relations 
Stratiou, Don Information Systems 
Strudgeon, George Donhavon * Accounting 
Sullivan, Dwayne W. Business Administration 
Sullivan, Mark Phillip + Information Systems 
Sullivan, Martha Norman Marketing 
Sullivan, Steven Patrick Finance 
Sweeney, Erin Kathleen Marketing 
Tabassian, Hans Hossein + Finance 
Tadesse, Almaz + Information Systems 
Tagert, Adam Jeffery Accounting 
Tam, Trudy + Information Systems 
Tawfik, Mohamed Emad ** + Business 
Administration 
Taylor, Jacqueline Ann Business Administra-
tion 
Taylor, Tamara Kristine Real Estate and 
Urban Land Development 
Temple, Michael Jeh Finance 
Thomas, Roberta Joan Accounting 
Thompson, Eric Jerome + Management 
Thompson, William Lewis Finance 
Thongpan, Supavadee + Business 
Administration 
Tiller, Michele Rene Nunnally + Management 
Totten, Tiffany LaToya Human Resources 
Mgmt/Industrial Relations 
Tran, Dung Huu + Information Systems 
Tu, Kiet Kien Information Systems 
Tucker-Battle, Felita Marketing 
Urban, Connie Ronnia Real Estate and Urban 
Land Development 
Usher, Rosemary Balut Accounting 
Valentine, Joan Margaret + Information 
Systems 
Vermette, Stephen Robert * Production/ 
Operations Management 
Vollenweider, Theresa Loretta + Business 
Administration 
Wagner, Bryan Keith + Business Administra-
tion 
Walton, Felicia R. Smith + Accounting 
Ward, Gwendolyn Yvette Finance 
Washington, Craig O'Neal + Management 
Weaver, Casie Johanna Human Resources 
Mgmt/Industrial Relations 
Weber, Gary Wayne Information Systems 
West, Leslie Denise Accounting 
White, LaTonya Nichelle Accounting 
White-Mosley, Quovardis D. Business 
Administration 
Whitehurst, Shannon Kathleen + Accounting 
Williams, Carolyn Marie * + Finance 
Williams, Kermit Lee + Information Systems 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Alexandria 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Petersburg 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Amelia 
Hampton 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chester 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Sandston 
Richmond 
Hampton 
Tappahannock 
Grafton 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
CharlesCity 
Richmond 
Powhatan 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Williams, Nannette + Accounting 
Williams, Shelby Dan Yel + Management 
Williams, Steven M. Finance 
Williford, Robert Michael Safety and Risk 
Administration 
Wilson, James Harrison, Jr. ** Production/ 
Operations Management 
Winebarger, Dana Michelle* Finance 
Winters, Dennis Michael Marketing 
Wirt, William Edward ** Marketing 
Wiser, Jeffrey Robert Accounting 
Witherspoon, Wayne Eugene Accounting 
Woolfolk, Joy Finance 
Chester 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Woodford 
Gloucester 
Fairfax 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Sandston 
Richmond 
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Wright, Jane Tate + Marketing 
Wu, Wei Y. * Information Systems 
Wurtele, Christopher Andrew + Information 
Systems 
Wyatt, Sherri Lynn Accounting 
Wyne, Katharine Marie Finance 
Yi, Kisong + Information Systems 
Yi, Sung W. Information Systems 
Yung, Stephen Accounting and Information 
Systems 
Zirngibl, Sharon Gail Business Administration 
Znacko, Emrich David Matthew Marketing 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
POST - BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE 
Abedin, Rumana Amin Information Systems Richmond Eddleton, Robert Denzil + Accounting 
Alexander, Wilmarth Everett, Ill + Information Mechanicsville Elam, Christine Kazakos Accounting 
Systems Fielitz, Lynn R. + Information Systems 
Bailey, Bonnie + Information Systems Glen Burnie Fitzpatrick, Brian Thomas Accounting 
Barrett, Terry Mapp + Accounting Richmond Ford, James A. + Information Systems 
Bayly, Duane Allen + Information Systems Midlothian Goldstein, Paul W. + Information Systems 
Beard, Robert Adrian + Information Systems Richmond Guerin, Pia-Malin Duckhow Information 
Blaszak, William Robert Information Systems Richmond Systems 
Boos, Kimberly Michelle Information Systems Richmond Hunt, Lindsay M. + Information Systems 
Booth, Troy Brian Information Systems Richmond lgharas, Rosario Estrera + Information 
Borman, Leslie Ann + Information Systems Richmond Systems 
Bromberek, Danielle Heide + Information Richmond Janca, Margaret Hunt + Accounting 
Systems Jenkins, Sarah Atkins Information Systems 
Bryant, James C., Jr. + Information Systems Glen Allen Jezisek, Frances + Information Systems 
Bubnack, Joyce J. + Real Estate and Urban Rockville Kerbe, Teresa + Accounting 
Land Development Kolb, Lisa Jean + Accounting 
Burcham, Aubrey Landon + Information Quinton Korzeniewski, Dena + Information Systems 
Systems Kula, Jonathan Ronald + Information Systems 
Chapman, Mason + Accounting Richmond Le, Nichole H. Information Systems 
Chappell, John Robert, IV + Information Midlothian Lee, Barbara Ann Clark + Accounting 
Systems Lin, Linda S. + Information Systems 
Chevalier, Dale Hines+ Information Systems Richmond Lyles, Cynthia Scott + Information Systems 
Crawford, Michael Sheldon + Information Mechanicsville Mangum, Keith W. + Information Systems 
Systems Markham, Gail Stanton Information Systems 
Crowder, Charles Edward + Accounting Chester Montalvo, Robert R. Real Estate and Urban 
Damon, Wanda + Information Systems Manassas Land Development 
Dawson, Suzanne Margaret + Information Richmond Pasquantino, Dennis J., Jr. + Accounting 
Systems Prybyla, W. Mark Information Systems 
Dowdy, Wellford Percy Information Systems Richmond Qiao, Nan + Information Systems 
Duckenfield, Kevin Maurice Information Richmond Quinn, Ronald + Information Systems 
Systems Reed, Karen Information Systems 
Chesterfield 
Alexandria 
Chesterfield 
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St. Stephens Church 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Burke 
Fairfax 
Monroe, CT 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Moseley 
Archbold, OH 
Midlothian 
Woodbridge 
Midlothian 
6stersund, Sweden 
Midlothian 
Glen Allen 
Midlothian 
Glen Allen 
Fort Washington, MD 
Richmond 
Spotsylvania 
Arlington 
Colonial Heights 
Richmond 
Chester 
Vienna 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Newport News 
Midlothian 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Springfield 
Richmond 
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Rosenkrantz, Mark Steven + Information 
Systems 
Sanders, Jeffrey Carl + Accounting 
Saunders, Carolyn Lavonne Information 
Systems 
Segal, Joseph Tuchler + Information 
Systems 
Sheffler, Henry W. + Information Systems 
Shelton, Julia Bonney Information Systems 
Smith, Oksana + Information Systems 
Smith, Russell Elliott + Information Systems 
Somma, Pamela Ann + Accounting 
Staggs, Norman Victor + Information 
Systems 
Richmond 
Powhatan 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Sullivan, William E. + Information Systems 
Sun, Zhenhong + Information Systems 
Taylor, David Andrew+ Accounting 
Tracy, Joan E. + Information Systems 
Tran, Khoi Le Information Systems 
Walker, Arlene A. + Information Systems 
Wanner, Samuel Harrison + Information 
Systems 
Washburn, William Crane, Jr. Accounting 
Watson, Princess Gaytina + Accounting 
Williamson, Catherine Ann + Information 
Systems 
Zheng, Yan Information Systems 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Stafford 
Richmond 
Fairfax 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Sands ton 
Glen Allen 
MASTER OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS · MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY 
Turner, Nicole Marie Norfolk Barnett, Margaret Joyce Middletown 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Abernethy, Stephen Matthew Richmond Ebiclioglu, Fatih Kemal + Richmond 
Alfonso, Eve Jeana + Richmond Eck, Robert Earl Lorton 
Alimard, Babak + Richmond Faddis, Autumn Elaine Richmond 
Allen, John Richard Richmond Farley, Patrick Michael Richmond 
Amburgey, Tracy S. + Richmond Feliciano, Carol Ann + Richmond 
Baker, William Lyons, Jr. + Chesterfield Fischel, Brian R. + Charlottesville 
Ball, Jonathan William Mechanicsville Flippen, Stewart Garland + Richmond 
Bashore, Gregory Scott + Chester Fowler, Gregory B. + Richmond 
Bates, Sonja Lisa + Fredericksburg Furr, William Franklin, Jr. Chesterfield 
Best, Timothy James Richmond Gelman, Jacqueline Richmond 
Bishop, Rick D. + Midlothian Goel, Atul Midlothian 
Bogin, Esther Lynn Richmond Hall, Thomas Edwin Roanoke 
Boxley, Lisa Gee Richmond Hanna, Todd Alan Crozier 
Brittain, Timothy J. Richmond Hanson, James Fredericksburg 
Bush, Kristin Palmer Richmond Heron, Charles F. + Richmond 
Carnes, Charles Howard, Jr. Glen Allen Hornstra, Curtis L. + Richmond 
Caron, Paula Christine Midlothian Howard, Charles Dillon + Birmingham, AL 
Casey, Andrea Mae + Richmond Howdyshell, Cathy I. Midlothian 
Clune, Patrick A.O. + Glen Allen lrmen, Richard H. Mechanicsville 
Cohen, Stephen A. Richmond Jackson, Frances S. + Mechanicsville Coleman, Tracie Lowe Richmond Jacobs, Stephen Joseph + Richmond Conner, Holly Owen Chester Johnson, Kimber Lee Greyard Richmond Cunio, Robert Jay, Jr. Midlothian Jung, Chang Wook Chesterfield Curley, Kevin Michael Midlothian Kahraman, Kadir + lsparta, Turkey Curtis, Katheryn Baucom Midlothian Kaplan, Yusuf + Richmond Daly, Michael John Mechanicsville Kinder, Michael Joel Richmond Dauphinais, Alan Raymond Maidens Kleinsmith, Dorian Leigh Richmond 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Larsen, Erik Nesbit 
Laudenslager, Mark 
Laufer, lzhak T. + 
Lee, Joy Pratt 
Leopold, Diane G. 
Lewis, Thomas Raymond + 
MacMillan, Lisa Ann 
MacMillan, James Murdock, Ill 
Martin, Osborne Powell, Jr. 
Martin, Victoria Gail + 
McBride, Robert Paul, Ill 
McCormack, Robert H. + 
McElrath, Richard William + 
McTiernan, Mary Cashman + 
McTiernan, William Augustus + 
Miller, Anne Pomeroy 
Mills, Richard Andrew + 
Morris, Robin W. 
Oliver, Carolyn Bossi 
Palmer, Carlton Allen, Jr. 
Pandya, Arti 
Parsons, Robert David 
Patterson, Steven J. 
Pelfrey, Scott Michael + 
Perdue, Phillip E. 
Porter, Anne Cookson 
Prestia, David Abraham 
Provo, Gregory L. 
Pyles, Anne Spotswood 
Radcliffe, Traci Shawn + 
Ravishankar, Swaminathan 
Alexanian, Armen H. + 
Atala, lzzet Ugur + 
Bell, Sally H. 
Broome, Lewis Anderson 
Chankaoropkhun, Sasipa 
Coleman, John Thomas 
Faillace, Thomas Joseph + 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Glen Allen Robinson, Angela D. 
Maidens Roper, LeRoy B., Jr. + 
Newport News Rose, Howard L. + 
Lanexa Rosenfield-Wessells, Sheila 
Richmond Sayim, Mustafa + 
Lancaster Schmitt, Matthias 
Richmond Scott, Kelly Stephen 
Richmond Seifert, Robert Scott 
Mechanicsville Shapiro, Howard E. 
Richmond Shook, Curtis Todd 
Richmond Shupe, Karen Mills 
Glen Allen Simpkins, Edward Dew, Ill + 
Chester Simpson, William Tate, Jr. 
Chester Slaughter, Tina Renee + 
Chester Smith, Susan Sharpe + 
Charles City Spalek, Keith Raymond 
Richmond Spearman, Beth Wilburn 
Richmond Suglia, Dennis Anthony 
Goochland Tate, Josine Elizabeth + 
Midlothian Temple, Catherine Condon + 
Chester Thompson, Hilary Acheson 
Richmond Thompson, Kathryn Elizabeth + 
Midlothian Tierney, Kevin Joseph + 
Colonial Heights Tyznar, Denise Bosse 
Richmond Visuthiphol, Nuttaphong 
Chesterfield Vonderharr, Brian Edward 
Glen Allen White, David B. 
Richmond White, Rodney Forrest + 
Richmond Whitman, Mark Monroe 
Richmond Wolf, Kenneth Ralph 
Richmond Worden, Reeda Arline 
Yoruk, Durmus + 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Bangkok, Thailand 
Richmond 
Maidens 
Gurgen, Ender + 
Koontz, Michael William 
Krutsakorn, Somporn 
Moffatt, John + 
Severino, Kimberly Lyn 
Taweewattanaprecha, Sirirat + 
Werner, Sue Firesheets 
" MASTER OF TAXATION 
Caldwell, John Thomas + 
Fender, Jeffery Wayne + 
Hart, David A. 
Kaplan, Robert T. + 
Poquoson 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Okun, Josephine E.J 
Satchell, William D. 
Thomas, Lawrence A. , II + 
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Richmond 
Manakin-Sabot 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Sands ton 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Woodford 
Richmond 
Chester 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chester 
Bangkok, Thailand 
Midlothian 
Mechanicsville 
Danville 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Highland Springs 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Bangkok, Thailand 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Charlottesville 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
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SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Lindsay M. Hunt 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DENTAL HYGIENE 
Calimlim, Layda S. 
Cantwell, Jennifer Barberio 
Caraveo, Sherry Angelica 
Ernst, Nora Elizabeth 
Farah, Kasey Yassin 
Hill, Tracey Rasnic 
King, Jenny 
Melvin-Ward, Amy A. 
Virginia Beach 
Charlottesville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Locust Hill 
Morgan, Chauntel 
Patel, Bijal B. 
Riley, Heather M. 
Skinner, Michelle Carter 
Stevenson, Myra Elizabeth 
Tadevich, Julie Ann 
Thaler, Kathleen Michele Fahey 
Turner, Brandy Monique 
DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY 
AI-Rowaieh, Saleh Abdulaziz Richmond Gorman, Michael Harkins 
Alouf, Stephen Brian Midlothian Hicks, Karen Jean 
Baker, Pamela Wetherington Walkerton Hussain, Ali H. 
Bowling, Kristen Elizabeth Richmond Hyer, Margaret Courtney 
Bridges-Poquis, April Lynn Richmond Kamber, Fadel M. 
Brown, Amanda E. Berryville Keith, Harrison Leonidas, Ill 
Brownstein, Jeffrey Neil Richmond Kirol, Douglas L. 
Bukzin, Jay Meyer Richmond Klar, Neal Aaron 
Campbell, Jeffrey Richard Richmond Lac, Josephina 
Cassidy, Daniel Edward, Jr. Richmond Lachine, Richard Worden, Ill 
Chamberlain, David McConkie Richmond Lee, Esther Kyung-Lae 
Coates, Brian Sean Richmond Lukanuski, Stacy Lynn Zackowski 
Cochran, Ann Bentley Richmond Luong, Susan Huong-Le 
Conner, Frederick Allan Richmond Malik, Nasser A. 
Coots, Frederick A., Ill Roanoke Mann, J. Gregory 
Cottrell, Richard W. Chesterfield Meares, W. Anthony, II 
Crist, Jason Scott Richmond Miller, Eric Noel 
Davis, Jeffrey Paul Manassas Millward, James Gray 
Davis, William T., Ill Richmond Morgan-Marshall, Anne Elizabeth 
Devera, Genevieve Batulan Richmond Musmar, Qais Faisal 
Dollar, Matthew David Toa no Nguyen, Tuan Dinh 
Drees, Gretchen Suzanne Richmond Nilson, Scott Barton 
Ellenberger, Christa Richmond Ohri, Puja 
Estwani, Isam Bassam Richmond Olson, Keith E. 
Falls, William Franklin, Ill Richmond Poquis, Greg A. 
Farzaneh, Babak Richmond Raphaka-Kgwaneng, Tshwanologo 
Ferguson, Sean Christian Noel Richmond Romney, Briant Stringham 
Frandsen, Brian Lloyd Chesterfield Sabal, Jovito G. + 
Galbreath, Robert Nolan Richmond Sayyar, Shahreyar Glick, Stephen Eric Richmond Scheyer, Eric Todd 
Slattery, Matthew D. 
Sorenson, Robert Nelson 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student Stephens, Clare M. 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 Tabassian, Kadijeh Shohreh 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Glen Allen 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
Cedar Bluff 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Dinwiddie 
Richmond 
Chester 
Richmond 
Columbia 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
rginia Beach 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Alexandria 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Springfield 
' 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Tavakoli, Ladan A. 
Thomas, Anthony Sterling 
Vobrak, Jenny Jean 
Wagner, Kim Noelle 
Ward, Christopher Randall 
Weatherford, Alvin Derrick, Jr. 
Welstead, Llewellyn Lee 
Alexandria 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 
White, Allen Hardin, Ill 
Williams, Melba Sertenia 
Williams, Rashondia Elecia 
Womack, Mary Leslie 
Wooddy, Mark William 
Zelazny, Lloyd James 
Zurmati, Farid A. 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean John S. Oehler, Jr. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Adams, Kelly Porter Recreation, Parks and Midlothian Fain, Jane Bowman Physical Education 
Tourism Ford, Kanika Latonya + Health Education 
AI-Alawi, Khamis Ali+ Recreation , Parks and Sultanate of Oman Freeman, Shante Maisha + Physical Educa-
Tourism tion 
AI-Hashimi, Ghasi Humaid + Recreation, Richmond Grafton, Shannon Marie * Recreation, Parks 
Parks and Tourism and Tourism 
Alcox, Stephen Travis Recreation, Parks and Richmond Guilfoyle, Carolyn Marie*+ Recreation, 
Tourism Parks and Tourism 
Anderson, Gary Edward, Jr. * + Recreation, Hallie ford Gunter, Mary Elizabeth Physical Education 
Parks and Tourism Hamilton, Emily Abed * + Health Education 
Arney, Julie Ann Health Education Chester Hearring, Melanie Dawn ** + Health 
Austin, Michael Gregory+ Recreation, Parks Midlothian Education 
and Tourism Hicks, Sharron Denise Brown+ Recreation , 
Austin, Monica N. Health Education Newport News Parks and Tourism 
Barkers, Katrina Dawn + Physical Education Yorktown Howard, Francis Senora + Recreation, Parks 
Bedru, Sophia + Health Education Richmond and Tourism 
Bernard-Klyvert, Delores E. Health Education Richmond Hubbard, Tamara Lenore + Health Education 
Burns, Kelli M. + Health Education Fredericksburg Hudgins, Joseph W., Ill + Recreation, Parks 
Burton, George Wimberley, Jr. Recreation, Richmond and Tourism 
Parks and Tourism Hudson, Charles Thomas + Physical 
Carmenates, Susana Rosa + Health Educa- Falls Church Education 
tion Hughes, Joel B. + Physical Education 
Carson, Chris Elaine Recreation, Parks and Richmond Ibrahim, Rasha A. ** Physical Education 
Tourism Ismail, Laila + Health Education 
Chambers, Christina Nicole Recreation, Richmond Jackson, Dana Chantrese Recreation, Parks 
Parks and Tourism and Tourism 
Cintron, Erika Teresa Physical Education Richmond James, Rogger Health Education 
Conway, Todd + Health Education Williamsburg Jordan, Amanda Rogers Health Education 
Croll, Jamie Dowdy+ Recreation, Parks and Richmond Ko, Jiyoung Recreation, Parks and Tourism 
Tourism Kochheiser, David Lee+ Recreation, Parks 
Cutright, Lisa A. * + Recreation, Parks and Louisa and Tourism 
Tourism Kumper, Jill Renee+ Recreation, Parks and 
Easlick, Katheryn L. Physical Education Richmond Tourism 
Edmonds, Joseph Lee, Jr. + Physical Richmond Lampich, Amy Elizabeth + Health Education 
Education 
Richmond 
Richmond 
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Port St. Lucie, FL 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Suffolk 
W. Hempstead, NY 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Prince George 
Mechanicsville 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Alexandria 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Hopewell 
Ashland 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Glen Allen 
Washington, DC 
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Lilly, Stephen M. + Recreation , Parks and Richmond 
Tourism 
Livingston, Mary Elizabeth + Recreation , Brodnax 
Parks and Tourism 
Lowman, Ronald Wayne * + Physical Fredericksburg 
Education 
Martinez, David Keith + Health Education Richmond 
Mason, Henry Andrew + Physical Education Chester 
Mathews, Cynthia M. Recreation, Parks and Richmond 
Tourism 
Mcclung, JonScott Ross + Recreation, Richmond 
Parks and Tourism 
Mccourt, Jessica Dawn Health Education Jay, ME 
McGuire, Kelly Lynn Recreation, Parks and Virginia Beach 
Tourism 
McMoon, Michelle Marcella * Health Richmond 
Education 
Meyer, William Sitterding+ Recreation, Richmond 
Parks and Tourism 
Morgan, Kurt Randolph + Physical Education Richmond 
Motley, Nannette E. + Physical Education Richmond 
Napier, Heather Jeanne + Health Education Danville 
Nast, Thomas Reis + Recreation, Parks and Richmond 
Tourism 
Navarro, Melissa Florencia ** Health Arlington 
Education 
Nguyen, Huy Health Education Springfield 
Oliver, Heidi A. Health Education Herndon 
Parr, Cindy Lee * + Recreation, Parks and Chesapeake 
Tourism 
Phillips, Monica L. + Health Education Richmond 
Porter, Mark A. + Health Education Warrenton 
Quan-Wong, Angela Lynn * Health Educa- Richmond 
tion 
Quattropani, Jason Steven * + Recreation, Richmond 
Parks and Tourism 
Randolph, Teresa I. Recreation , Parks and Ashland 
Tourism 
Reedy, Bryan S. + Physical Education Prince George 
Rice, Anita Southers + Physical Education Chesterfield 
Richardson, Yvette M. + Health Education Petersburg 
Roberts, Scott Johnathan + Health Educa- Richmond 
tion 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
Robinson-Watkins, Glenda L. + Recreation, 
Parks and Tourism 
Rosencranz, Rhonda R. ** Health Education 
Ruggiero, David John Recreation, Parks and 
Tourism 
Scales, Thomas Henry, Ill Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Scarpulla, Shad E. Physical Education 
Schneider, Fiona Anne+ Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Searcy, Bryan Sheldon Physical Education 
Shelton, Lawson M., Ill + Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Skalak, Tracy Lee ** Physical Education 
Sloat, Keriann + Health Education 
Smith, Amy Dawn Recreation, Parks and 
Tourism 
Smith, Kellie L. + Recreation, Parks and 
Tourism 
Stalnaker, Brian Reed+ Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Stanley, Timothy Jason Physical Education 
Staub, Terri L. * + Health Education 
Suggs, Daniel McCoy Health Education 
Sweeney, Devin Charles Health Education 
Temple, Karri Allen + Health Education 
Tinker, William Bates Health Education 
Tinsley, Michelle Elaine* Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Turley, Paul B. + Physical Education 
Turner, Frederick D. * Health Education 
Vaughan, Heather Dyann ** + Health 
Education 
Walker, Yvette + Health Education 
Wheeler, Christian Dale * Health Education 
Williams, Nicole Andrea+ Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Wisneski, Kristi Ann + Physical Education 
Woody, Moses Aaron, Jr. Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Woolfolk, Amanda Beth Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Zadora, Bryan A. Recreation, Parks and 
Tourism 
Williamsburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Stafford 
Palmyra 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Plymouth, MA 
Mechanicsville 
Mechanicsville 
Lottsburg 
Ashland 
Hanover, PA 
Dale City 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Nelson 
Richmond 
Prince George 
Glen Allen 
Colonial Heights 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Rogers, CT 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
POST· BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE IN HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Saylor, Samara Todd 
Scherrer, Barbara Joan + 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
Sheble, Andrea Marion 
POST· BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE IN TEACHING 
Bodiford, Iris Parker + 
Newman, Harold Ray 
Chesterfield 
Sandston 
Washington, Clary B. 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Abrams, Kathleen Denise + Special Educa- Quinton Campbell, Brenda Kay + Special Education -
tion - Early Childhood Early Childhood 
Alsberry, MiShawn Hope Counselor Educa- Richmond Carter, Paige Jane + Special Education - Early 
tion Childhood 
Altman, Stephanie Cawthon Special Hopewell Chaulklin, Joyce Anne + Special Education -
Education - Early Childhood Emotional Disturbance 
Armbruster, Susan Moir + Curriculum and Glen Allen Christman, Tamara Lynn Counselor Educa-
Instruction tion 
Bailey, Sharon Denise + Counselor Education Fredericksburg Clements, Martha Campbell + Adult Educa-
Ball, Barbara Ann + Counselor Education Richmond tion 
Ballard, Marcella L. + Special Education - Stafford Cole, Cynthia Blanton + Administration and 
Early Childhood Supervision 
Bauer, Catherine Marie + Administration and Fredericksburg Coles, Linda Bonita Administration and 
Supervision Supervision 
Berkeley, Jean Mann Curriculum and Richmond Conner, Kathrine Beaumont + Administration 
Instruction and Supervision 
Bohrer, Mary Catherine + Special Education - Mechanicsville Constantino, Beth + Administration and 
Early Childhood Supervision 
Bowling, Daniel L. Administration and Mechanicsville Constine, Suzanne + Special Education -
Supervision Learning Disabilities 
Bowling, Larisa Beatrix + Special Education - Fredericksburg Cook, Katrina Lynn Counselor Education 
Mental Retardation Cope, Michael Jay + Special Education -
Brennan, Lisa W. + Reading Richmond Learning Disabilities 
Brown, Nina Simon + Counselor Education Fredericksburg Coukos, Eleni Dianne Administration and 
Brown, Regina Blackwell Counselor Richmond Supervision 
Education Cox, Samuel Administration and Supervision 
Broyles, William Alexander, Jr. Administra- Midlothian Crouse, Gail Elaine Curriculum and Instruction 
tion and Supervision Dabney, Virginia Keane Counselor Education 
Burnett, Anne Anthony Special Education - Richmond Daly, Bethany Lynn Counselor Education 
Learning Disabilities Daniels, Mindy A. Special Education -
Buttafuso, Debra Lynn Curriculum and Richmond Emotional Disturbance 
Instruction Desando, David Michael + Counselor 
Callahan, Roberta S. Special Education - Qi/ville Education 
Emotional Disturbance 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Prince George 
Bowling Green 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Powhatan 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Woodford 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Warrenton 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Alexandria 
Fredericksburg 
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Dickerson, Robin Tilton + Administration and 
Supervision 
Dimond, Ellen Brook Counselor Education 
Dodds, Debbie Lynn Counselor Education 
Dowdy, Michelle Faith + Special Education -
Emotional Disturbance 
Downing, Jo Anne + Counselor Education 
Draper, Lisa Marie + Special Education -
Mental Retardation 
Ehrmantraut, Anita Marie + Administration 
and Supervision 
Eizenberg, Liza-Marie + Counselor Education 
Elliott, Danielle Merae Counselor Education 
Everett, Alisa Counselor Education 
Friedman, Gregory Glenn Special Education -
Learning Disabilities 
Funk, Donna Jo + Administration and 
Supervision 
Gallello, Cheryl Painter + Counselor 
Education 
Garner, Britt Michelle Counselor Education 
Geissler, Fredrick Dietzmann, Jr. Special 
Education - Emotional Disturbance 
Ghaphery, James S. Adult Education 
Gibbs, C. Edward + Administration and 
Supervision 
Gove, Avril Terry Counselor Education 
Grantier, Elizabeth Tracy + Special Education 
- Learning Disabilities 
Griffin, Robyn Longest + Administration and 
Supervision 
Gruber, Nina Sorrell + Administration and 
Supervision 
Hancock, Heather Cocker Special Education 
- Learning Disabilities 
Harris, Kim Stahl + Counselor Education 
Harris, Paul Lee + Counselor Education 
Harvey, Theresa Lynn + Administration and 
Supervision 
Hawley, Carol Marie Special Education -
Mental Retardation 
Haynes, Ryan Le Mont Counselor Education 
Henshaw, Terri Mae Counselor Education 
Herring, Elizabeth Roach Reading 
Hicks, Jennifer 8. + Administration and 
Supervision 
Hill, Lisa Helene + Administration and 
Supervision 
Hilldrup, Mark Eason + Administration and 
Supervision 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Stafford 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Riverside, CA 
Richmond 
Colonial Heights 
Fredericksburg 
Fr!.dericksburg 
Richmond 
Aylett 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Williamsburg 
Sandston 
Gordonsville 
Gordonsville 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Church Road 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Holland, Mark Christopher Special Education 
- Emotional Disturbance 
Hope, Howard L., Jr. + Counselor Education 
Hubenthal, Wendy Adult Education 
Hughes, Amy Christine + Counselor Educa-
tion 
Jacobs, Daniela Schlussel + Administration 
and Supervision 
Jenkins, Melinda Ferrell + Curriculum and 
Instruction 
Johnson, Alease Renee Counselor Education 
Johnston, Michelle E. C. + Counselor 
Education 
Jones, Mary Jo Carole Special Education -
Learning Disabilities 
Jones, Shawnya Sureese + Administration 
and Supervision 
Jones, Shirley Louise Roberson + Curriculum 
and Instruction 
Jones, Tiffany Sheree + Special Education -
Early Childhood 
Joseph, Elisabeth Carlucci + Curriculum and 
Instruction 
Kansco-Browne, Kris A. + Special Education -
Emotional Disturbance 
Kessinger, Pamela S. + Counselor Education 
Kline, Patricia Lynn Washington + 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Konrad, Kathleen Ann + Counselor Education 
Kyte, Teresa Jane Wiley + Mathematics 
Education 
Lambert, Francis Salvatore + Counselor 
Education 
Lampley, Karen Wilson + Counselor Educa-
tion 
Laursen, Jannie Administration and Supervi-
sion 
Lavecchia, Lisa Marie + Special Education -
Early Childhood 
Lavery, Kathleen Anne Counselor Education 
Laws, Connie S. + Counselor Education 
Ledwith, Oonagh + Special Education -
Learning Disabilities 
Lingerfelt, Caroline Ann + Curriculum and 
Instruction 
Lopes, Ronald A. + Special Education -
Learning Disabilities 
Loving, Virginia Faye Administration and 
Supervision 
Luce, Danielle L. Special Education -
Emotional Disturbance 
Luedtke, Tracy Manning Administration and 
Supervision 
Madison, Jennifer Moravec + Special 
Education - Learning Disabilities 
Midlothian 
Glen Allen 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Colonial Heights 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Ashland 
Milford 
Ashland 
Midlothian 
Fredericksburg 
Dunbar, WV 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mineral 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Goochland 
Chesterfield 
Spotsylvania 
Glen Allen 
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Mallory-Parker, Suzanne + Administration Richmond Roches, Kimberly Ann + Special Education - Mechanicsville 
and Supervision Learning Disabilities 
Matheny, Brenda K. Adult Education Midlothian Rush, Carmen Emanuel + Administration and Midlothian 
Maxwell, Diana Sybil + Special Education - Richmond Supervision 
Learning Disabilities Sanford, Kathleen Carole + Special Education Richmond 
McCarthy, Katherine Napier + Counselor Richmond - Early Childhood 
Education Saylor, Samara Todd Adult Education Richmond 
McPhillips, Mary Cushing + Curriculum and Charlottesville Seaton, Ryan Anthony + Special Education - Richmond 
Instruction Early Childhood 
Melvin, Margaret Lindsey Alvis + Special Richmond Seward, Mary L. + Adult Education Mechanicsville 
Education - Learning Disabilities Sgarlato, Dru-Ann + Counselor Education Spotsylvania 
Michalowicz, Stephanie Myers Counselor Glen Allen Shaheen, Kimberly Heather Special Educa- Mechanicsville 
Education tion - Emotional Disturbance 
Milak, Christel Ruth Counselor Education Midlothian Sheble, Andrea Marion Adult Education Richmond 
Miller, Paul Stephen Administration and Ashland Souders, Barbara Ruth Adult Education Richmond 
Supervision Spangler, Nicole Franchois + Counselor Fredericksburg 
Morrison, Janine Marie+ Counselor Stafford Education 
Education Spicer, Dina Marie + Counselor Education Richmond 
Moyer, Carla Marie + Counselor Education Powhatan Stigall, Kelly Renee Special Education - Richmond 
Murray, Elizabeth Booth + Administration Chesterfield Emotional Disturbance 
and Supervision Swadley, Susan Stevens + Special Education Sands ton 
Muth, Francine Diehl Counselor Education Midlothian - Early Childhood 
Myers, Heather Marie Counselor Education Durango, CO Taj, Habiba + Special Education - Learning Midlothian 
Naples, Andrew R. Special Education - Fredericksburg Disabilities 
Learning Disabilities Taylor, Kelly Ann Wright + Reading Glen Allen 
Nelson, Mary Susan + Counselor Education Ashland Taylor, Patricia Bennett + Curriculum and Richmond 
Nester, Susan Carlene + Special Education - Richmond Instruction 
Learning Disabilities Taylor, Stephanie Ann + Special Education - Richmond 
O'Rourke, Anne C. + Special Education - Richmond Early Childhood 
Emotional Disturbance Taylor, Wanda G. + Counselor Education Woodford 
Otero, Lourdes del Pilar Administration and Glen Allen Temple, Janella Ellen Administration and Richmond 
Supervision Supervision 
Parris, Darcy L. + Special Education - Early Hopewell Thomas, Rebecca J. H. + Administration and Montpelier 
Childhood Supervision 
Parrish, Katharine Sinton + Counselor Gloucester Tronge, Laura C. Adult Education Richmond 
Education Ussery, Michelle Leigh Special Education - Glen Allen 
Petzer, Beth Stansbury + Special Education - Mechanicsville Mental Retardation 
Learning Disabilities Vondergeest, Cinda J. Special Education - Pine River, MN 
Pinson, Susan G. Special Education - Early Richmond Emotional Disturbance 
Childhood Walsh, Susan Hodge + Administration and Richmond 
Powell, Dawn Marie Administration and Rochester, NY Supervision 
Supervision Walworth, Jeanne Spruill Curriculum and Richmond 
Powell, Nathalie Rowe + Special Education - Midlothian Instruction 
Learning Disabilities Watts, Avise Alice Counselor Education Temple Hills, MD 
Quarles-Smith, Adrienne Denise + Special Richmond Welch, Wayne Ira Administration and Mechanicsville 
Education - Early Childhood Supervision 
Ramirez, Kimberley Weaver Special Dumfries Wheeler, Carol Catherine + Special Education Richmond 
Education - Early Childhood - Emotional Disturbance 
Ramsey, Kimberly Hicks + Administration Richmond Wheeler, Rosemary Elaine Curriculum and Mechanicsville 
and Supervision Instruction 
Reynolds, Lance English Administration and Callao Whiddon, Theresa Gibbons Special Educa- Richmond 
Supervision tion - Early Childhood 
Rivers, Beverly G. + Adult Education Matoaca Williams,W. Hutt Counselor Education Tappahannock 
Roberson, Kenneth Allen + Counselor Richmond Wilkinson, Karen Ann + Administration and Fredericksburg 
Education Supervision 
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MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Douthitt, Dawn Michelle Physical Education 
Figg, Amy Lynne + Physical Education 
Hawkins, Catherine Stafford Physical 
Education 
Johnson, Julie M. Physical Education 
Jones, Stacy Marie + Recreation, Parks and 
Tourism 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
King George 
Richmond 
Chester 
Muhaisen, Abir Recreation , Parks and 
Tourism 
Parsons, Amy Ruth + Physical Education 
Smith, Jennifer Jurney Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
Tillman, Ronald James Recreation, Parks 
and Tourism 
MASTER OF TEACHING 
Abbott, Ryan Christopher + Teaching-History/ Glen Allen 
Social Studies Education 
Allen, Timothy John Teaching-English Goochland 
Education 
Anderson, Benjamin Evans Teaching-Biology Richmond 
Education 
Anderson, Joslyn Bingley Teaching-Early Fredericksburg 
Education 
Andre, James Harding + Teaching-English Richmond 
Education 
Atkinson, Teresa West Teaching-Early Glen Allen 
Education 
Austin, Melody Joan Teaching-Middle Mechanicsville 
Education 
Baldwin, Virginia Lee + Teaching-History/ Mangohick 
Social Studies Education 
Bardowell, Karina Johnson + Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education 
Barton, Kate Weber Teaching-Special Fairfax 
Education 
Bavuso, Katherine Carter Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education 
Bertrand, Thomas George, Jr. + Teaching- Hilton, NY 
Chemistry Education 
Bingen, David Lawrence+ Teaching-History/ Richmond 
Social Studies Education 
Bishop, Christopher Holland Teaching- Richmond 
Biology Education 
Bishop, Susannah Michelle Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education 
Blevins, Michael Shawn Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education 
Bowden, Matilda Cochet + Teaching-French Richmond 
Education 
Bowen, Tonya Montez Teaching-Early Midlothian 
Education 
* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
• Universi ty Honors Student 
+ Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
Brown, Dannetter Lynn Teaching-Early 
Education 
Brown, Lisa Marie + Teaching-Early Education 
Bruce, Lori A. Black + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Bryant, Donna Gayle Teaching-English 
Education 
Burgett, Nancy Elizabeth + Teaching-
Mathematics Education 
Burton, Amy Marie Teaching-Early Education 
Calfee, Christopher Everett Teaching-Early 
Education 
Callahan, William Hall Oakley Teaching-
History/Social Studies Education 
Carmain, Margaret Welsh Teaching-Early 
Education 
Carmichael, Penny Saunders+ Teaching-
History/Social Studies Education 
Carwile, Heather Marie + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Caskey, Courtney Llewellyn + Teaching-
Biology Education 
Cavan, Angela Mia Teaching-Early Education 
Chalmers, Darryl Edward + Teaching-History/ 
Social Studies Education 
Chance, Melissa Benenhaley + Teaching-
Middle Education 
Chandler, Crystal Gregory Teaching-Early 
Education 
Collie, Amy M. + Teaching-Early Education 
Collins, Julia Michelle Teaching-English 
Education 
Colyer, Andrea Hollins Teaching-Early 
Education 
Cooper, William Travis Teaching-English 
Education 
Coppedge, Anne Chester Teaching-Early 
Education 
Corletto-Ashton, Daphne Vincent Teaching-
Early Education 
Amman, Jordan 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Ashburn 
Jackson, MS 
Richmond 
Beaverdam 
Mechanicsville 
Midlothian 
Colonoial Heights 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Reedville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Kenbridge 
Richmond 
Matoaca 
Richmond 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Mechanicsville 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
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Couch, Lori Sue Kinzer Teaching-Early Amelia Haymes, Allison Rae+ Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education Education 
Coulter, Miles Lee Teaching-English Educa- Richmond Helferich, Christina Anne Teaching-History/ Clayton, OH 
tion Social Studies Education 
Cox, Ronald Raymond, Jr. Teaching-Early Matoaca Hennage, Robin Amburn Teaching-Middle Montross 
Education Education 
Dancy, Jennifer Lynn Teaching-History/Social Dolphin Hoppe, Alucare Doyle+ Teaching-Early Richmond 
Studies Education Education 
Davis, Stephanie Carol Teaching-Early Richmond Huband, Skye Hassel Teaching-History/Social Richmond 
Education Studies Education 
Downer, Stephanie Ryland Teaching-Biology Richmond Hughes, Virginia Nicolle Teaching-Mathemat- Mechanicsville 
Education ics Education 
Dylag, Kimberly Jo + Teaching-Early Richmond Hunroe, M. Bruce Teaching-History/Social Richmond 
Education Studies Education 
Eaves, Jennifer C. Teaching-Early Education Richmond lkley, Vincent+ Teaching-History/Social Richmond 
Edwards, Curtis Hayes, Ill Teaching-Early Richmond Studies Education 
Education Jackson, Dawn Elizabeth Teaching-Early Richmond 
Etienne, Zalika Hadiya Teaching-Early Richmond Education 
Education James, Vijay-Kumar N. + Teaching-English Harrisonburg 
Fahnestock, Evelyn Lucretia+ Teaching- Richmond Education 
Special Education Jones, Peter Lynwood + Teaching-English Richmond 
Faris, Jeffrey Allen Teaching-Early Education Richmond Education 
Faulcon, Kenneth Lamont Teaching-Early Richmond Judd, Marjorie Chapman+ Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education Education 
Ferraiolo, Vincent William+ Teaching- Midlothian Keffer, Amy B. Teaching-English Education Louisa 
Biology Education Kelley, Tracie Ann Teaching-Chemistry King William 
Flanagan, Tina Michelle Teaching-Mathemat- Richmond Education 
ics Education Kelliher, Barry Kyle+ Teaching-Early Richmond 
Fleet, Kimberly Lynn Teaching-Early Richmond Education 
Education Ketron, Ashley Lynn Teaching-Spanish Richmond 
Fleischhauer, Kristin Stoppel Teaching- Midlothian Education 
Middle Education Keysor, Leslie Elise + Teaching-Special Res ton 
Foughner, Margaret Rose Teaching-Middle Hampton Education 
Education Kimbrough, Kathryn Mary Teaching-Early Richmond 
Freeman, Diana Lee DeAngelis + Teaching- Chester Education 
Biology Education Klosenberg, Jennifer Gwen Teaching-Early Richmond 
Friedman, Amy Bissette Teaching-Early Richmond Education 
Education LaRocca, Charles Terrance + Teaching- Richmond 
Gardner, Karin Elaina Teaching-Middle Richmond Interdisciplinary Science Education 
Education Lawrence, Amy Lynne Teaching-Mathematics Richmond 
Graham, Lara Cummings+ Teaching-Early Richmond Education 
Education Lawrence, Donna Lynne + Teaching-Early Richmond 
Graham, Melanie Jane+ Teaching-Early Herndon Education 
Education Magner, Tracey Christine Campagna Mechanicsville 
Grandis, Roxanne Joy Sara Dora Teaching- Richmond Teaching-Early Education 
English Education Mahone, Sandra Fowler + Teaching-Early Richmond 
Gress, Margaret May Teaching-Early Richmond Education 
Education Marichak, Laurie + Teaching-Early Education Richmond 
Hall, Jennifer Hudgins Teaching-Early Richmond Marr, Jeffrey Brown + Teaching-English Richmond 
Education Education 
Hamlette, Cynthia Michelle+ Teaching-Early Yorktown Martz, Kelly Michelle + Teaching-Early Glen Allen 
Education Education 
Hann, Laura Marie Teaching-Early Education Richmond Mathews, Lynn Catherine Teaching-English Richmond 
Harrison, Agatha Pansy+ Teaching-Early Lawrenceville Education 
Education McGinnis, Anne Stairs Teaching-English Richmond 
Education 
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Meadows, Buffie Marie + Teaching-Early McKenney 
Education 
Milhiser, David LeRoy Teaching-Biology Richmond 
Education 
Mitchell, Jennifer Lynn Teaching-English Richmond 
Education 
Mladen, Catherine Tiernan + Teaching- Glen Allen 
Chemistry Education 
Montague, Renee Groff Teaching-Early Manakin-Sabot 
Education 
Morin, Matthew Waino Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education 
Morriss, Meredith Hammond Teaching-Early Petersburg 
Education 
Murray, Julie Marie Teaching-History/Social Richmond 
Studies Education 
Newman, Michelle Marie Teaching-History/ Midlothian 
Social Studies Education 
Nicely, Benny Joe, II + Teaching-History/ Chesterfield 
Social Studies Education 
Nichols, Frances Garrett Teaching-English Richmond 
Education 
Nyhof, Alison G. + Teaching-Early Education Richmond 
O'Brien, Kristene Edie Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education 
Painter, Victoria Dawn + Teaching-Mathemat- Mechanicsville 
ics Education 
Paris, Kevin Marc Teaching-Mathematics Glen Allen 
Education 
Parrish, Daphne Adrienne Teaching-Early Petersburg 
Education 
Paulson, Jeanine Beth Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education 
Payne, Suzanne Lynn+ Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education 
Peasley, Nicole Rhode+ Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education 
Quesenberry, Diane Davis Teaching-Special Williamsburg 
Education 
Remppies, Eileen C. + Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education 
Renggli, Jennifer Jane Teaching-Early Spokane, WA 
Education 
Renshaw, Bennett N. + Teaching-History/ Richmond 
Social Studies Education 
Rhodes, Elizabeth Anne Teaching-Early Richmond 
Education 
Rice, Paul Anthony Teaching-History/Social Richmond 
Studies Education 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
+ Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
Richardson, Jimmy Orrin Teaching-Early 
Education 
Rieger, Christian Andre + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Rosenstock, Amy Beth Teaching-Early 
Education 
Ross, Aimee Danielle Teaching-Early Educa-
tion 
Ross, Charlene Renee+ Teaching-Early 
Education 
Rudd, Jennifer Perry + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Sachs, Lauren G. Teaching-Early Education 
Schechter, Kim Laurie + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Schell, Rachel Ambrose + Teaching-History/ 
Social Studies Education 
Schieber, Carl Thomas+ Teaching-Early 
Education 
Sears, Angela Beth Teaching-Early Education 
Shea, Stephanie Cirino+ Teaching-Mathemat-
ics Education 
Shinn, Cathleen Robards + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Shultz, Kelley Serena Metheny Teaching-
Special Education 
Smith, Kume L. Teaching-English Education 
Smith, Madeleine A. Teaching-History/Social 
Studies Education 
Stanley, Alison Lucas Teaching-Early 
Education 
Stone, Beverley Caldwell Teaching-English 
Education 
Sylvia, Sheryl Lutz Teaching-Middle Education 
Taylor, Stephen Louis + Teaching-English 
Education 
Terrell, Tonya Y. + Teaching-Early Education 
Thomas, Richard Harrison Teaching-English 
Education 
Thompson, Cynthia Diane Hayes Teaching-
Early Education 
Tisinger, Richard Bryan+ Teaching-Early 
Education 
Verderosa, Kristen Marie Teaching-Special 
Education 
Vin, Yseult Fran~oise + Teaching-Special 
Education 
von Elten, Kellie J.M. + Teaching-Early 
Education 
Wakeland, Laurie Ann+ Teaching-Spanish 
Education 
Richmond 
Cypress, CA 
Petersburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Chester 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Charles City 
Sutherland 
Richmond 
Richmond 
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Walden, Alison Paige + Teaching-Middle Richmond Willcox, Thomas Andrew + Teaching-History/ 
Education Social Studies Education 
Wallace, Trina E. Teaching-History/Social Richmond Williams, April Cherie Teaching-History/Social 
Studies Education Studies Education 
Walton, Deanna Carol Teaching-Early Glen Allen Winslow, Christine Elizabeth Teaching-Early 
Education Education 
Walton, Nancy Ross + Teaching-Early Mineral Wisniewski, Suzanne Teaching-Early 
Education Education 
Warfel, Lauren Ann Teaching-Early Education Richmond Wolff, Timothy Thomas Teaching-History/ 
Wargo, Shirley A. + Teaching-Special Gum Springs Social Studies Education 
Education Woodson, Rebecca Leigh Teaching-Early 
Warth-Warner, Amy Lynn Teaching-Early Glen Allen Education 
Education Wright, Michelle L. + Teaching-Special 
Washington, Emma J. Teaching-Middle Waynesboro Education 
Education Wright, Stephanie Paige Teaching-Early 
Watkins, Julie Dianne + Teaching-Early Ruther Glen Education 
Education Yonce, Lori Page Teaching-English Education 
Welch, Robin Berberich Teaching-Early Mechanicsville York, Heather Kendall Teaching-Early 
Education Education 
West, Mary Susan Teaching-Early Education Mechanicsville Zeigler, Amy Susan Teaching-Early Education 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
Barrett, David Maxwell + Biomedical 
Engineering 
Gurun, Ozgur Ozan Biomedical Engineering 
Mi, Li Yuan + Biomedical Engineering 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Naik, Sandeep Achyut + Biomedical 
Engineering 
Smith, Marina A. + Biomedical Engineering 
Tangwancharoenchai, Nakorn + Biomedical 
Engineering 
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
Barr, Ruth Currier + 
Benson, W. Todd + 
Dizikes, Marilyn J. + 
Frykman, Diane M. + 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
MASTER OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
Fairfax 
Ashland 
Reston 
Burke 
Grossmann, David Roger + 
Sigler, Rachel D. + 
Syphard, Alexandra Dunya 
Suffolk 
Richmond 
Sterling 
Ashland 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Spotsylvania 
Sandston 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Sands ton 
Richmond 
Jersey City, NJ 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Stafford 
Richmond 
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CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
p R E. M E D I CAL BAS I C H EAL TH S C I E N C E C E R-T I F I CAT E 
Allred, James David, Jr. South Boston Lacayo, Juan Carlos 
Babik, Majd J. Richmond Leavy, Philip Gerard, Ill 
Bozak, David John Germantown, MD Lee, Matthew Carter 
Brenner, Megan Richmond Linkonis, Richard Anthony 
Brooks, David C. Richmond Lipke, Anne Butler 
Bryan, Zachary Wilhelm Richmond Matharoo, Hardeep Singh 
Choe, Cassandra Heesung + Richmond Nelson, Erika Kate 
Doane, Mark Andrew Mechanicsville Nguyen, Khiet Thanh 
Ebersberger, M. Lee, Jr. Ellicott City, MD Patel, Devang Mahesh 
Esmaili, Ali Richmond Rash, Christopher Bradley 
Golesorkhi, Negar Richmond Robinson, Grover Cousins, IV 
Hang, Brian Tho Charlottesville Sahli, Kevin Jamil 
Kerstann, Keith William Richmond Sheikh, Shehzad Mazhar 
Koo, Susan T. Los Angeles, CA Shilling, Alfred Tanner 
Trinh, Christine H. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GENE1.IC COUNSELING 
Baran, Jill C. 
Burkett, Emily Laura 
Culler, Duane D. 
Richmond 
Grosse Point, Ml 
Richmond 
Oelrich, Mary Katherine 
Russell, Karen Laura 
Pletcher, Reuellyn Suzanne + 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Aydar, Yuksel + Anatomy 
Badarinath, Suhas Physiology 
Badra, Leslie Jubran Physiology 
Bettendorf, Daniel Minor Redd + Biostatistics 
Bhargava, Alka Pharmacology and Toxicology 
DuBois, Charles Corson Human Genetics 
Eckel, Leigh Andrea + Pharmacology and 
Toxicology 
Emler, Katrin Elizabeth + Anatomy 
Endriss, Ellen Kay Biostatistics 
Ereso, Glenn Louis Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biophysics 
Forgash, Andrew John, Ill + Physiology 
Gomez, Laura + Anatomy 
Guanzon, Angelo Patrick Physiology 
Gursoy, Nurcan + Human Genetics 
Hawkins, William Tressel, II + Pharmacology 
and Toxicology 
Richmond 
North Brunswick, NJ 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Arlington 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Hellewell, Timothy Brooks + Anatomy 
Holt, Jason Alan + Physiology 
James, Anthony Lorenzo Human Genetics 
Khaldi, Ahmad Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Kim, Helen Joo Anatomy 
Koduru, Shashi Babu + Physiology 
Kuperminc, Michelle Naomi + Anatomy 
Langdon, Lea Elizabeth Physiology 
Manning, Claudine Carnevale Biostatistics 
Mitchell, Steve Layne + Physiology 
Nguyen, Trang Pham-Quynh + Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biophysics 
Peacock, Kevin Howard + Anatomy 
Reed, William Clark, Jr. + Anatomy 
Rittammer, Randy A. R. + Human Genetics 
Schwarz, Ying Xiong + Microbiology and 
Immunology 
Scordalakes, Constantine George + Anatomy 
Sharma, Joy Vashisht Physiology 
Stratton, Kimberly Ann Reeves Microbiology 
and Immunology 
Varandani, Anjali Physiology 
Richmond 
Norfolk 
Petersburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chantilly 
Richmond 
Fairfax 
Richmond 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Richmond 
McLean 
Charlottesville 
Reston 
Richmond 
Brick, NJ 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Colonial Heights 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Manassas 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Alexander, Annetta Cheryl 
Booker, Corliss Voncille 
Cole, Elizabeth Lyle + 
Dhillon, Kiranjit Kaur + 
Francis, Shelley Avon Gainel + 
Horne, Roger Giovanni 
Lewis, Kristi Leanne 
Liao, Edward + 
Menzel, Petra M. 
Morse, Forbes Emerson + 
Murphy, Nicole Malaika + 
Nashwinter, Alissa Brockwell 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
St. Croix, VI 
Chester 
Colonial Heights 
Richmond 
Atlanta, GA 
Brooklyn, NY 
Prince George 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Nguyen, Thuy Mai + 
Petrilak, Elizabeth Ann 
Roberts, Larrietta Barnes 
Ross, Audrey M. 
Slater, William Kane + 
Spencer, Simbonika Natricia + 
Stout, Rhonda L. 
Taylor, Theresa Ann White 
Voas, Jeanette Merry 
Warwas, Jadwiga M. + 
Weir-Wiggins, Caryn Ruth 
Wilson, Michelle Diane + 
Wong, Alice Hoy Mon 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Dr. Hermes A. Kontos , Vice President for Health Sciences and Dean 
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE 
Adibfar, Ali North York Ontario, Baker, Marty Allen 
Hospital Appointment: The John Hopkins Canada Hospital Appointment: Bowman Gray-North 
Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland Carolina Baptist Hospital , Winston-Salem, 
Allison, Kelley Zacharias Richmond North Carolina 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Banovac, Filip 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
University, Richmond, Virginia Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Andrews, Katheleen Zanerra Bedford Fredericksburg University, Richmond, Virginia 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Baquero, Victor Henrique 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Hospital Appointment: Sutter Health Family 
University, Richmond, Virginia Practice, Sacramento, California 
Arluk, Glen Marc Gaithersburg, MD Barna, Leslie St. John 
Hospital Appointment: Navy Medical Center, Hospital Appointment: Georgia Baptist Medical 
Portsmouth, Virginia Center, Atlanta, Georgia 
Armistead, Drury Lacy Midlothian Barnes, Cameron Ryan 
Hospital Appointment: West Virginia University Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Hospital, Morgantown, West Virginia Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Austin, Kristen Ann Issaquah, WA University, Richmond, Virginia 
Hospital Appointment: Kaiser Permanente Barongan, Paul Gregory 
Medical Center, Oakland, California Hospital Appointment: University of Tennessee 
Bagnall, Richard David McLean Graduate School of Medicine, Knoxville, 
Hospital Appointment: Chippenham Medical Tennessee 
Center, Richmond, Virginia Barto, Judith Ann 
Bailey, Brian Marcus Savannah, GA Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Hospital Appointment: University Medical Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Center-Eastern Carolina, Greenville, North University, Richmond, Virginia 
Carolina Blecher, Lee Irwin 
Bain, Richard Morgan Norwalk, CT Hospital Appointment: St. Margaret Memorial 
Hospital Appointment: Norwalk Hospital, Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Norwalk, Connecticut Blount, Margaret Ann 
Baird, Kristin Fritz Longmont, CO Hospital Appointment: Carilion Health System, 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Roanoke, Virginia 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Booker, James Judson, IV 
University, Richmond, Virginia Hospital Appointment: University Medical 
Center-Eastern Carolina, Greenville, 
North Carolina 
Arlington 
Glen Allen 
Chesterfield 
Midlothian 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Midlothian 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Miami, FL 
Alameda, CA 
Oakton 
Richmond 
Big Stone Gap 
Adrian, Ml 
Blacksburg 
Richmond 
Wytheville 
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Boquist, Christopher Glen Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Womack Army Commu-
nity Hospital , Fort Bragg, North Carolina 
Bordofsky, Thaddeus Manuel Santa Barbara, CA 
Hospital Appointment: Alameda County 
Medical Center, Oakland, California 
Brooks, Bryan Michael Springfield 
Hospital Appointment: Navy Medical Center, 
Portsmouth, Virginia 
Brown, Renee Denise Charleston, SC 
Hospital Appointment: Navy Hospital, 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Buettner, Melissa Anne Fairfax 
Hospital Appointment: Dartmouth-Hitchcock 
Medical Center, Lebanon, New Hampshire 
Bundy, Graham Matthew Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Medical University of 
South Carolina, Charleston, South Carolina 
Carl, Neal H. Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Chippenham Medical 
Center, Richmond, Virginia 
Carmichael, John David Corona de/ Mar, CA 
Hospital Appointment: Virginia Mason Hospital , 
Seattle, Washington 
Carpenter, Shannon Lee Woodbridge 
Hospital Appointment: University Hospital , Inc. , 
Cincinnati , Ohio 
Carrington, Pamela Regina Virgilina 
Hospital Appointment: University of Florida 
Health Science Center-Jacksonville, 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Carroll, Timothy John Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Univerisity of Virginia 
Roanoke-Salem Program, Roanoke, Virginia 
Chalasani, Madhu Virginia Beach 
Hospital Appointment: Univerity of Texas 
Health Sciences Center, San Antonio, Texas 
Chamberlin, Guy Parker Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Maine Medical Center, 
Portland, Maine 
Chang, Wayne Wei-Yuan Colonial Heights 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Cho, David Shen Richmond 
Hospital Appointments: New York Hospital-
Medical Center Queens, Flushing, New York 
Christie, Rebekka McLean 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Connaughton, James Christopher Ridgewood, NJ 
Hospital Appointment: Wilford Hall Air Force 
Base, San Antonio, Texas 
Creighton, Robert Alexander Haddonfield, NJ 
Hospital Appointment: University of North 
Carolina Hospital, Chapel Hill , North Carolina 
Daniel, Ann LaFuze Charlottesville 
Hospital Appointment: University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Daniel, Catherine Lesko Rocky Mount 
Hospital Appointment: Baptist Health System 
Inc., Birmingham, Alabama 
Daniel, Charles Douglas Lynchburg 
Hospital Appointment: University of Alabama 
Hospital, Birmingham, Alabama 
DeAngelo, Alan Joseph Springfield 
Hospital Appointment: Brooke Army Medical 
Center, Fort Sam, Houston, Texas 
Denney, Jill Kimberly Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: University of Florida 
Program Shands Hospital , Gainesville, Florida 
Ditto, Kara Evangeline Lynchburg 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Donatelli, Lucia S. Dallas, TX 
Hospital Appointment: University of Rochester 
Medical Center-Strong, Rochester, New York 
Downs, Richard Keith Clayton, DE 
Hospital Appointment: Milton S. Hershey 
Medical Center-Pennsylvania State University, 
Hershey, Pennsylvania 
DuMont, Matthew David St. Louis, MO 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Elmore, Karen Ourth Memphis, TN 
Hospital Appontment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Fedis, Dorothy Patricia Silver Spring, MD 
Hospital Appointment: Medical Center of 
Delaware, Newark, Delaware 
Felty, Danny Walker Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Chippenham Medical 
Center, Richmond, Virginia 
Ferrance, Randy J. Brightwood 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Fine, Laurence David Englishtown, NJ 
Hospital Appointment: Walter Reed Army 
Medical Center, Washington, D.C. 
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Fisher, Anthony Philip Chesterfield Holt, James Anthony Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Riverside Regional Hospital Appointment: McGaw Medical Center 
Medical Center, Newport News, Virginia Northwestern University, Chicago, Illinois 
Fitzgerald, James Frederick Vienna Hong, George Alexander Westminster, CA 
Hospital Appointment: Fairfax Family Practice Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Center, Fairfax, Virginia Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Fountain-Ellis, Tami Jamene Richmond University, Richmond, Virginia 
Hospital Appointment: Riverside Regional Hope, William Cameron, IV Richmond 
Medical Center, Newport News, Virginia Hospital Appointment: Carilion Health System, 
Ghuneim, Ghassan Mohamed Washington, DC Roanoke, Virginia 
Hospital Appointment: University of Houck, William Albert, Ill Richmond 
New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico Hospital Appointment: Mayo Graduate School 
Giannini, Kristin Amy Monroe, CT of Medicine, Rochester, Minnesota 
Hospital Appointment: The Family Practice Howell, Della Livesay Richmond 
Center, Danvers, Massachusetts Hospital Appointment: Lackland Air Force Base, 
Gibbs, John Willard, Ill Richmond San Antonio, Texas 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Hsue, Mindy Lee Mercer Island, WA 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Hospital Appointment: St. Mary-Corwin 
University, Richmond, Virginia Regional Medical Center, Pueblo, Colorado 
Gill, Richard Russell Richmond John, Benjamin Travis Vancouver, WA 
Hospital Appointment: Emory University Hospital Appointment: Oregon Health Sciences 
School of Medicine, Atlanta, Georgia University, Portland, Oregon 
Glass, Charles Evans Wayland, MA Jonkers, Jennifer Ann Glen Allen 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Hospital Appointment: Butterworth Hospital , 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Grand Rapids, Michigan 
University, Richmond, Virginia Kagey, David Andrew Roanoke 
Green, Thomas Walton, Ill Richmond Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia 
University, Richmond, Virginia Kalra, Pankaj Silver Spring, MD 
Hall, Clarence Edward, II Victoria Hospital Appointment: University of Illinois 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of College of Medicine, Chicago, Illinois 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Khatcheressian, James L. Springfield 
University, Richmond, Virginia Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Hardy, Tonya LaMonica Silver Spring, MD Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Hospital Appointment: Washington Hospital University, Richmond, Virginia 
Center, Washington ,DC Kim, Michael Kihyun Richmond 
Harrison, Matthew Philip Lynchburg Hospital Appointment: New York Hospital-
Hospital Appointment: University of South Medical Center Queens, Flushing, New York 
Alabama Hospital and Clinic, Mobile, Alabama Kofford, Mark Wade Lyon, CO 
Hashemi, Neda Fairfax Hospital Appointment: Loma Linda University, 
Hospital Appointment: Union Memorial Loma Linda, California 
Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland Kotch, Stephen Joseph Hagerstown, MD 
Hazelrigg, Monica R. + Richmond Hospital Appointment: Medical Center of 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Delaware, Newark, Delaware 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Kropf, Mark Allen Madera, CA 
University, Richmond, Virginia Hospital Appointment: Mayo Graduate School 
Hicks, Kevin Oliver Blacksburg of Medicine, Scottsdale, Arizona 
Hospital Appointment: Greenville Hospital Kwee, David Little Rock, AR 
System, Greenville, South Carolina Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Hill, Brian Edward Charlottesville Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Hospital Appointment: University of Maryland University, Richmond, Virginia 
Medical Center, Baltimore, Maryland Lang, John Michael Fairfax 
Hiraoka, Toshi Saratoga, CA Hospital Appointment: Mountain Area Health 
Hospital Appointment: University of Chicago Education Center, Asheville, North Carolina 
Hospitals, Chicago, Illinois 
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Largen, Kevin Neal Danville 
Hospital Appointment: Medical Center of 
Delaware, Newark, Delaware 
Lewis, Richard Gordon, Jr. Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: University of Colorado 
School of Medicine, Denver, Colorado 
Miller, Bradley Bryan Alexandria 
Hospital Appointment: University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Mody, Sapan Vibhakar McLean 
Hospital Appointment: Franklin Square 
Hospital Center, Baltimore, Maryland 
Lin, Michael Tsu-I Fairfax 
Hospital Appointment: Shenandoah Valley 
Family Practice Program, Winchester, Virginia 
Lisk, Jerome Perry Los Angeles, CA 
Mohammed, Andrew Alieel Brentwood, MO 
Hospital Appointment: Riverside Regional 
Medical Center, Newport News, Virginia 
Molloy, Marcelyn Carol Hawkins Chadds Ford, PA 
Hospital Appointment: The Brooklyn Hospital Hospital Appointment: Lahey Hitchcock Medical 
Center, Brooklyn, New York Center, Burlington, Massachusetts 
Lucas, Tiffini Regis Richmond Mowatt-Larssen, Eric Montpelier 
Hospital Appointment: George Washington Hospital Appointment: Geisinger Medical 
University Hospital , Washington , D.C. Center, Danville, Pennsylvania 
Lynam, Gregory Thomas Richmond Nanos, George Peter, Ill Alexandria 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Hospital Appointment: Naval Hospital, 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Bethesda, Maryland 
University, Richmond, Virginia Nelson, Jennifer Rose Portland, OR 
Lyons, Christopher D. Roanoke Hospital Appointment: Navy Medical Center, 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Portsmouth, Virginia 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Nelson, Kinloch Richmond 
University, Richmond, Virginia Hospital Appointment: The New York Hospital, 
Manley, Peter Elliot San Diego, CA New York, New York 
Hospital Appointment: New England Medical Nelson, Melissa Byrne Basking Ridge, NJ 
Center, Boston Massachusetts Hospital Appointment: The New York Hospital, 
Mannarino, Kathy Lynn Richmond New York, New York 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Okonkwo, Margaret lfeanyichukwu Virginia Beach 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Hospital Appointment: Jackson Memorial 
University, Richmond , Virginia Hospital, Miami , Florida 
Martin, Elizabeth Rice Warsaw Olson, Arik Robert Salinas, CA 
Hospital Appointment: Carilion Health System, Hospital Appointment: The Mount Sinai 
Roanoke, Virginia Hospital, New York, New York 
Martin, Jeffrey Matthew Annandale Oshirak, Kimberly Tyler Onancock 
Hospital Appointment: University of Virginia, Hospital Appointment: Navy Medical Center, 
Charlottesville, Virginia Portsmouth, Virginia 
Mast, Mark Miller Harrisonburg Palauro, Tonja lelene Roanoke 
Hospital Appointment: Reading Hospital and Hospital Appointment: University of Virginia, 
Medical Center, Reading , Pennsylvania Charlottesville, Virginia 
McRae, Lorraine Moira Middletown, CT Palen, Ellen Marye Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Western Pennsylvania 
Hospital: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Meaney, Peter Andrew Sherborn, MA 
Hospital Appointment: Chippenham Medical 
Center, Richmond, Virginia 
Preciado, Cordell Vincent Midlothian 
Hospital Appointment: University of Massachu-
setts Programs, Worcester, Massachusetts 
Menk, Katherine Grace Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: University of Texas 
Medical Branch Galveston, Galveston, Texas 
Meyer, Christopher Matthew Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Emory University 
School of Medicine, Atlanta Georgia 
Hospital Appointment: The Johns Hopkins 
Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland 
Price, Gregory Daniel Kilmarnock 
Hospital Appointment: Westchester County 
Medical Center, Valhalla, New York 
Reale, Elaine Constance Rockville, MD 
Hospital Appointment: Sinai Hospital of 
Baltimore, Baltimore, Maryland 
Reaves, Alvin Leo, Ill Yorktown 
Hospital Appointment: Washington Hospital 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Center, Washington , DC 
Redcross, Kenneth Edward Hampton 
Hospital Appointment: Presbyterian Hospital, 
New York, New York 
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Reilly, Seema Nasreen New Hype Park, NY Shim, Yun S. Springfield 
Hospital Appointment: Western Pennsylvania Hospital Appointment: Evanston Hospital , 
Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Evanston, Illinois 
Reyes, Maria Rocio San Salvador, Simon, Joanne Carullo Seattle, WA 
Hospital Appointment: University of Rochester El Salvador Hospital Appointment: Providence Hospital , 
Medical Center-Strong, Rochester, New York Washington, DC 
Riddick-Young, Michelle Virginia Beach Sinclair, Jeffrey Scott Winchester 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Hospital Appointment: Abington Memorial 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Hospital , Abington, Pennsylvania 
University, Richmond, Virginia Sinclair, Rebecca Ogur Annandale 
Rosenblum, Dawn Tracy King of Prussia, PA Hospital Appointment: Temple University 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Hospital , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Sinor, Cleve Ray-Dean Virginia Beach 
University, Richmond, Virginia Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Rozycki, Jane L. Richmond Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of University, Richmond, Virginia 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Smith, LaKeita Lynne Richmond 
University, Richmond, Virginia Hospital Appointment: Howard University 
Sadjadi, Javid Walnut Creek, CA Hospital , Washington, DC 
Hospital Appointment: University of Texas Smith, Michael Kevin Hauppauge, NY 
Southwestern Medical School , Dallas, Texas Hospital Appointment: Stony Brook Teaching 
Salzberg, Arnold David Richmond Hospitals, Stony Brook, New York 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Sugar, Ross Carl Richmond 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth Hospital Appointment: University of Maryland 
University, Richmond, Virginia Medical Center, Baltimore, Maryland 
Sato, Shinichi Spotsylvania Summitt, Rebecca Lee Remington 
Hospital Appointment: Mt. Sinai Medical Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Center, Cleveland, Ohio Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Savage, Tinea Joi Hampton University, Richmond, Virginia 
Hospital Appointment: University Medical Thai, Huong Ngoc Falls Church 
Center-Eastern Carolina, Greenville, Hospital Appointment: Washington Hospital 
North Carolina Center, Washington, DC 
Schlichter, Gary Warren Woodland Hills, CA Thompson, Keith Edward Carlisle, PA 
Hospital Appointment: University of Utah Hospital Appointment: Navy Medical Center, 
Affiliated Hospitals, Salt Lake City, Utah Portsmouth, Virginia 
Schlieman, Michael Gregory Lake Oswego, OR Tomiak, William Matthew Virginia Beach 
Hospital Appointment: University of California- Hospital Appointment: Riverside Regional 
Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, California Medical Center, Newport News, Virginia 
Schorr, David Michael Richmond Tribuzio, Robert A. Demarest, NJ 
Hospital Appointment: Wayne State University- Hospital Appointment: Dartmouth-Hitchcock 
Detroit Medical Center, Detroit, Michigan Medical Center, Lebanon, New Hampshire 
Sciascia, Thomas Neil Richmond Troyer, Eric Jon Headings Goshen, IN 
Hospital Appointment: University Health Hospital Appointment: Swedish Medical Center, 
Center of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Seattle, Washington 
Sentman, Rebecca Lee Savannah, GA Tye, Gary William Sunderland, England 
Hospital Appointment: University of Wisconsin Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Hospital and Clinics, Madison, Wisconsin Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Sepic, Jerome Virginia Beach University, Richmond, Virginia 
Hospital Appointment: Brigham and Women's Vail, Ronald Evan Riverside, CA 
Hospital , Boston, Massachusetts Hospital Appointment: Oregon Health Sciences 
Shaia, Harry Joseph Richmond University, Portland, Oregon 
Hospital Appointment: University of Massachu- VanderMeer, Christopher Johannus Richmond 
setts Programs, Worchester, Massachusetts Hospital Appointment: Medical College of 
Shaia, Wayne Thomas Richmond Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of University, Richmond, Virginia 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
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Vaughan, Hilary Dorr Alexandria 
Hospital Appointment: Hospital of the University 
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
von Elten, Christopher Bruce Winsted, CT 
Hospital Appointment: Halifax Medical Center, 
Daytona Beach, Florida 
Weatherford, Shannon Roberts Richmond 
Williams, James Thomas Annandale 
Hospital Appointment: Providence Hospital, 
Washington, DC 
Wilson, John Keddy Annandale 
Hospital Appointment: Harvard Longwood 
Psychiatry, Boston, Massachusetts 
Wong, Edwin Ho-Wing Richmond 
Hospital Appointment: Medical College of Hospital Appointment: Fairfax Family Practice 
Virginia Hospitals at Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, Virginia 
Center, Fairfax, Virginia 
Wooldridge, Tanya Le-Vette Richmond 
Whiddon, David Richmond Brandon, FL Hospital Appointment: University of Florida 
Hospital Appointment: Navy Medical Center, Health Science Center, Jacksonville, Florida 
Portsmouth , Virginia Zimmerman, Eugenia Fay Leola, PA 
Whitaker, Derek Casper Newport News Hospital Appointment: Reading Hospital and 
Hospital Appointment: William Beaumont Army Medical Center, Reading, Pennsylvania 
Medical Center, El Paso, Texas 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Aigner, Crystal Judy 
Alexander, Lou A. + 
Anderson, Anita A. + 
Anderson, Jane Anne Griffith + 
Antone, Lynda Daniels 
Arena, Andrew Charles 
Ashe, Lori K. 
Austin, Lisa Lynne 
Bactad, Jocelaine Cabanilla + 
Bailey, Doris Selma + 
Banta, Alea Chantel 
Barnes, Renee Porter 
Bassett, Beth Jennifer 
Battle, Gwen Elizabeth + 
Battleson, Katharine Loker 
Beaver, Kathleen Tamara 
Blackman, Ethel Hurst * + 
Boggs, Stephen Joaquin + 
Booth, Susan Lowry + 
Boyer, Sarah Noel 
Brigle, Kevin Eugene ** + 
Browns, Suzanne Elizabeth 
Brunner, Thomas Cyril**+ 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Nancy F. Langston 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Richmond 
Prince George 
Max Meadows 
Salem 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Newport News 
Glen Allen 
Newport News 
Wakefield 
Richmond 
Yorktown 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Warrenton 
Aylett 
Saint Paul 
Roanoke 
Oakton 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Burfoot, Crystal Michelle-Wallace 
Burgos, Myra Liezl Cortez 
Burlingame, Penney Ann + 
Campbell, Sandra Ravell 
Caplette, Wendy Christine + 
Chong, Pamela M. 
Clavon, Rozenia Hickman + 
Coleman, Lessley Kathleen 
Collawn, Jennifer Anne 
Collins, Bethany Triplett + 
Conneen, Caroline Foxley ** + 
Crews, Stephanie Seidle Williams 
Cullison, Dawn Michelle 
Cundiff, Susan Renee 
Dempsey, Victor Morris 
DeSoi, Kathleen 
Durkin, Michael Euel 
Eichel, Carol Gathright + 
Elrod, Shannon May + 
Ernst, Michele Marie Niemeier + 
Evanson, Gabriel G.M. 
Ey, Sophea 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
Falcon, Katharine Elizabeth 
Fetters, Judith Grace *** + 
Figueroa, Nelson Ivan 
Forrester, JoLane C. 
Fowler, Ann Michelle 
** Magna Cum Laude Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Quinton 
Richmond 
Stafford 
Glen Allen 
Newport News 
Midlothian 
Forest 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Norfolk 
Fredericksburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Haywood 
Richmond 
Norfolk 
Winchester 
Richmond 
Hopewell 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
Glen Allen 
Richmond 
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Fuller, Alma Caprice Richmond Orrell, Angela Marie DiGregorio Dinwiddie 
Fultz, Arlene Inscoe * + Richmond Ozmore, Kimberly Mabe + Chester 
Gajewski, Wendi Ann + Virginia Beach Page, Renee M. + Colonial Heights 
George, Connie L. Richmond Perigen, Brenda Sue + Roanoke 
Gibbons, Walter F. + Woodbridge Perkins, Paige S. + Natural Bridge 
Grant, Leslie Caffrey Richmond Price, Bonnie Bevan + Richmond 
Green, Jennifer Allison * + Richmond Quesinberry, Margaret Gaylen ** + West Point 
Greene, Diane Carolyn + Richmond Radford, Aimee Katherine + Richmond 
Hall, Lora Rochelle + Grundy Ray, Carl E. + Richmond 
Hall, Susan Danielle Richmond Reed, Julie Marie + Newport News 
Harpold, Lora Cynthia Franklin Reifel, Leslie Swenson + Chesapeake 
Hayes, Heidi Kristine West Point Rife, Mary Kathryn Salem 
Hobbs, Linda Diane + Winchester Robinson-Jones, Kimberly Jane Richmond 
Holland, Jessica Renee Richmond Rodgers, Phaedra Denise Richmond 
Hoopes, Sandra Mills + Roanoke Rowan, Jennifer Blount Richmond 
Howell, Christina Lynn Harrisonburg Sarver, Dawn Grant + Petersburg 
Huber, Karen P. + Disputanta Schnobrich, Judith + Chesapeake 
Hutson, Jennifer Christine Maine Locust Grove Scott, Margaret Bracey * + Richmond 
Jeffries, Tamu Ayanna Richmond Scott, Susan Blanton Richmond 
Jensen, Mariah Diebel + Chester Seiden, Jennifer Neblett + Midlothian 
Jingluski, Janet Marie Richmond Shelton, Penny Lynn + Gretna 
Jones, Cathy Marie Paschal + Wytheville Shorter, Tammy Hamblett + Boones Mill 
Jones, Laura Anne Mugler + Hampton Slater, Roy Douglas, Jr. + Richmond 
Jones, Madeline Yvonne + Charlottesville Smith, Ho Chong ** + Richmond 
Joyce, Rita Ann + Virginia Beach Sondej, Kerry Marie Richmond 
Kangas, Kristen Raney ** + Midlothian Spence, Jennifer Barbara ** + Richmond 
Keeling, Marion Monique Bishop + Chesapeake Stephenson, Shannon Marie Richmond 
Kennedy, Pamela Wertel Hampton Stevens, Amy Michelle Mechanicsville 
Kurylo, Deborah Lynn Stuckey + Falls Church Street, Lois Watkins Ashland 
Lane, Catherine Ann + Virginia Beach Szimonisz, Julia Karina Richmond 
Leach, Carolyn Brankley Chase City Talley, Leslie Faye Richmond 
Lewis, Bronwen Radcliffe Richmond Talman, Judith Nelson Richmond 
Lindstrom, Wendy W. + Richmond Taylor, Leigh Butler Midlothian 
Little, Katherine Lane Richmond Townsend, Angela P. Chesterfield 
Lloyd, Nicole Cromer + Christiansburg Trice-Tinsley, Ellen Elaine Newtown 
Lucas, Valentina Sage *** + Richmond VanHoeven, Renee C. Chesterfield 
Macklin, Michele E. + Hampton Waltman, Carrie Haskins ** + Richmond 
Macon, Sandra Jean McPherson Bumpass Waring, Elizabeth Goodrich Tappahannock 
Mannion, Jean Patricia * + Yorktown Washington, Lucretia Delcinia * + Richmond 
Marks, Michelle Tomlin + Fincastle Webster, Lisa J. Richmond 
Martin, Debora S. + Petersburg Wei, Joyce Chesterfield 
Martin, John Anthony Boca Raton, FL Weiss, Jennifer Allen Richmond 
McCormick, Mary Ann + Blue Ridge Wells, Elizabeth L. * + Williamsburg 
McDowell, Kara Elizabeth Hopewell Wells, Gail Katherine + Richmond 
McEntee, Maureen Patricia Richmond Whisnant, Sandra Bragg + Salem 
McGhee, Stephanie Allyn + Newport News White, Cindy Elder + Lynchburg 
McGraw, Kristin Sheleigh + Petersburg Whitford, Allisyn * + Richmond 
Meyer-Ban, Michelle Marie • Hollywood, FL Whittier, Nancy E. + Virginia Beach 
Moore, Christy Raquel Richmond Wieczorek, Kimberly Ann + Richmond 
Moore, Courtney Elizabeth ** + Richmond Williams, Julie Ann Remsen, NY 
Mortensen, Angel Lynlee + Alexandria Willis, Mary Elizabeth O'Boyle • Richmond 
Muldowney, Mary Leslie * + Richmond Winfield, Suzanne Michelle + Dinwiddie 
Murphy, Keven William Danville Wins, Linda Pollak Virginia Beach 
Namiotka, Suzanne Markiewicz Midlothian Woolwine, Traci Lynn Richmond 
Newcomb, Holly Shannon *** + Richmond Wright, April Cristi Tappahannock 
Noel, Melissa Anne ** + Glen Allen Yates, Andrea Branham + Richmond 
Nugent, Kerri Lynn Betz + Norfolk Zilliox, Susan Elise Mechanicsville 
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GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
POST-MASTER'S NURSE PRACTITIONER CERTIFICATE 
Canada, Brenda Holt + Richmond Meffert, Emma Lee Ann Midlothian 
Chamberlain, Nola J. + Glen Allen Munro, Cindy Louise + Richmond 
Dunevant, Joanna Susan Taylor Dillwyn Plante, Ernest Howard Richmond 
Grap, Mary Jo + Midlothian Sandoe, Patricia Sowers + Radford 
Huffstutler, Rebecca Dianne Barboursville Steele, Sandra Patterson + Glen Allen 
Jones, Terry Pagano Roanoke Strauss, Sarah Stone Christiansburg 
Keitz, Janice VanDenburg Chesterfield Thompson, Hilaire Jane Glen Allen 
Lin, Esther Muscari Keswick Voll, Sandra Lee Kuchar + Williamsburg 
McEwen, Linda Ann Beth Midlothian Warden, Mary Elizabeth + Richmond 
White, Susan Gallier Richmond 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Barthelemy, Marie Antoinette Pirway + Williamsburg Lombardy, Sara Beth Front Royal 
Bartol, Shawen Kane + Williamsburg Looney, Janet Susan + Grundy 
Bass, Laura Anne Richmond Mangiafico, Anthony D. Richmond 
Burns, Margaret Christie Friedman Richmond Mason, Misty Michelle North 
Bush, Genevieve M. Mechanicsville Mclean, Catherine Simmons Richmond 
Cochran, Kathleen Linton Richmond Mollner, Mark Anthony New Kent 
Corsa, Tammy J. + Richmond Moore, Rebecca Lynn Glen Allen 
Cox, Beth Ann + Goochland Olive, Darlene Whitfield Mechanicsville 
Dickenson, Sandra MacDonald + New Braunfels, TX Overmeyer, Karen Zadanski Richmond 
Dickerson, Cynthia Marie + Richmond Parker, Catherine Campbell + Roanoke 
Emory, Heather Jane Richmond Pennington, Debra Ann Chesapeake 
Estes, Mona Johnson Virginia Beach Poore-Bowman, Beth Hampden-Sydney 
Frazer, Martha Jo Afton Price, Joy Mae Fair Burkeville 
Gilman, Constance Cooke Warsaw Sanders, Sandra Karickhoff Newport 
Gradek, Jaroslaw Newport News Stratton, Erin Lee + Decatur, GA 
Hall, Anne Kathryn + Glen Allen Theimer, Janet M. + Buchanan 
Harocopos, Anna Maria + Arlington Thompson, Teresa King Yorktown 
Holland, Patricia Stulb Williamsburg Tillman, Susan Elizabeth + Richmond 
Horton, Neil Featherston Richmond Townsend, Catherine Leslie Virginia Beach 
Hunter, Suzanne Eulalia Richmond Ulin, Jennifer Luzia Petersburg 
Jarosinski, Judith Virginia Beach Via, Patricia S. Richmond 
Kenney, Karen Andrzejewski Midlothian Welstead, Kelly Barnhart + Richmond 
Klein, Barbara C. + Midlothian Wernicke, Karen Ann Virginia Beach 
Liu, Yi Richmond Wilson, Deborah Elizabeth Buren Williamsburg 
Lobner, Amy Lynn + Chesapeake Woodcock, Brenda Hopkins Rockville 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Bernard, Brian Noel + 
Tabassian, Fatemeh + 
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Victor Yanchick 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Tran, Hanh Diem + 
Tucker, Zachary Cleveland + 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
Arlington 
Richmond 
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCE 
Grella, Brian Scott + Fredericksburg 
DOCTOR OF PHARMACY . 
Ash, Geneva Marie ** Warsaw Learned-Coughlin, Susan Marie + Midlothian 
Baker, Regina Cutter* Virginia Beach Lee, Lauren Yoo-Jin Falls Church 
Baker, Tracy Ann * Stafford Ling, Con Ann ** Vienna 
Bakshi, Dimpy Kaur * North Potomac, MD Luong, Brigitte ThyThy * Springfield 
Bounds, Maureen Gallagher Norfolk Mabry-Winfield, Kandace Yolaundo Petersburg 
Cha, Min C. ** Fairfax Makin, Douglas Joseph * Fredericksburg 
Crites, Valerie Ann ** Petersburg, WV Morbitzer, Deirdre Anne ** Ligonier, PA 
Fletcher, Christine Michelle * Manakin-Sabot Mountain, Kristen Kay Glen Allen 
Flory, Hilda Mae ** Grottoes Neal, Donald Jeffery St. Paul 
Gordon, Margaret Mary * Williamsburg Pak, Jonathan ** Clifton 
Gorji, Ziba Elizabeth Moore Stown, NJ Patel, Nikita Harikrishna Richmond 
Gouldin, Winston Miller * Richmond Patina, Amy Bateman * Richmond 
Harika, Michelle Shibley * Richmond Patterson, Belle Blake Richmond 
Honaker, Marsha Renee * Oakwood Pigg, Barbara S. St. Louis, MO 
Hooper, Anna Christina Telford * Dekalb, TX Preston, Rachel Elizabeth ** Rochester, NY 
Hooper, Christa Gayle Smithfield Sabbah, Hassan Talaat Midlothian 
Jeannette, Lisa Yavonka Richmond Thomas, Michele Lynn Midlothian 
Kahn, Sarah Eve ** Vienna Troester, Tammy Suzanne Staehler ** Kewaskum, WI 
Keller, Suzanne Michelle York, PA Varney, Kimberly Lynette Salem 
Kelly, Charles Brian * Richmond Vashee, Urvashi S. Stafford 
Kim, Patricia Ann Great Falls Whitaker, Amy Lynn Richmond 
Kristoff, Deborah Elaine Roanoke Williams, Melissa Ivey ** Midlothian 
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Alford, Joyce Woodbury ** 
Bah, Maimoona Noor 
Bell, Nachelle Lasha 
Boykins, Guy Andre 
Currie, Brewsonya Aramintia 
Dolvin, Welborn ** + 
Earl, Tara Roshell 
Evans,Nichol Rachel** 
Frederick, Faren Arnel + 
Gore, Stephanie Wrenee-Lessie ** 
Hall, Wendy Gail 
Hannon, Becky Annette 
Henshaw, Patricia Leece 
Hiort, Sofia A.T. 
Loew, Heather Ann 
Lyons, Tina Marie ** 
Madison, Kristi Eileen 
McKinney, Heather Elizabeth 
Albracht, Karla T. + 
Amaral, Tiffany Lauren 
Andersen, Tracy Lynn 
Antus, Sarah Jane 
Appleton, Debbie Olson 
Archard, Albert Leonidas 
Arnold, Allison Landon 
Arnold, Daniel Patrick 
Atkinson, Jeannie Marie 
Barton, Leigh Anne 
Basham, Dawn Gallup + 
Bass, Chanda Dione 
Becker, Kathleen Elizabeth 
Berlin, Charles David + 
Berry, Renee Suzanne 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dean Frank R. Baskind 
BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK 
Richmond 
Stafford 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Chester 
Richmond 
Williamsburg 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Norfolk 
Richmond 
Chester 
Madison 
Uppsala, Sweden 
Yorktown 
Richmond 
Dale City 
Virginia Beach 
Mercer, Saundra D. * + 
Mescall, Delaney Christine Turnage 
Milstein, Jonathan Robert 
Mitchell, Kerri Anita + 
Nadolski, Elizabeth Linday 
Nelson, Heather Anne 
Nici-O'Connell, Cheryl Ann 
Redman, Julie S. 
Roane, LaKisha Rochelle 
Roth, Kenneth M. 
Searles, Nikole Rohana 
Skowysz, Benjamin Eric 
Snodgrass, Kristine Abigail + 
Starkes, Linda Scruggs 
Tuckmantel, Dianne Michelle + 
Washington, Malaika 
Yerkes, Meri Elizabeth * 
GRADUATE CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK 
Fairfax Bisbee, Janette Crosby 
Great Falls Black, Paula Elizabeth 
Yorktown Boland, Janet Adams 
Mechanicsville Bolin, Amy Alicia 
Portsmouth Bosma, Laurel Ann 
Richmond Bowman, Deborah Lynn 
Richmond Boyd, Christine Anne 
Richmond Breeden, Robin Dawn 
Chantilly Breier, Jonathan F. 
Richmond Brethwaite, Drucilla Sawyer 
Dale City Brintnall, Julie Ann + 
Midlothian Brown, Donna Lee Braithwaite 
Res ton Brown, Sheila Grant 
Manassas Bruch, Louisa Faline 
Fairfax Bryceland, Eileen Nolan 
Burnette, Patricia Elizabeth 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Falmouth 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Newport News 
Fairfax 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Vienna 
Charles City 
Richmond 
Queens, NY 
Newport News 
Richmond 
Chattanooga, TN 
Richmond 
Dale City 
Quinton 
Richmond 
Warrenton 
Burke 
Virginia Beach 
Annandale 
Richmond 
Charlottesville 
New Market 
Oradell, NJ 
Fairfax 
Springfield 
Winchester 
Mechanicsville 
Richmond 
Falls Church 
Williamsburg 
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Cagle, John Garland Hampton Hlavach, Deborah Ann Sterling 
Calkins, Benjamin Thomas Richmond Holloway, Patricia Joyner Williamsburg 
Carper, Kristi Marie Fairfax Holt, Dana Lynn Phenix 
Carroll, Ramona Simone Richmond Honig, Sarah Jane Richmond 
Carver, Kriszta Nicole Richmond Hooper, Kristen Blair Glen Allen 
Cassidy, Alexandra Leslie Camille Alexandria Hunt-Gibbon, Timothy Paul Longbeach, CA 
Chalk, Christine F. + Fairfax Station Hyldahl, Cynthia Anne Richmond 
Choby, Marya Ballog Charlottesvile Hyppolite, Marie lmmacula Richmond 
Clark, Marcia J. Woodbridge Inglese, Virginia Fairfax 
Clark, Ronnie Landon Hampton Isenberg, MariSusan Willard Richmond 
Clements, Ruth Anne Richmond Joglekar, Radhika A. Richmond 
Clemmer, Nancy Day Arlington Johnson, Nicole Kimberley Brooklyn, NY 
Conrad, Jean Scott Redmond + Falls Church Jones, Atalaya Donella Rice 
Cook, Kelli Jovita Detroit, Ml Jones, Brinette Lenore Richmond 
Cook, Kimberly Hope Richmond Jones, Chiquita LeSean Windsor 
Cook, Nancy Elizabeth Richmond Kahn, Lisa Rose Burke 
Coon, Terri Walton Hampton Kariel, Elizabeth Anne Charlottesville 
Cupp, Courtney Dana Richmond Karim, Amina Tinisha Richmond 
Daly, Kathryn Whittington Clifton Keisler, Shahanna Naseem + Gloucester 
Damon, Jack G. Lorton Kelley, Lois Elaine Hensley + Elkton 
de Foras, Suzette Stirling Richmond Key, Daniel Philip Charlottesville 
Dobson, Mary Margaret Richmond Kim, Yung Hae Vienna 
Dorfman, Beth Rochelle Bethesda, MD Kirkpatrick, Carlena J. "Karlee" Richmond 
Dunn, Lauren Cathryn Newport News Koeppen, Joy Ellen Fairfax 
Eggleston, James Mark Richmond LaMontagne, Alexis Dawn Herndon 
Ellis, Franklin W. "Skip" + Herndon Lambelet, Kim + Annandale 
Ferree, Leslie Grayson Charlottesville Lazier, Vona Leva Falls Church 
Fleming, Christal Nicole New Haven, CT Lester, Lorraine Marcus Fredericksburg 
Flint, Heidi Norfolk Lile, Emily Anne Hopkinsville, KY 
Foster, Anita Rene Richmond Lintner, Robyn Ellen Centreville 
Freeman, Michele Monique Ettrick Locklear, Naomi Dale City 
Fricke, Michele Kristine Fairfax Mack, Elizabeth Healy Richmond 
Frizzelle, Jonathan Edward Richmond Marino, Robert Matthew + Richmond 
Gardner, Mark Steven + Arlington Maroshek, Ann Marie Bethesda, MD 
Garrabrant, Ward Andrew Maidens Marvin, Randall Keith Winchester 
Gho, Tani Yong Newport News McGrath, James Joseph + Richmond 
Giancaspro, Kimberly Kratch Richmond McKulsky, Catharine B. Herndon 
Gibson, Gay Lloyd Alexandria McMichael, Faith Elise Manassas 
Gilchrist, Amy Christine Chesapeake Mercado, Tania Ferran Alexandria 
Giles, Angela Jeanne Hampton Mergenthaler, Sigrid Friedhilde Christa Triangle 
Gipson, Teshana Denise Los Angeles, CA Meyer, Jennifer Anne Oakton 
Goodman, Elizabeth A. Herndon Milinowski, Tanya Elizabeth Arlington 
Grant, Linda Lee Springfield Miller, Amy Stuart Virginia Beach 
Gray, Alisha Renee Richmond Miller, William V., Jr. High Falls, NY 
Gray, Jennifer Lynn Harpine Albany, NY Moore, Nora Nicole Lexington, NC 
Grimshaw, Amy Hunter Richmond Morris, Lisa Michelle Richmond 
Groome, Carol Sober Charlottesville Morrow, Virginia Kay Richmond 
Groves, Barbara Irene Palmyra Mosemann, Holly Joy Oak ton 
Gulmatico, Patricia Anne Albaladejo South Hill Mostoller, Shoshana Rachel Virginia Beach 
Gurz, Christine Marie Richmond Muir, Amy Elizabeth Richmond 
Harper, Elizabeth Ruth Annandale Nacht, Meredith Leigh Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Hasbrouck, Karen Evans Mechanicsville Nakhleh, Nadia Jeanne Annandale 
Hassel, Cynthia Kareen Annandale Nielsen, Michael William Richmond 
Helton, Hope L. Richmond Nogan, Theresa Ann Stafford 
Herrenbruck, Gail Oschrin Charlottesville Nuss, Crystal Lynn Stafford 
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O'Neil, Sascha Ketiana Charlottesville Smith, Robin Gibbs Manassas 
O'Neill, John V. Alexandria Spencer, Michelle Lee Richmond 
Opal, Dawn Marie Falls Church Stebbins, Mary Beth Charlottesville 
Pagano, Lisa Michelle McLean Steinberg, Peter Beck Burke 
Palmer, Julianna M. Poquoson Stevens, Sonia Stafford 
Parrish, Jennie Louise Rosborough Annandale Stewart, Erica Lavette Valentines 
Parrish, Patricia Ann Goochland Stringer, Mary A. Fairfax 
Pascoe, Ann Elizabeth Vienna Suarez, Carla Evangelista Fairfax 
Pater, Melissa Campbell Chester Sweeney, Timothy John Vienna 
Perry, David Eugene Arlington Taylor, Angela Sword Portland, OR 
Petty, Tia Laverne + Chesterfield Thomas, Dawn Michelle Richmond 
Peyton, Nicole Yvette Richmond Thomas, Delores Hampton 
Phillips, Cheralee Renee Charlottesville Thompson, Joel Edgar, Jr. + Staunton 
Poley, Christina Marie Portland, ME Thompson, Rebecca Anne Mechanicsville 
Price, Allison Paige Richmond Thorowgood, Teri Gail Richmond 
Price, Nancy Stuart Fairfax Tillman, Angela Denise Glen Allen 
Pugh, Dahlia C. Clear Brook Trenary, Kelley Ann Longerbeam + Berryville 
Rachal, Vicki Lynn Alexandria, LA Tuck, Reginald David Midlothian 
Ratchford, Elizabeth Candler Burke Tuohy, Maria Noelle Richmond 
Regan, Fedele Fiore + Upperville Tuttle, Nicole L. Richmond 
Reid, Shirley Ann + Richmond von Lazar, Irene Elisa Fairfax 
Richards, Constance V.S. Vienna Walkup, Melissa Rae Richmond 
Ritchie, Faye Lohr New Market Walter, Whitney Elizabeth Richmond 
Ritter-Clough, Elise Dawn Arlington Walton, Candance Yolanda + Richmond 
Robinson, Mary Elizabeth Alexandria Ware, Eleanor Whitlock Richmond 
Rothermel, Alisa S. + Falls Church Watson, Raquel Robinson Lancaster, PA 
Sakati, Jacqueline J. Sterling Weaver, Lara Hansen + Annandale 
Sale, Charles Latam~, Ill Richmond Westphal, Carol A. Quantico 
Santa Rita, Penelope Jeanne Shreeve Fairfax Williams, Kimberly Eastman Richmond 
Schaumburg, Lorraine Arnette Woodbridge Williams, Rhonda L. Rivera + Fairfax 
Schmidt, Cynthia L. Fairfax Willingham, Rosemary Jane Richmond 
Schreeder, Laura Diane Chattanooga, TN Wilson, Andrea Raye Richmond 
Scott, Vanessa Monique Chesterfield Wingler, Jeanne Francine Bel Air, MD 
Scudder, Amanda Faye Smith Richmond Wolf, Kecia Ann Alexandria 
Sedaghatfar, Elizabeth Naar Res ton Wood, Norma Kay Owensville, MO 
Sheridan, Fiona Catherine Richmond Woodard, Linda Carol Annandale 
Shine, Kathleen Mary Charlottesville Woods, S. Christopher Richmond 
Shisler, Heather M. Mechanicsville Wootten, Thomas M. McLean 
Shorter, Heather Berkley + Smithfield Wuckovich, Amy Jean Potomac 
Shunk, Kathleen Jean West Herndon Yates, Jennifer Anne Edgewater, MD 
Slabaugh, Andrew Kirk Richmond Yeager, Tina Davita + Temple Hill, MD 
Slifka, John Patrick Fairfax 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
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OFFICE OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Dr. Grace E. Harris, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES 
Abel, Kim Lea ** + Richmond Hazelgrove, Mark Chaesung * + Sands ton 
Bain, Mary Katherine Chabala + Richmond Hurt, Amy Elizabeth Richmond 
Barnes, Jenene L. + Richmond lies, Barbara J. ** + Glen Allen 
Barrafato, Carl Gino + Richmond Lee, Cindy M. + Richmond 
Baumgardner, Alan + Richmond Lewis, Andrea Gayle * Richmond 
Beers, Johanna V. + Richmond Loschiavo, Marcia Marie Todd Midlothian 
Blair, Macon Chaplain * Alexandria Maddra, Linda B. + Spring Grove 
Blankenship, James Robert + Richmond Marble, Jeffrey Gordon + Richmond 
Bond, Annette Marie Haalboom Richmond Meadows, Laurie Charles * Richmond 
Bowyer, Michael Shannon Boones Mill Newsome, Robert A. Richmond 
Branch, Cheryl Logan + Richmond Parker, Troy A. + Richmond 
Brown, Henrietta L. Richmond Price, Carol H. * Richmond 
Burke, Christopher Summers Richmond Price, Meg Fontaine *** Richmond 
Camp, Theodore Gregory Richmond Pryor, Alan Hayden, Ill + Richmond 
Carter, Phillip Michael + Fredericksburg Redman, Barbara Blakely + Lawrenceville 
Clark, Gianna Cuvanov * + Mechanicsville Schnakenberg, Jennifer Elizabeth Dunkirk, MD 
Clark, LaTonya Francine + Richmond Seay, Aminta Kelby ** + Richmond 
Cooper, Denise Dianne Richmond Seim, Kathryn A. ** Richmond 
Cox, Richard Cleveland, Ill + Altavista Spears, Richard Faulconer, Jr. Virginia Beach 
Crowder, John William Richmond Steele, Anders Jacob Richmond 
DeNunzio, Steven Joseph Mechanicsville Strother, Kathy Lynne + Richmond 
Diehl, Mary Victoria Winchester Sutphin, Sean Paul Richmond 
Dixon, Ellen Marie * Montpelier Tinsley, Joyce Ryan + Richmond 
Finley,Eric Preston + Laurens, SC Underwood, Sandra Fuller * Richmond 
Fudala, John S. Virginia Beach Vital, Mary Willis + Richmond 
Gay-Overstreet, Alexandra C. + Richmond Vukovich, George Michael, Jr. * Fredericksburg 
Giles, Candace S. Richmond Walen, David M. Richmond 
Goetzinger, Phillip Martin + Richmond Willis, Sandra Mills + Richmond 
Hall, Tyreasha N. Richmond Woelfl, Frank Adam + Richmond 
Hauser, Cannon Shea St. Thomas, USVI Woodward, Jennifer + Williamsburg 
Woolfolk, Lottie Williams Glen Allen 
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
CANDIDATES 
presented by Jack L. Haar, Dean of Graduate Studies 
AI-Mohaisen, Maryam H. + Physiology Richmond 
B.S., M.S., Kuwait University 
DISSERTATION : "Stress and Glucocorticoid 
Regulation. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Mohammed Kalimi 
Allocca, Paula Norton Nursing Richmond 
B.S., M.S. , Medical College of Virginia, 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "A Cognitive Behavioral 
Psychoeducational Program for Women with Breast 
Cancer Undergoing Stem Cell Transplant: A Pilot Study." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Barbara Munjas 
Archer, Christopher Ray:+ Psychology - Richmond 
General 
B.S. ,Texas Christian University 
M.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Competition and Comparison : The 
Effects of Performance Outcome and Performance 
Situation on Self-Esteem ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Donelson R. Forsyth 
Balan, Guhan Pharmaceutical Sciences Richmond 
B.S., Birla Institute of Technology & Science 
DISSERTATION : "Characterization of the Intestinal 
Absorption of Captopril Using Models of Human Small 
Intestine." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Wesley Poynor 
Bayer, Laura Anne + Psychology - Clinical New Haven, CT 
B.A. , New York University 
M.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "John Henryism: Influences on Casual 
Blood Pressure 2nd Dietary Compliance among African-
American Adolescents. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr Dawn K. Wilson 
Blair, Robert Eagan Pharmacology and Richmond 
Toxicology 
B.S. , Lynchburg College 
DISSERTATION: "Changes in GABAA Receptor Subunit 
Expression and Calcium/Calmodul in-Dependent Protein 
Kinase II Activity in the Hippocampal Neuronal Culture 
Model of Epilepsy." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert Delorenzo 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Boswell, Donald Lee + Public Policy and Glen Allen 
Administration 
B.G.S., M.P.A., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Virginia Sheriffs vs. Police Chiefs and 
Jail Superintendents: An Empirical Evaluation of Local 
Law Enforcement Services." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Mary J. Clement 
Bouton, David Anthony + Urban Services Richmond 
B.B.A., M.A., University of Notre Dame 
DISSERTATION: "Operationalizing Multiple Intelligences 
Theory with Adolescent Males." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Paul J. Gerber 
Bramble, James D. Health Services San Diego, CA 
Organization and Research 
A.A. , Grossmont College 
B.S., University of Utah 
M.P.H ., University of Oklahoma 
DISSERTATION: "Market and Organizational Factors 
Associated with Teaching Hospital Participation in 
Strategic Hospital Alliances ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Roice Luke 
Brandt, Janice Deaver + Urban Services Richmond 
B.S. , M.Ed., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Relationship between Networking, 
Stages of Women's Psychosocial Development, and 
Securing Government Contracts by Women Business 
Owners in Virginia." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Michael D. Davis 
Brown, Laverne Latrice Chemistry Richmond 
B.S., Old Dominion University 
DISSERTATION: "New Phenylpropanoid Glycosides from 
Polygonum Pensylvanicum." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. A.T. Sneden 
Buller, Arlene Marie + Human Genetics Richmond 
B.S., Old Dominion University 
Dissertation : "Pharmacologic Induction of Fetal 
Hemoglobin in Transgenic Mice as a Model for the 
Treatment of the Beta-Hemoglobinopathies." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Joyce Lloyd 
Burgess, James David + Chemistry Franklin 
B.S., Longwood College 
DISSERTATION: "Cytochrome c Oxidase Immobilized in 
Electrode-Supported Lipid Bilayer Membranes." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Fred M. Hawkridge 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Caffrey-Nolan, Rebecca Elizabeth Anatomy Richmond 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Activation of Murine Peritoneal 
Macrophages by Direct Exposure of Gallium Arsenide. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Milton Sholley 
Caldwell, Ray Andrew + Physiology Martinsville 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Electrophysiological Effects of 
Lysoplasmenylcholine on Rabbit Ventricular Myocytes." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Clive M. Baumgarten 
Camarata, Martin Raymond Michael + Richmond 
Business 
B.A., State University of New York, Albany 
M.B.A. - M.H.H.A. , Xavier University 
DISSERTATION: "An Empirical Investigation of the Effect 
of Quality of Work Life and Organizational Citizen 
Behavior on Service Quality. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Randolph T. Barker 
Carmanico, Sharon Jean Liddy + Richmond 
Psychology - Clinical 
B.A. , M.A. , Carleton University 
DISSERTATION: "Diagnostic Subgroups of Depression 
in Adolescent Inpatients: The Relationship of Gender, 
Stresses and Cognitions to Cluster Membership." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Marilyn T. Erickson 
Carter, Emily Franklin + Psychology - Charlottesville 
Counseling 
B.A., Wake Forest University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Realignment of Social Networks 
Over the Development of Romantic Relationships. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Stanley R. Strong 
Charlesworth, Leanne Wood + Social Work Arlington 
B.A., Cornell University 
M.S.W. , State University of New York, Albany 
DISSERTATION: "Welfare Reform: A Case Study 
Analysis of Closed Cases & Initial Community Outcomes." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Ann Nichols-Casebolt 
Cheng, Luhua Microbiology and Immunology Richmond 
M.D., Shanghai Medical University 
DISSERTATION: "Transcriptional Activation of Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus Long Terminal Repeat by 
Ultraviolet Light and the Role of P53 and WAF-1 /P21 ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Kristoffer Valerie 
Chern, Jin-Yuan + Health Services Taipei, Taiwan 
Organization & Research 
B.S., National Taiwan University 
M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology 
DISSERTATION: "Determinants of Health Services 
Expenditures: A Longitudinal Study." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. T.H. Wan 
Coleman, Timothy Patrick Biochemistry and Richmond 
Molecular Biophysics 
B.S. , Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
DISSERTATION: "Regulation of Calcuitonin/CGRP Splicing." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. James Roesser 
Cone, Alicia Ann + Urban Services Richmond 
B.A. , Vanderbilt 
M.Ed. , University of Mississippi 
DISSERTATION: "A National Survey of Advisors to Self 
Advocacy Groups for Individuals with Mental Retardation." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. John Kregel 
Conley, Oris Stephen Urban Services Doswell 
B.A. , Clinch Valley College 
M.Ed., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Antecedents of First Sexual Intercourse 
in Early Adolescence: A Study of the Relationship 
between Social and Psychological Factors with Early 
Sexual Onset." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. John Kregel 
Cook, Stacie Ann Pharmacology and Richmond 
Toxicology 
B.S. , Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
DISSERTATION: "Characterization of Cannabinoid 
Tolerance and Dependence Development in Mice." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Billy Martin 
Cox, Kathleen Beach + Nursing Charlottesville 
B.S.N., College of Mount St. Joseph 
M.S.N. , Indiana University 
DISSERTATION: "Antecedents and Effects of lntragroup 
Conflict in the Nursing Unit." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Mary Corley 
Cox, Lisa Eileen + Social Work Richmond 
B.A. , Bridgewater College 
M.S.W. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Relative Influence of Social 
Support on the Medication Compliance of People with 
HIV Infection." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Beverly B. Koerin 
Crawford, Dawn M. Chemistry Alexandria 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
DISSERTATION: "The Effect of Strain on the Morphology 
and Mechanical Properties of Thermoplastic Polyurethane 
Elastomers." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. R. G. Bass 
Crowley, Sheila Social Work Richmond 
B.S., M.S.W. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "A Constructivist Inquiry of the 
Interpretation of Federal Housing Policy in and among 
Three Entitlement Jurisdictions." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR : Dr. Mary K. Rodwell 
Dardick, Glenn Stuart + Business Maidens 
B.S, B.A. University of Florida 
DISSERTATION: "Effects Upon Student Attitudes Toward 
Technology Resulting from the Introduction of Interactive 
Multimedia into Instructor-Led-Media-Oriented Instruction." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Richard Redmond 
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Dorsam, Iago Glenn Paul Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biophysics 
B.S., Michigan State University 
DISSERTATION: "Requirement Of NAD(P)H Oxidade 
Activity in IL-1 and TNF Induced Activation of NF-kB and 
Group II Phospholipase A2 Upregulation in Rat Mesangil 
Cells." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Or. Richard Franson 
Durr, Leslie M. Nursing 
B.S. , Syracuse University 
M.S., Hunter College 
DISSERTATION: "The Lived Experience of Nurse 
Administrators During Organizational Change." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Barbara Munjas 
Eide, Barbara Jean Peschke Business 
B.A. ,Concordia College 
M.S., North Dakota State University 
DISSERTATION: "The Effect of Integrating Learning 
Strategy Instruction in an Intermediate Accounting Course 
on Accounting Majors' Self-Reported Use of Learning 
Strategies and Performance." 
DISSERTATION ADVISORS: Dr. Bill N. Schwartz and 
Dr. Jon Wergin 
Farina, Dianne Rosa + Biostatistics 
B.S., Radford University 
DISSERTATION: "The Development of 0-0ptimal 
Designs for Exponential Survival Models." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Walter H. Carter 
Forsythe, Melissa Ann Heidmann + Nursing 
B.S., Northeast Missouri State University 
M.S., University of Hawaii 
DISSERTATION: "Expert Power and Decision Making 
in Nurse Managers: A Test of the Theory of Planned 
Behavior." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Barbara Mark 
Geary, Daniel Joseph Urban Services 
B.S.E., University Of Wisconsin-Whitewater 
M.Ed., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Perceptions of Instructor-Student 
Interaction as a Reason for Persistence in Two-Way 
Audio and Visual Distance Education." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Carroll Londoner 
George, Gerard + Business 
M.S.,M.M. Birla Institute of Technology & Science 
DISSERTATION: "The Effects of Knowledge Competence 
and Strategic Networks on Performance: A Study of 
Biotechnology Firms. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Anson Seers and 
D. Robley Wood, Jr. 
Richmond 
Charlottesville 
Chesterfield 
Richmond 
St. Louis, MO 
Richmond 
Richmond 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Ghosh, Roshni Biman + Pharmacy and 
Pharmaceutics 
B.S. , Shah College 
DISSERTATION: "Evaluation of Bronchoconstrictory 
Effects of Asthma Mediators and Bronchoprotective Effects 
of Beta-Agonists Using an Isolated Perfused Guinea Pig 
Lung Model." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Jergen Venitz 
Giammanco, Cheryl Ann -1- Psychology -
General 
B.A. , Western Maryland College 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION : "Juror Decision Making in Cases of 
Alleged Sexual Harassment." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. John J. Hartnett 
Gibbs, John Willard, Ill Anatomy 
B.A. , University of Virginia 
DISSERTATION: "GABA Modulatory Effects of Thalamo-
cortical Rhythmicity in Vitro. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Douglas A. Coulter 
Gilliam, Linda Henry + Urban Services 
B.A., M.A., Virginia State University 
DISSERTATION: "The Impact of the International 
Baccalaureate Program on School Change." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Jon Wergin 
Goggins, Laurie Dircks + Social Work 
B.A., Quincy College 
J.D., M.P.A., St. Louis University 
DISSERTATION: "When Practitioners Assist Elders in 
Accessing Medicaid for Long-Term Care: Implications of 
Eligibility, Transfer of Assets, and Estate Recovery." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. F. Ellen Netting 
Gourley, Eugene Vincent, Ill Psychology -
Clinical 
B.A. , University of Virginia 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Psychologists' Custody Evaluations in 
Virginia: A Survey of Methods and Procedures." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Arnold L. Stolberg 
Graybeal, Mary Elizabeth + Business 
B.A. , Randolph-Macon Women 's College 
M.A., University of Virginia 
DISSERTATION: "A Pest and Resistance Management 
Simulation Model for the Colorado Potato Beetle on 
Potatoes." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Charles H. Smith 
Grove, Andrew Dean Pharmacology and 
Toxicology 
B.A. , Eastern Mennonite College 
DISSERTATION : "The Role of an Oltipraz-Responsive 
UDP-Glucuronosyltransferase lsoform, 1 A7, in 
the Protective Mechanism of Oltipraz Towards 
Benzo(a)Pyrene." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Joseph K. Ritter 
Indianapolis, IN 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Radford 
Richmond 
Richmond 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 63 
Gupta, Seema+ Biochemistry and Molecular Richmond Jernigan, Joseph Michael + Public Policy Chester 
Biophysics and Administration 
B.S. , M.S. , Panjab University B.A. , Old Dominion University 
DISSERTATION: "Molecular Cloning and Promoter M.I.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Analysis of the Gene for Rat Mitochondrial Single- DISSERTATION: "Values and Trust Based Leadership: 
Stranded DNA-Binding Protein." Toward a Unifying Theory of Organizational Leadership. 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Glenn C. Van Tuyle A Case Study of a Public Sector Line Organization ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR : Dr. Gilbert Fairholm 
Hamilton, David Henry Social Work Albany, NY 
B.S., Loyola Marymount University Johns, Jeanine Louise + Nursing Quinby 
M.S.W. , University of California of Los Angeles B.S., George Mason University 
DISSERTATION: "Factors Affecting Social Workers' M.S., Old Dominion University 
Political Participation : Resources, Professional Dissertation : "Relationships Between Trust and 
Associations and Perceived Efficacy." Commitment as Multiple-Foci Constructs in an 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. David Fauri Organizational Setting ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Mary Corley 
Hassell, Lisa Yonette + Psychology - Barbados, 
Counseling West Indies Kane, David Bruce + Chemistry Wilmington, DE 
B.S., University of Florida B.S., University of Richmond 
M.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Construction of the Qualities of Social DISSERTATION: "Application of Resonant Enhanced 
Relationships Scale." Multiphoton Ionization to the Study of Ion Nucleation in 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Steven B. Robbins Supersaturated Vapors. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. M. Samy El-Shall 
Heldberg, Cynthia M. + Public Policy and Richmond Kapitonov, Dmitri Erievich + Biochemistry Leningrad Administration 
B.A. , Brown University and Molecular Biophysics 
M.A., West Virginia College of Graduate Studies B.S ., M.S., St. Petersburg University 
DISSERTATION: "The Impact of Gender on Physician DISSERTATION: "Isolation and Characterization of 
Practice Patterns : Implications for Physician Supply." Ceramide Galactosyltransferase cDNA. Comparision 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Gary T. Johnson with other Glycosyltransferases ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert Yu 
Hines, Denise Somer + Biochemistry and Richmond Kavanaugh, Victoria M. Psychology - General Midlothian Molecular Biophysics B.G.S., M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
B.A. , Douglass College DISSERTATION: "School Aged Child Care Among Day 
M.S. , Medical College of Virginia, Virginia and Nonday Shift Working Mothers." 
Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Characterization of an Endogenous DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Barbara J. Myers 
Cytosolic Inhibitor of Rat Testicular Neutral Cytosolic 
Cholesteryl Ester Hydrolase." Kelly, Ann Elizabeth Microbiology and Annandale 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. W. McLean Grogan Immunology 
Huynh, Phuong Nganhi + Microbiology Richmond 
B.S., George Mason University 
DISSERTATION: "lgE Binding Capacity and Biological 
and Immunology Activity of Chimeric Forms of Soluble CD23." 
B.S., Union College DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Daniel Conrad 
DISSERTATION: "Contrasting Effects of Alpha and Beta 
Androstenediol on Oncogenic Myeloid and Human Kennedy, Suzanne Jeanette + Microbiology Huntington, NY Mammary Tumor Cell Lines in Vitro ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Roger Loria and Immunology 
B.S., State University of New York 
Ibrahim, Ibrahim Awad + Health Services Richmond DISSERTATION: "Studies on A 6q-Deletion in the Acute 
Organization & Research Lymphoblastic Leukemia Cell Line CCRF-CEM." 
M.B. , Cairo University DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Eric Westin 
M.P.H., Tulane University 
DISSERTATION: "An Ecological Analysis of the Kerns, Robnet Thornhill + Biochemistry and Amherst 
Correlates of Sentinel Health Events." Molecular Biophysics 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Thomas T. H. Wan B.S., Virgin ia Polytechnic Institute & State University 
DISSERTATION : "Model of Inhibition of the 
Prothrombinase Complex by the Basic Phospholipase A2 
from Naja Nigricoll is Venom." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Herbert Evans 
64 IOCTOR OF PIILOUPIY 
Kloub, Mamoun Ahmad Physiology Amman, Jordan 
M.D., Crimea Medical Institute 
DISSERTATION: "Plasticity of the Peripheral Taste 
System: Functional Dissection of Salt Transduction 
Pathways." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. John A. DeSimone 
Kochan, Lisa Dawn Pharmacology and Richmond 
Toxicology 
B.S., Massachusetts College of Pharmacy 
DISSERTATION : 'Persistent Decreases in Cam Kinase II 
Activity in a Model of Complex Partial Epilepsy." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert Delorenzo 
Kofford, Mark Wade Anatomy Richmond 
B.S., Brigham Young University 
DISSERTATION: "Mast Cell Chymase in the Regulation 
of Procollagen Biosynthesis: A Mechanism for the 
Pathogenesis of Fibrosis." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Jack L. Haar 
Kump, Denton Freeman + Pharmacology Quinton 
and Toxicology 
B.A., Sweet Briar College 
M.S., Medical College of Virginia, 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Cocaine-Induced lmmunomodulation 
by the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal Axis: Differential 
Effects on T-Helper 1 and T-Helper 2 Cell Responses." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. John A. Rosecrans 
Le, Uyenlinh Thi Pharmacology and Richmond 
Toxicology 
B.S., College of William and Mary 
DISSERTATION: "Mechanisms of Humoral Immune 
Modulations in B6C3F1 Female Mice Following 
Exposure to Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (04) ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Albert E. Munson 
Learned-Coughlin, Susan Marie + Midlothian 
Pharmacy and Pharmaceutics 
B.S. , Albany College 
DISSERTATION: "Evaluation of the Pharmacokinetic-
Pharmacodynamic Relationships for the Central and 
Peripheral Effects of Scopolamine Following Intravenous 
Administration to Healthy Young Volunteers." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Jurgen Venitz , MD/Ph.D. 
Lee, Matthew Ming-Shou Biochemistry Richmond 
and Molecular Biophysics 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institutes & State University 
DISSERTATION: "CREB Expression and Phosphoryla-
tion in Axon-Induced Schwann Cell Proliferation." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. George DeVries 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Lewis, Janina Pawlowska + Microbiology Richmond 
and Immunology 
M.S., University of Gdansk 
DISSERTATION: "Molescular Genetics of Proteases of 
Porphyromonas Gingivalis W83." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Francis L. Macrina 
Lindstrom, Kathleen A. + Psychology - Marlboro, MA 
Counseling 
B.S., Pennsylvania State University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "A Comparison of Three Diagnostic 
Instruments for Identifying Adolescent Depression." 
DISSERTATION ADVISORS: Dr. Steven J. Danish and 
Dr. Nirbhay N. Singh 
Llewellyn, Gerald Craig Pharmacology and Richmond 
Toxicology 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Attenuation of Cytokine Production as 
a Potential Mechanism for Benzo(a)Pyrene Suppression 
of Humeral Immune Function." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Kimber L. White, Jr. 
London, Wendy Beth + Biostatistics Richmond 
B.S., Purdue University 
DISSERTATION: "Application of Within-Cluster 
Correlations in a Generalized Estimating Equations Gee 
Approach-Implications for Inference in Survival Analyses ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Chris Gennings 
Mancini, Anthony Michael + Psychology - Richmond 
Clinical 
B.A. , Gannon University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Effects of Discrimination and 
Hostility On Cardiovascular Reactivity: A Test of the 
Transactional Model ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Sandy E. Gramling 
Mason, David Jeremiah, Jr. Pharmacology Richmond 
and Toxicology 
B.S., Virginia State University 
DISSERTATION: "The Role of Dynorphin Peptides in the 
Development of Tolerance to Delta-A Tetrahydrocannab-
inol-lnduced Spinal Antinociception in Rats." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Sandra Welch 
McAdory, Louis Elliott Biochemistry and Richmond 
Molecular Biophysics 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
DISSERTATION: "Expression and Biophysical Character-
ization of PRO-GNRH/GAP." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert Harris 
McCabe, Colleen Therese Urban Services 
B.A. , M.S., Brooklyn College 
DISSERTATION: "Multicultural Children's Literature: Its 
Effect on the Cultural Attitude of Fifth Grade Students." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Daisy Reed 
Glen Allen 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
McCollum, Denise Cossette Health Services Gaithersburg, MD Natarajan, Ramesh + Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biophysics Organization & Research 
B.S., University of San Francisco 
M.A., Central Michigan University 
M.H.A., Baylor University 
DISSERTATION: "The Structural Response and 
Performance of General Hospitals in a Managed 
Care Environment." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. James Begun 
McCracken, Rebecca Smith + Psychology - Richmond 
Counseling 
B.A. , University of Virginia 
M.A., Boston College 
DISSERTATION: "The Initial Development and Validation 
of Scales to Measure Perceptions of Egalitarianism in 
Dual Income Couples." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Micah L. McCreary 
Miller, Bradley Bryan Biochemistry and Richmond 
Molecular Biophysics 
B.S. , College of William and Mary 
DISSERTATION: "A Selection Against the Transmission 
of Mitocondrial DNA Deletion-Mutations in the Rat 
Occurs Between the Blastocyst and Gastrula Stages of 
Embryogenesis." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Glenn C. Van Tuyle 
Mirshahi, Tooraj + Pharmacology and Glen Allen 
Toxicology 
B.S., State University of New York 
DISSERTATION: "An Investigation of the Ethanol 
Sensitivity of Recombinant N-Methyl-D-Aspartate 
Receptors Expressed in Xenopus Oocytes." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. John Woodward 
Moure, Carmen Pharmaceutical Sciences Richmond 
B.S., University of Santiago 
M.S., University of Navarre 
DISSERTATION: "Crystallographic Analysis of Allosteric 
Effectors of Hemoglobin." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Donald Abraham 
Murray, John Vincent + Psychology Richmond 
- General 
B.A. , Seton Hall University 
L.L.B. , University of Pennsylvania 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Effect of Senior Management Self 
Presentation and Communication Style on Non-Senior 
Management Personnel Trust in Corporate Downsizing." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: DR. Stanley R. Strong 
Nadder, Teresa Shibley Human Genetics Richmond 
B.S., M.S., Medical College of Virginia, 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Genetic and Environmental Effects 
on ADHD Symptomatology in the Virginia Twin Study 
of Adolescent Behavioral Development." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Judy Silberg 
B.S., M.S., University of Bombay 
DISSERTATION: "Molecular Cloning and Analysis of 
the Promoter for Rat Hepatic Neutral Cholesterol Ester 
Hydrolase." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. W. McLean Grogan 
Neidermeyer, Presha E. + Business 
B.S., B.A. , West Virginia University 
DISSERTATION: "An Investigation of the Impact of 
Disclosure on Perceptions of Risk: A Study of Emerging-
Stock-Market Firms Listing on Selected Exchanges." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Rasoul Tondkar and 
Dr. Ruth Ann McEwen 
Neil, Janice Ann Martinson Nursing 
B.S.N ., University of Virginia 
M.S., Medical College of Virginia, 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Living with a Chronic Wound : 
A Heideggerian Hermeneutical Analysis. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Barbara Munjas 
Nicholson, Roger Allen + Urban Services 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
MDiv., Union Theologial Seminary 
DISSERTATION: "Practice and Fit in the Allocation of 
the Resource of Faculty Time : A Study of the Current 
and Preferred Scholarly Practice of the Faculties of Ten 
Theological Schools Affiliated with the Presbyterian 
Church U.S.A." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr Jon Wergin 
Nicholson, Susan Crawford Psychology -
Counseling 
B.A. , Yale University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION:" A Cultural and Spiritual Model of 
Authoritative Parenting : A Parenting Intervention for 
African-Americans." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Micah L. McCreary 
Nnamani, ljeoma Nnechi + Medicinal 
Chemistry 
B.S., Howard University 
DISSERTATION: "Synthesis and Testing of Potential 
Antisickling Agents ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Donald Abraham 
Park, Gyeong Heui + Microbiology and 
Immunology 
B.S. , Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University 
DISSERTATION: "Sp1 is Critical for Maximal Activity of 
the Human cKit Promoter." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Geoffrey Krystal 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Agbani, Enugu 
Nigeria 
Richmond 
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Parsons, John Travis + Biochemistry and Richmond 
Molecular Biophysics 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
DISSERTATION: "The Effect of Normothermic Global 
lschemia Calcium Sequestration and Orthophosphate 
Production by Microsomal Mg2+/Cg2+ Atopose Isolated 
from the Rat Whole Brain." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert Delorenzo 
Phillips, Kathleen Elizabeth + Richmond 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
B.S. , University of Virginia 
DISSERTATION: "Mechanisms of lmmunotoxicity 
Caused by the Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitor, 
2'3' , -Dideoxyinosine." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Albert E. Munson 
Prince, Anita Holm Urban Services Chesterfield 
B.S. , Radford College 
M.Ed ., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Patterns of Continuing Professional 
Development (CPD) Activities of Social Workers in Local 
Departments of Social Services or Welfare in Virginia." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Carrol A. Londoner 
Qin, Dahui + Microbiology and Immunology Richmond 
M.D. , M.S., Nanjing Railway Medical College 
DISSERTATION: "FDC and the Induction, Regulation 
and Maintenance of Secondary Antibody Responses ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. John G. Tew 
Rafeei, Tourage Anatomy Richmond 
B.S., M.S. , Texas Woman University 
DISSERTATION: "The Effects of Training at Equal 
Power Levels Using Eccentric and Concentric 
Contractions on Muscle Activation and Skeletal Muscle 
Hypertrophy." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Stephen Goldberg and 
Dr. Sheryl Finucane 
Rahn, Brenda Christine + Urban Services Ashland 
B.S. , University of Maryland 
M.S. , Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
DISSERTATION: "The Relationships Between Learning 
Style, Academic Achievement, and Attendance of 
Selected Sixth Grade Urban Middle School Students." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Alan M. McLeod 
Rhodes, Joan Anne Urban Services Colonial Heights 
B.S.Ed. , Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
M.Ed., East Texas State Univesity-Texarkana 
DISSERTATION: A Comparison of the Effects of 
Individualized Writing Instruction with and without 
Pheonemic Segmentation on the Standard Spelling 
Performance of At-Risk First Graders." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Patricia H. Duncan 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Samaria, Kristine Marie Chemistry 
B.A. , M.A., Wheaton College 
DISSERTATION: "Complexes of Large Metal Ions with 
Symmetrically Di-Substituted Macrocyclic Ligands: 
Synthesis, Characterization of Isomers, and Structural 
Studies." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Lidia M. Vallarino 
Sandage, Steven John Psychology 
- Counseling 
B.S., Iowa State University 
MDiv., Trinity Divinity School 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "An Ego-Humility of Forgiveness: 
A Theory Driven Empirical Test of Group Interventions." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Everett L. Worthington 
Seals, Brenda P. Urban Services 
B.S., University of Houston 
M.Ed., Texas Southern University 
DISSERTATION: "The Perceptions of Non-Probationary 
Teachers in the Commonwealth of Virginia Toward 
Growth-Oriented and Accountability Driven Teacher 
Education Evaluation Models." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Daisy Reed 
Shacka, John Joseph + Pharmacology 
and Toxicology 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
DISSERTATION: "The Effects of Prenatal Nicotine 
Exposure on Post Natal Neuronal Nicotine Receptor 
and Neurobehavioral Development." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Susan E. Robinson 
Shelburne, Christopher Peek Microbiology 
and Immunology 
B.S., University of Richmond 
DISSERTATION: "Kit Expression in Mastocytomas and 
Neurofibrosarcomas." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Thomas F. Huff 
Shenoy, Shilpa Ravi Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biophysics 
B.A. , University of Virginia 
DISSERTATION: "Development of Heparin Anatagonist 
Drugs." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert Harris 
Shillady, Lucinda Lee Human Genetics 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Familial Risk for the Development of 
Conduct Disorder." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Lindon Eaves 
Richmond 
Ames, IA 
Spotsylvania 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Richmond 
Montpelier 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Siders, Mark Allen Business Midlothian 
B.S., Indiana State University 
DISSERTATION: "Organization Commitment and Job 
Performance Among Industrial Salespeople: An Empirical 
Analysis of the Relationship Between Commitment Foci 
and Objective Performance Measures." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Anson Seers 
Solanky, Asha Henry Nursing Richmond 
B.A. , Bridgewater College 
BS., M.S., Medical College of Virginia, 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Cultural Diversity and Work Group 
Outcomes." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Barbara Marks 
Stone, Warren Business Richmond 
B.S., M.B.A, Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Role of CEO's Functional 
Experience Orientation : The Effect on Organizational 
Performance and Perceived Environmental Uncertainty." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Anson Seers 
Sullivan, Michael Scott + Health Services Richmond 
Organization & Research 
B.S. , M.S., State University of New York 
DISSERTATION: "Outcomes and Costs of Care for Low 
Back Pain: A Comparison of Treatment Among Provider 
Types." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Louis F. Rossiter 
Tarn, Jyh-Horng Michael Business Chunan, Taiwan 
B.S. , National Taiwan Ocean University 
DISSERTATION: "Exploring the Impact of Geographic 
Dispersion on Information System Requirements. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: John W. Sutherland 
Temple, Meredith Deverell + Psychology - Newport News 
General 
B.S. , M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Role of the NMDA Receptor and 
Cyclic Guanosine 3' , 5' - Monophosphate (CGMP) in the 
Pathophysiological Mechanisms of Experimental Brain 
Injury: A Time-Course Study." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert J. Hamm 
Tesfaye, Fisseha Biostatistics Richmond 
B.S., Addis Ababa University 
M.S., Western Michigan University 
DISSERTATION: "Modeling Onset Times in Twins Based 
on Multivariate Frailty Model." 
DISSERTATION ADVISORS: Dr. Diajin Ko and 
Dr. Walter H. Carter 
Tinnell, Sheri Brumfield Microbiology and Farmville 
Immunology 
B.S., College of William and Mary 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: "Molecular Characterization of 
Murine CDZ3 Regulation ." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Daniel Conrad 
Tudor, Thomas Robert, Jr. + Business Warrenton 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
M.B.A. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Effects of Self-Efficacy, Work 
Locus of Control , and Job Involvement on Perceived 
Work Stressors and Strains." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Anson Seers 
Tyler, Laura Hamblin + Health Services Richmond 
Organization & Research 
B.A. , M.A., M.Ed. , University of Arkansas 
DISSERTATION: "The Effect of Different Case Manage-
ment Approaches on Outcomes: A Multi-Dimensional 
Evaluation of Services for Individuals with Serious Mental 
Illness." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Yasar Ozcan 
Walton, Mary Webb Nicholson + Richmond 
Psychology - General 
B.S. , Ithaca College 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Children and Advertising : 
An Investigation of the Relations among Consumer 
Education , Skeptism, and Aad-Ab-PI. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Wendy Kliewer 
Watson, Kent Allen Chemistry Mechanicsville 
B.S, Oregon State University 
DISSERTATION: "Synthesis and Characterization of 
Polyimides Prepared via A Diels-Alder Reaction between 
Novel Bisisobenzofurans with Various Bismalemides and 
Bisacetylenes." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. R.G. Bass 
Welleford, Elizabeth Ayn Psychology - General Richmond 
B.A. , Averett College 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "Mother-Daughter Relationships and 
Adult Daughter Friendships. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Wendy L. Kliewer 
Winslow, Robert Holden Microbiology and Levittown, NY 
Immunology 
B.S., University of Richmond 
DISSERTATION: "Genetic Analysis of Transcription 
Activation by Nuce Protein." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR : Dr. Gail Christie 
Winston, Bruce Edward Business Chesapeake 
B.S. , Rochester Institute of Technology 
B.S. , University of Alaska 
M.B.A., Regent University 
DISSERTATION : "Configurations of Marketing and 
Technology Adoption Strategies : Do the Effects Profit 
Performance." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Anson Seers 
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Woolard, Catherine Diane + Health Services Richmond 
Organization & Research 
B.S., James Madison University 
M.P.H., University of Texas 
DISSERTATION: "Influence of Community Characteristics 
on the Early Detection of Cancer." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Dolores G. Clement 
Ye, Huaqing + Microbiology and Immunology Richmond 
M.D., Zhangshan Medical College 
M.S .. Sun Yat-Sen University of Medical Sciences 
DISSERTATION: "Study on the Correlation Between the 
Helicobacterpylori Infection and Gastric Carcinoma." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Phillip B. Hyleman 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Yeh, Shu-Chuan Jennifer + Health Services Richmond 
Organization & Research 
B.S., National Taipei College of Nursing 
M.S., University of Scranton 
DISSERTATION: "Subacute Care in Skilled Nursing 
Facilities as an Adaptive Response to the New Healthcare 
Environment." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Thomas T.H. Wan 
Yeh, Thomas, Jr. + Physiology Savannah, GA 
B.S., Duke University 
DISSERTATION: "Beyond Classical Antonomics: The in 
Vivo Role of Sympathetic Nervous Response in Myocardial 
Gene Expression and Injury." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Emma Jakoi 
Yeakel, James Richard + Social Work Washington, DC Zhong, Wenqing Chemistry Newark, DE B.A. , Allentown College 
M.A., De Sales School of Theology 
M.S.W. , Catholic University of America 
DISSERTATION: "Men Sexually Abused as Children: 
Application of the Ecological Model in Explaining 
Adaptation. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Marilyn A. Biggerstaff 
Yeh, Joy + Health Services Organization & Midlothian 
Research 
B.S., Ohio State University 
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
DISSERTATION: "The Influence of Environmental 
Uncertainty and Resource Interdependence on 
Privatization of Public Mental Health Services." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Robert Hurley 
* Cum Laude • University Honors Student 
** Magna Cum Laude + Degree conferred prior to May 1998 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
B.S., Beijing University 
DISSERTATION: "Peptide Sequencing by Tandem Mass 
Spectrometry." 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. V. H. Wysocki 
Zhu, Jiepei Anatomy Richmond 
B.M., Hengyang Medical College 
M.S. , Jinan University 
DISSERTATION: "Effect of Combined Neuroexcitation and 
Deafferentation Brain Injury on Neurotrophin Expression: 
Alterations of BDNF Receptor lsoforms and BFGF 
Expression During Synaptic Plasticity. " 
DISSERTATION ADVISOR: Dr. Linda Phillips 
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COLLEGE OF 
UNIVERSITY HONORS ANO AWARDS 
UNIVERSITY H D N D R S PROGRAM 
Virginia Commonwealth University is committed to excellence in teaching and research 
and their role in public service and patient care. To realize and recognize academic 
excellence is VCU's highest priority. The University Honors Program was established 
to help fulfill this objective by meeting the needs of academically talented undergraduate 
students. 
VCU bestows University Honors on graduating students who have attained distinction 
through impressive achievement in course work as well as other formal and informal 
educational experiences. To be considered for University Honors, students must complete 
a rigorous prescribed curriculum and submit an academic dossier that reflects their 
commitment to learning in the best University tradition. Their petition to graduate with 
University Honors must be approved by the faculty serving on the University Honors 
Council. 
HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
Ankush Bansal Stephanie Hester Morayo Omojokun 
Cassandra Baskfield Seth Horton Jessica Orms 
Katherine Bavuso Jonathan Hullett Neema Patel 
Belle Boggs Andrea Johnson Jennifer Pennell 
Wendy Boggs Brindha Krishnaswamy Susan Samuel 
Chuckia Brown Laura Layman Nalini Sharma 
Maureen Brown Kevin Lowery David Smith 
Carin Butler Robert Mansman, II Juanita Smith 
Alice Chiou Prateek Mendirotta Lane Smith 
Ruth Coleman Ann Meyer Ryan Templeton 
Victoria Duong Patricia Moore Tricia Tran 
Maryann Elacate Dorothy Morin Anubha Tripathi 
Thomas Epperson Abhilash Nambiar Kyle Walters 
Theresa Hanner Bao-Chau Nguyen Monique White 
Catherine Hart Maihuong Nguyen Brandi Wong 
S C H O O L 0 F T H E A R T S 
Denille Francis 
Tami Lalonde 
S C H O O L 0 F 
Michelle Meyer-Ban 
Mary Beth Willis 
N U R S N G 
UNIVERSITY HONORS ANO AWARDS 
SERVICE AND LEADERSHIP AWARDS 
UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARDS 
Presented to students who have provided outstanding service and commitment 
to the University, student organizations, and/or the Richmond community. 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Susan Samuel 
School of Allied Health Professions 
Jessica Mccourt 
School of Education 
Katheryn Easlick 
Heidi Oliver 
UNIVERSITY LEADERSHIP AWARDS 
Presented to students in leadership roles in student organizations and/or 
University committees who have distinguished themselves by demonstrating 
outstanding leadership ability and commitment to their organizations at VCU. 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Susan Samuel 
Jennifer Sanford 
School of Allied Health Professions 
Jessica Mccourt 
School of Education 
Josephine Cofie 
Heidi Oliver 
School of Medicine 
Melissa Byrne Nelson 
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THE HONOR SOCIETY OF PHI KAPPA PHI 
Phi Kappa Phi is a national honor society founded in 1897. The Virginia Commonwealth 
University Chapter was established in 1976. The primary objectives of this society are 
to promote the pursuit of excellence in all fields of higher education and to recognize 
outstanding achievement by students, faculty and others through election to membership 
and various awards for distinguished achievement. 
Phi Kappa Phi typifies the honor society ideal, characteristic of American higher 
education, as it exists for the dual purpose of recognizing and honoring those students who 
attain high scholastic achievements, and encouraging those students who are capable of 
doing so. 
Phi Kappa Phi is unique because it recognizes scholarship in all academic disciplines, 
and does not restrict its membership to a specific field . Its interest and eligibility are 
extended across all subjects offered at the modern university and, by so doing, highlights 
the importance of appreciating and understanding more than a single limited specialty. 
1998 PHI KAPPA PHI SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS 
UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Anna Hong 
LAUREN A. WOODS AWARD 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Ryan Thomas Templeton 
WAYNE C. HALL RESEARCH AWARD 
Political Science and Public Administration 
Deirdre M. Condit 
School of Nursing 
Sheila A. Smith 
UNIVERSITY HONORS ANO AWARDS 
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS 
Doctoral Level 
School of Allied Health Professions 
Debra A. Draper 
School of the Arts 
Susan G. Homer 
Biomedical Engineering 
Shruti Japee 
School of Business 
Lucy R. Ford 
School of Education 
Caroline E. Kirkpatrick 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Douglas Kaufman 
School of Medicine 
Elizabeth A. Brown 
School of Nursing 
Jo Lynne Wheeler Robins 
School of Pharmacy 
Shuguang Hou 
Masters Level 
School of Allied Health Professions 
Suzanne N. Damico 
School of the Arts 
Debra A. Stuckgold 
School of Education 
Marcy L. Prochaska 
Environmental Studies 
Sandra R. Hypes 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Cynthia L. Oswald 
School of Medicine 
Susan M. Parker 
School of Nursing 
Ho Chong Smith 
School of Pharmacy 
Karen M. Carter 
School of Social Work 
Teresa E. Bsullak 
COLLEGE AND SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Cindy Hsu 
Patricia M. Paine 
School of Allied Health Professions 
Denise Pado 
School of the Arts 
Philip Brau 
Sunny La Rosa 
School of Business 
Charles Wrenn 
School of Education 
Michelle Lucero 
School of Medicine 
Erin McNutt 
School of Social Work 
Chelsea Patterson 
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College of Humanities 
and Sciences 
Cassandra Yvette Baskfield 
Vincent L. Batten 
Katherine Carter Bavuso 
Wendy Gaynelle Boggs 
Charles W. Bryan 
Ruth Marie Coleman 
Charles C. Conyers 
Natalie Ann Duck 
Margaret Baugh Ernstes 
Andrea Lynn Fried 
Jonathan D. Gouldthorpe 
Stephanie Jo Hester 
Damon M. Hill 
Jonathan Bradley Hullet 
Bruce Hunroe 
Terry G. Johns 
Andrea Chandler Johnson 
Jennifer C. Klinger 
Laura J. Layman 
Stuart C. Lynn 
Krista Lee Malone 
Robert William Mansman, II 
W. Kevin Massengill 
Lauren E. May 
Kevin Rqbert McNally 
Patricia Diane Turner Moore 
Dorothy Stovall Morin 
An Q. Nguyen 
Morayo Omojokun 
Susan J. Samuel 
Quentin Simmons 
David L. Smith 
Lane M. Smith 
Ryan Thomas Templeton 
Rebecca Terrell 
Tricia Thien-Huong Tran 
Carol Susan Walsh 
Ryan Preston Webster 
UNIVERSITY HONORS AND AWARDS 
1998 PHI KAPPA PHI FACULTY INITIATES 
School of Medicine 
Hermes A. Kontos 
George Kunos 
School of Education 
Richard J. Rezba 
1998 PHI KAPPA PHI ALUMNI INITIATES 
School of Education 
Edward B. Barber 
School of Social Work 
Katharine M. Webb 
1998 PHI KAPPA PHI STUDENT INITIATES 
School of Allied Health Kristin I. Oliver 
Professions Jennifer Renee Pennell 
Michele Lyne Agee Stuart Paul Rodda 
Richard B. Ammons Ian K. Seah 
Eric Baker Carol G. Sherry 
Ann Marie Beadle-Thomas Mary Ann Steiner 
Carolyn M. Caulfield Robert M. Williford 
Jasver K. Chahal William Edward Wirt 
Ann Chinnis, MD, FACEP, MSHA 
Tiff any P. Lange School of Dentistry 
Jennifer Kettler Love Sherry Angelica Caraveo 
Angela L. Marks Tracey R. Hill 
Melissa A. McCormack Ali H.A. Hussain 
M. Elizabeth Merchent Esther K. Lee 
James J. Nocks, M.D., M.S.H.A. Tony Meares 
Adrian Leigh Peyton Qais Faisal Musmar 
Anton C. Schoolwerth Dr. Christopher R. Ward 
Elizabeth S. Sorr Dr. Lloyd J. Zelazny 
School of the Arts School of Education 
Jennifer Bracy M. Bruce Hunroe 
Debra G. Clinton Rasha A. Ibrahim 
Oneita Carlson Enoch Ashley Lynn Ketron 
Sidney Ellen Lyda Christian D. Wheeler 
Cathy Ann Maher 
Carly Lane Massey School of Engineering 
Nancy McBurney Ozgur Ozan Gurun 
Frank Mullen Ill 
Kellie J. Murphy School of Medicine 
Jenny 0 . Ramirez James Christopher Connaughton 
Bruce 0. Speas Ann LeFuze Daniel 
George Alexander Hong 
School of Business Gary Warren Schlichter 
Crystal W. Barnette Michael G. Schlieman 
Lewis Anderson Broome 
Linda Gail Campbell School of Nursing 
John T. Coleman Crystal Judy Aigner 
Alan R. Dauphinais Lynda D. Antone 
Melissa J. Duncan Laura A. Bass 
Gerard George Kathleen Tamara Beaver 
Susan Balderson Kelly Sandra R. Campbell 
Carolyn S. Kingman Judith Grace Fetters 
Robert P. McBride Ill Melissa A. Forsythe 
School of Pharmacy 
Victor A. Yanchick 
Connie L. George 
Linda L. Grant 
Judith Jarosinski 
Barbara C. Klein 
Valentina Sage Lucas 
Sandra Jean McPherson Macon 
Michelle M. Meyer-Ban 
Holly Shannon Newcomb 
Ho Chong Smith 
Jennifer B. Spence 
Mary Elizabeth O'Boyle Willis 
School of Pharmacy 
Valerie Ann Crites 
Kristen K. Mountain 
School of Social Work 
Allison Landon Arnold 
Chanda Dione Bass 
Drucilla Sawyer Brethwaite 
Ruth Anne Clements 
Mary M. Dobson 
Lauren Cathryn Dunn 
J. Mark Eggleston 
Patricia Joyner Holloway 
Lois Kelley 
Tina Marie Lyons 
Catharine B. McKulsky 
Saundra D. Mercer 
Shoshana Rachel Mostoller 
John V. O'Neill 
David Eugene Perry 
Raquel Robinson-Watson 
Amanda Faye Smith Scudder 
Mary Beth Stebbins 
Carol A. Westphal 
S. Christopher Woods 
Meri E. Yerkes 
Bachelor of General Studies 
Barbara Jean lies 
Meg Fontaine Price 
UNIVERSITY HONORS ANO AWARDS 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN 
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 
Students selected for Who's Who are among the country's 
outstanding campus leaders and are selected on the basis 
of academic achievement, service to the community, 
leadership in extracurricular activities, and future potential. 
Emilie Aguerre 
Jasver Chahal 
Charles C. Conyers 
Carin L. Gegen 
Robdisha Hibler 
Sofia Hiort 
Joel B. Hughes 
LaToya M. Jackson 
Otis R. Jones 
Carly L. Massey 
Meg Fontaine Price 
Susan Samuel 
Jennifer Sanford 
Jennifer Weiss 
William E. Wirt 
VCU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
VCU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AWARD 
Presented to the Academic Campus senior who has exhibited 
exemplary characteristics in the areas of scholarship, leader-
ship and service to VCU and the Richmond community. 
Division of University Outreach 
Office of Community Programs 
Bachelor of General Studies 
Theodore Greg Camp 
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COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES 
HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
Susan J. Samuel 
SCHOOL OF MASS COMMUNICATIONS 
KAPPA TAU ALPHA 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY HONORING SCHOLARSHIP IN JOURNALISM 
Student members who graduated in August 1997, December 1997, or May 1998 
Jennifer L. Buckler 
Jessica E. Dierauer 
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 
PS I CH I 
Jennifer D. Girling 
Laurie B. McKay-Smith 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY IN PSYCHOLOGY 
Student members who graduated in August 1997, December 1997, or May 1998 
Steven Neal Barnes 
Cassandra Baskfield 
Shannon R. Bjerregaard 
Christina Blue 
Wendy G. Boggs 
Christina M. Cain 
Katalin A. Cannady 
Bonnie C. Cook 
Herbert Covington, Ill 
Angel Denise Cumbo 
Patience Cummings-John 
Jody Davieds 
Stephanie C. Davis 
Susan Ford 
Andrea Lynn Fried 
Greta Karen Galloway 
Patricia Dare Garner 
Brenda Guido 
Jennifer J. Heise 
Alison Higgs 
Ashley Katherine Hill 
Amy Jean Hogge 
Angela Renee Jenkins 
Terry G. Johns 
Suzanne E. Kirby 
Stuart Lynn 
Laura McCullough 
Katherine Meineke 
Ann Scheller Meyer 
Jason Mitchell 
Diane C. Moore 
Patricia Diane Turner Moore 
Jennifer R. Pennell 
Richard D. Taliaferro, Jr. 
Jennifer Penny Navis 
Jennifer Lynne Newman 
Kelli Michelle Nichols 
Tabitha Ann Odum 
Mary Katherine Overman 
Amy Jane Parker 
Abril Price 
Diane Davis Quesenberry 
Jennifer Ellen Sanford 
Lisa Yvette Shaw 
Laura Leigh Shields 
Helen Christine Simpson 
Paul Matthew Spicer 
Mary Steinbruck 
Carolyn G. Stone 
Nicole Renee Weddle 
UNIVERSITY HONORS AND AWARDS 
DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
ALPHA PHI SIGMA 
THE NATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE HONOR SOCIETY 
Student members who graduated in December 1997 or May 1998 
Amanda Blanchard 
Maureen Page Brown 
John Shelton Cravath 
Cynthia Marie Delinocci 
Paul Norman Dooley, Jr. 
Nelson L. Eby 
David L. Ellis 
Allison B. Faust 
Robyn A. Fisher 
Patricia L. Gannon 
Brian David Grubb 
Giovanni Guzman 
Tony F. Gutierrez 
Jordanna E. Haalboom 
Jeannie L. Hall 
Aloma Lynn Harris 
Marlene Alice Harris 
Bryan Hayes 
Tammie J. Hayes 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY 
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA 
Marsha Lorraine Holland 
C. Campbell Hundley Ill 
Tionette M. Jones 
Charles M. Kain 
Michelle Leigh Knicely 
William Andrew Kurtz 
Michelle M. MacBay 
Kimberly Darden Maciver 
David H. Mann 
Sylvia H. Manolatos 
Cheryl Dawn Marshall 
Janet A. Mason 
Teri A. Mason 
Alfred C. McGeachy 
Scott E. Mueller 
Tram H. Ngo 
Lisa A. North 
Kimberly H. Padua 
Teresa Pankey 
INTERNATIONAL SOCIOLOGY HONOR SOCIETY 
Cynthia L. Brechin 
Theresa Eddins 
Erin McClellan 
Maurice Ramirez 
Cynthia Jo Seay 
Paul M. Spicer 
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Pl SIGMA ALPHA 
NATIONAL POLITICAL SCIENCE HONOR SOCIETY 
Student members who graduated in August 1997, December 1997, or May 1998 
Kristin Almassy 
Angela Austin 
Thomas Banholzer 
Vincent Batten 
llya Berenshteyn 
Amy Burden 
Thomas Campbell 
Charles Conyers 
Daniel Ekstein 
Crystal Foster 
Curtis Gartenmann 
Theresa Hanner 
Christina Helfrich 
Jennifer Hodges 
John Hyde 
Lorie Jackson 
Sean Johnson 
Jennifer Klinger 
Brindha Krishnaswamy 
Katina Lancaster 
Jason Mann 
Courtne R. Parker 
Ricky A. Pinksaw 
Samuel C. Rasnick 
Scott S. Renalds 
Debbie Jean Rivera 
Jennifer Renee Robison 
James C. Samuels 
Jane L. Sheffield 
Robert J. Smith 
Sarah E. Smith 
Anita Williams Stiefvater 
Anndelynn Tapscott 
Amanda Sumer Taylor 
Jason A. Thomas 
J. Tyler Turpin 
Louis Jason Litton 
Chad Patrick Vitek 
Kenneth E. Wagner, Jr. 
Michael J. Wright 
Millicent Stockdon Steenburgh 
Julie G. Wright 
Thomas Manuel, II 
Tara Matsushima 
Patricia Moyer 
Lori Phillips 
Christopher Saladino 
John Salvaggio 
David Sowin 
Patrick Steed 
Richard Tozer 
Kay Wood 
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SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES 
A. D. WILLIAMS AWARD 
Michele Lyne Agee (awarded in Junior year) 
Jasver Chahal (awarded in Junior year) 
Angela Marks (awarded in Junior year) 
Senior Year Award To Be Announced 
DARIA DOWNING SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Jasver Chahal 
KUPFER AWARD 
To Be Announced 
DEPARTMENT OF GERONTOLOGY 
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD 
Myra Owens 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Maureen Corcoran 
Linda Rickabaugh 
A. D. WILLIAMS AWARD 
Alison Englade 
Adrian Leigh Peyton 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
HERMAN L. MULLINS AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING MANAGEMENT STUDY 
C. Elise Beamon-Mackey 
A. D. WILLIAMS AWARD FOR SCHOLARSHIP 
Carolyn Caulfield 
M. Elizabeth Merchent 
Tiffany Peacock-Lange 
CARDWELL LEADERSHIP AWARD 
Carolyn Caulfield 
JERRY L. NORVILLE AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR 
Robert E. Hurley, Ph.D. 
THOMAS C. BARKER OUTSTANDING PRECEPTOR AWARD 
Teresa Edwards, 
Chief Operating Officer 
Williamsburg Community Hospital 
UNIVERSITY HONORS ANO AWARDS 
DEPARTMENT OF NURSE ANESTHESIA 
C. PAUL BOYAN CLINICAL EXCELLENCE AWARD 
Rachel B. Provau 
AGATHA C. HODGINS C.R.N.A. MEMORIAL AWARD 
Elizabeth L. King 
A. D. WILLIAMS A WARD 
Jian Wang 
Maureen A. Brancato 
Amy R. Serafin 
DEPARTMENT OF NVRSE ANESTHESIA RESEARCH A WARD 
Earlyne L. Garvin 
BERNARD A. KUZAVA EDUCATION AWARD 
Lisa 8. Ziegler 
THOMAS C. BARKER PROFESSIONALISM A WARD 
Thomas C. Davis 
DEPARTMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
A.D. WILLIAMS A WARD 
Carin Gegin 
Christie Borum 
Jennifer Woodward 
A.D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIP 
Shannon Krinock 
Tara Harmon 
Margaret Smith 
NEAL A. KOO/MAN A WARD 
Fred Mahaffey 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
TERRY WISE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
To Be Announced 
A. D. WILLIAMS A WARD 
Margie Morgan Milner 
DEPARTMENT OF RADIATION SCIENCES 
A.D. WILLIAMS A WARD 
To Be Announced 
A. D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIP 
To Be Announced 
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S C H O O L O F T H E A R T S 
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR DESIGN 
ROGER BAUGH SCHOLARSHIP 
Christine Emde, December 1997 
Colin O'Malley, May 1998 
HAMILTON-FIELD SCHOLARSHIP 
Elizabeth Cabell, December 1997 
Victoria Popp, December 1997 
1/DAICHASENS SCHOLARSHIP 
Christine Emde, December 1997 
Tammy Farrell, December 1997 
Sara Mcinerney, May 1998 
INTERIOR DESIGN COMPETITION 
First Prize 
Karen Hall, May 1998 
Honorable Mention 
Elizabeth Cabell , December 1997 
LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE AWARDS 
Alumni Award 
Karen Hall , May 1998 
Alletta Tate, May 1998 
Thurmond Alford, December 1997 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
PHI KAPPA LAMBDA 
NATIONAL MUSIC HONORARY SOCIETY 
Student members who graduated in August 1997, December 1997, or May 1998 
Undergraduate Students 
Angie M. Cassada 
Stephanie G. Stockman 
Karen H. Queen 
Mark G. Whitesides 
David W. Robinson 
DEPARTMENT OF PAINTING AND PRINTMAKING 
Graduate Students 
Lisa R. Crawford 
Susan M. Davis 
Jennifer A. Gabrysh 
Dawn M. Henry 
Suzanne Roberts Jones 
Daryl W. Kinney 
Vincent L. Lardear 
Adam Larrabee 
Lesa A. Rottier 
BARBARA POWERS SCHOLARSHIP 
Keith Ramsey 
OUTSTANDING SENIOR AWARD 
Naomi Chung 
UNIVERSITY HONORS AND AWARDS 
S C H O O L O F 8 U S I N E S S 
THE HONOR SOCIETY OF BETA GAMMA SIGMA 
Undergraduate Students 
Aisha A. Arshad 
Crystal W. Barnette 
Kenneth R. Clark 
Melissa J. Duncan 
Kristin Jeanette Oliver 
Laurie A. Kimball 
Carolyn S. Kingman 
Sharon Mallory 
Dmitry Melnick 
Jennifer Renee Pennell 
Stuart P. Rodda 
Ian K. Seah 
Jennifer Lesley Shell 
Carol G. Sherry 
Mary Ann Steiner 
Carolyn M. Williams 
James H.Wilson, Jr. 
William E. Wirt 
DEAN'S SCHOLARS 
Undergraduate Students 
Aisha A. Arshad 
Dmitry Melnick 
Kristin J. Oliver 
Jennifer R. Pennell 
Ian K. Seah 
James H. Wilson , Jr. 
William E. Wirt 
Graduate Students 
Master's Level 
Esther Lynn Bogin 
Lewis Broome 
Andrea Mae Casey 
John T. Coleman 
Alan R. Dauphinais 
Robert Paul McBride 
Mary Cashman McTiernan 
William A. McTiernan 
Carlton A. Palmer, Jr. 
Doctoral Level 
Barbara Eide 
Gerard George 
Graduate Students 
William L. Baker, Jr. 
Sonja L. Bates 
Esther L. Bogin 
Lewis A. Broome 
Sasipa Chankaoropkhun 
John T. Coleman 
Somporn Krutsakorn 
Josephine Limb 
Robert P. McBride, 111, M. D. 
William D. Satchell 
Jyh-Horng Tarn 
DELTA SIGMA Pl SCHOLARSHIP 
Jennifer R. Pennell 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 
Fitsum Andargue 
Douglas Henderson 
Jonathan Isaac Huyard 
Ryan L. Losi 
OUTSTANDING CO-OP STUDENT AWARD 
Sopheak Heng 
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WALL STREET JOURNAL AWARD 
L. Gail Campbell 
DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Kristin J. Oliver 
BETA ALPHA PSI 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY IN ACCOUNTING 
Lisa Adams 
Nadine Ayoub 
Daniel Beck 
Robert Eddleton 
Ali Gadiwalla 
Jeanne Garcia 
Kenneth Huebsch Ill 
Margaret Janca 
Ryan Losi 
Sharon Mallory 
Sonya Mann 
Robert Pratt 
George Strudgeon 
Princess Watson 
Sherri Wyatt 
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
L. Gail Campbell 
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL ESTATE 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Dana M. Winebarger 
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Robert K. Butler 
Aisha A. Arshad 
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Carolyn S. Kingman 
DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING AND BUSINESS LAW 
STUDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 
William E. Wirt 
UNIVERSITY HONORS AND AWARDS 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
VIRGINIA ARNOLD SCHOLARSHIP 
Derek S. Lam 
Nicole R. Peasley (1996-1997) 
Kellie J. Von Elten (1995-1996) 
WILLIAM C. BOSHER, JR. SCHOLARSHIP 
Shawnya S. Jones 
DEAN'S SCHOLARSHIP 
Eilleen C. Remppies 
ROBERT AND GLADYS FLEMING SCHOLARSHIP 
Stephanie M. Michalowicz 
N. THELMA JONES SCHOLARSHIP 
Patricia P. Drake 
PHI DELTA KAPPA SCHOLARSHIP 
Katrina L. Cook 
Nicole R. Peasley (1996-1997) 
TEACHER EDUCATION DIVISION SCHOLARSHIP 
Dereck S. Lam 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION ALUMNI BOARD SCHOLARSHIP 
Nicole R. Peasley (1996-1997) 
Kellie J. Von Elten (1995-1996) 
PHI KAPPA PHI SCHOLARSHIP 
Katrina L. Cook 
Curtis H. Edwards 
PHI KAPPA PHI UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP 
Frederick D. Turner 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 
Amanda Jordan 
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SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
A.D. WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIPS 
Third Year Class 1996-97 
Jane Lynch Rozycki 
Second Year Class 1995-96 
Ding Dong Lin 
Thomas Neil Sciascia 
First Year Class 1994-95 
Dean Dong Lin 
WILLIAM 8. PORTER AWARD IN MEDICINE 
James Leon Khatcheressian 
ROBERT C. BRYAN AWARD IN PATHOLOGY 
Ann LaFuze Daniel 
L. BEVERLEY CHANEY AWARD 
Joanne Carullo Simon 
DEAN'S AWARD FOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT, 1994-1998 
Thomas Neil Sciascia 
HERMAN HERTZBERG AWARD 
Melissa Byrne Nelson 
ALPHA OMEGA ALPHA 
• Elected in Junior Year 
Kristin Fritz Baird* 
Elizabeth Anne Brown* 
James Christopher Connaughton 
Robert Alexander Creighton* 
Ann LaFuze Daniel* 
Charles Douglas Daniel 
Dorothy Patricia Fedis 
George Alexander Hong* 
Benjamin Travis John 
Kevin Neal Largen 
Ding Dong Lin* 
Christopher Mattew Meyer 
Kinloch Nelson 
Gary Warren Schlichter* 
Michael Gregory Schlieman* 
Thomas Neil Sciascia* 
Jerome Sepic 
Robert Anthony Tribuzio 
Gary William Tye 
UNIVERSITY HONORS ANO AWARDS 
BASIC SCIENCES PROGRAMS 
DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY 
H. L. OSTERUDAWARDINANATOMY, 1997 
Jiepei Zhu 
WALTHER REISE AWARD IN ANATOMY, 1997 
John Gibbs 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOSTATISTICS 
JESSIE HIBBS/MARION WALLER SCHOLARSHIP, 1993-1995 
Dianne Farina 
NATIONAL RESEARCH AWARD: MINORITY PREDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP, NIGMS, 1994-1998 
Fisseha Tesfaye 
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY 
MARY P. COLEMAN AWARD, 1997-1998 
Dahui Qin 
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY 
ICRS SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FOR BEST GRADUATE STUDENT, 1995 
Stacie Cook 
ANTHONY AMBROSE AWARD, 1995 
Stacie Cook 
C. C. CLAYTON AWARD, 1995 
Andrew D. Grove 
LAUREN A. WOODS AWARD, FIRST PLACE, 1997 
Lisa Kochan 
LAUREN A. WOODS AWARD, SECOND PLACE, 1997 
David J. Mason, Jr. 
SOCIETY OF TOXICOLOGY TRAVEL AWARD, 1995 
Gerald C. Llewellyn 
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SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 
A.D. WILLIAMS AWARD 
Third Year Class 1996-97 
April Bridges-Poquis 
Babak Farzaneh 
Oais Musmar 
Second Year Class 1995-96 
Oais Musmar 
First Year Class 1994-95 
April Bridges-Poquis 
Babak Farzaneh 
Connie D. Le 
Kyung L. Lee 
William A. Meares II 
Oais F. Musmar 
Christopher R. Ward 
Lloyd J. Zelazny 
EDMOND T. GLEN AWARD 
April Bridges-Poquis 
HINMAN DENTAL SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIPS 
William A. Meares II 
Oais F. Musmar 
PIERRE FAUCHARD ACADEMY SCHOLARSHIP 
Richmond Chapter 
Christa Ellenberger 
ALEXANDER KAUFMAN AWARD 
Malcolm Murray 
DIVISION OF DENTAL HYGIENE 
A.D. WILLIAMS AWARD 
Third Year Class 1996-97 
Sherry Caraveo 
UNIVERSITY HONORS ANO AWARDS 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
SIGMA THETA TAU 
THE NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY IN NURSING 
Undergraduate Students 
Heidi K. Hayes 
Linda D. Hobbs 
Michele E. Macklin 
Michelle T. Marks 
Stephanie A. McGhee 
Penny L. Shelton 
Tammy L. Shorter 
Kerry M. Sondej 
Mary Beth 0. Willis 
Graduate Students 
Kevin E. Brigle 
Judy G. Fetters 
Jaroslaw Gradek 
Jennifer A. Green 
Kristen R. Kangas 
Valentina S. Lucas 
Holly S. Newcomb 
Margaret B. Scott 
Ho Chong Smith 
Carrie H. Waltman 
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
EDWARD E. WILLEY SCHOLARSHIP 
Valerie A. Crites 
Rachel E. Preston 
W. ROY SMITH SCHOLARSHIP 
Jocelyn H. Leu 
PHI KAPPA PHI SCHOLARSHIP 
Valerie A. Crites 
RHO CHI 
THE NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY IN PHARMACY 
Min C. Cha 
Valerie A. Crites 
Christine M. Fletcher 
Ziba E. Gorji 
Winston M. Gauldin 
Marsha R. Honaker 
Christina T. Hooper 
Sarah E. Kahn 
Barbara S. Kannewurf 
Patricia A. Kim 
Deborah E. Kristoff 
Con Ann Ling 
Brigitte T. Luong 
Douglas J. Makin 
Deirdre A. Morbitizer 
Kristen K. Mountain 
Yong H. Pak 
Rachel E. Preston 
Tammy S. Troester 
Kimberly L. Varney 
Urvashi S. Vashee 
Melissa I. Williams 
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SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
ELAINE ROTHENBERG AWARD 
This award was named in honor of Elaine Rothenberg who 
served as Dean of the School of Social Work, 1972-82. 
Based on academic achievement, personal qualities, and 
service to the School, University, and profession, one 
student from each program may be selected for this award. 
The students selected for 1997-98 are: 
Graduate Students 
Sheila Crowley (Ph.D) 
Melissa Hayden (MSW) 
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS SOCIAL WORK 
Master of Social Work 
Teresa Bsullak 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS 
Delaney C. Turnage-Mescal! 
Michael Nielsen 
OFFICE OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY OUTREACH 
NONTRADITIONAL STUDIES ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
Theodore Greg Camp 
Meg Fontaine Price 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 
John W. Crowder 
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY is supported by Virginia to serve the Richmond 
area, the state, and the nation through teaching, research , service, and patient care. 
VCU combines comprehensive undergraduate, graduate, and professional programs 
with one of the largest academic health centers in the nation. With more than $96 million 
in annual research funding , VCU is a Carnegie Research-I University, one of only three 
in Virginia to be ranked in the top category for higher education in the United States. 
More than 22,700 students pursue 134 degree programs through the University's 
ten schools and one college. VCU has a full-time instructional faculty of more than 1,500 
who are nationally and internationally recognized for excellence in the humanities, the 
arts, science, engineering , education , social work, business, and all the health-care 
professions. 
With an annual budget approaching $1 billion and with more than 14,500 employees, 
VCU is a significant economic enterprise in the Richmond area. Two-thirds of VCU 's 
more than 100,000 alumni also live and work in Virginia. 
VCU is in progress with A Strategic Plan for the Future of Virginia Commonwealth 
University, a long-range planning initiative begun in 1993 and now entering its second 
phase. The goal of the strategic plan is to enhance VCU's national stature as well as 
its contribution to the community, particularly through collaborative initiatives and 
partnerships. 
One of the University's most recent strategic collaborations is the School of 
Engineering, established with the academic, business, and governmental sectors 
of Virginia. VCU's engineering school was included in state incentives that attracted 
the microelectronics industry to Virginia. Motorola, Inc. recently donated $6.5 million 
to the Virginia Microelectronics Center at the School of Engineering and named VCU 
one of its global partnership universities. 
VCU also is collaborating with academic, state and local government, and business 
leaders to develop the Virginia Biotechnology Research Park, which is serving as a 
catalyst for the biotechnology industry in Virginia. Located next to the Medical College 
of Virginia Campus, the Research Park will represent more than $200 million in capital 
investment over 34 acres in downtown Richmond , and employ more than 3,000 
professional and technical personnel when it is fully developed. 
The MCV Campus includes MCV Hospitals, one of the most comprehensive teaching 
hospitals in the nation. MCV Hospitals is ranked in The Best Hospitals in America and 
in the annual national study, 100 Hospitals - Benchmarks for Success. In 1996, the 
Virginia General Assembly passed legislation that established the MCV Hospitals 
Authority, a change in the hospital's governance and management. This legislation has 
allowed the teaching hospital to form partnerships with the health-care community, 
enabling the academic health center to compete more effectively in a rapidly changing 
marketplace and to enhance the quality of the delivery of patient care . 
• 
Uongratulations To All! 
